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� Introduction
Foods have evolved and changed tremendously in the past 

decade. Food additives are now applied to many different 
food types. Food additives are substances used to preserve the 
food or enhance its flavor or appearance. Recent studies have 
shown that these substances may have negative effects on the 
human body.1,2 To test this, we decided to do experiments 
with the three most common food additives: MSG, food 
color, and sodium nitrite. MSG, or monosodium glutamate, is 
the sodium salt of glutamic acid, one of the most abundant 
naturally occurring, non-essential amino acids. It is used to 
intensify and enhance the flavor of food.3 Studies have shown 
that it can cause headaches, asthma, and even brain damage.4-6 
Food coloring is made in a lab with chemicals derived from 
petroleum, a crude oil product, which is also used in gasoline, 
diesel fuel, asphalt, and tar.7  Food color is used to improve 
the appearance of foods and is often used in advertisements 
and fast-food restaurants. The excessive use of food color has 
been shown to reduce the attention span and cause ADHD 
and other behavioral problems in children.8,9 Sodium nitrite 
is often found in processed meats as a preservative to prevent 
bacteria growth.10 Studies have shown that over-consumption 
of sodium nitrite can cause kidney damage and low blood-
pressure.11,12 We tested each food additive on Daphnia magna. 
D. magna is a tiny, semi-transparent freshwater crustacean with
long antennae and prominent eyes. D. magna was used because
they are a perfect model system, easy to handle, and are an
ideal system for studying multiple stressors. They are good test
subjects because of their transparent bodies, early reproduction
rates, short lifespans, and gender change response system. We

hypothesized that these food additives would have harmful 
effects on the D. magna.
� Results and Discussion
To observe the short-term effects of food additives, D. magna 

were incubated with each of the test compounds for 30 minutes 
at four different concentrations: 2%, 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01%.These 
concentrations represent the range of relevant concentrations 
of food additives that can be found in the human body system. 
Five D. magna were included in each group. After 30 minutes 
the heart rates were measured. The average heart rate for the 
control group was 193 beats per minutes (bpm). No significant 
effect was observed in any groups for any concentration tested 
after 30 minutes of incubation. However, all of D. magna died 
within 30 minutes of incubation in 2% and 1% sodium nitrite 
and all D. magna died in the 2% food color group (Table 
1 and Figure 1). At least one D. magna died in each of the 
concentrations tested in the food additive groups. No D. magna 
died in the control group (Table 3 and Figure 2). The deceased 
D. magna were not included in heart rate analysis.

To observe the effects of the food additives after longer
incubation, D. magna were left overnight (12 hours) with 
food additives. The heart rates were measured the following 
day. After overnight incubation, the average heart rate for the 
control group was 173 bpm. The MSG and sodium nitrite 
groups displayed a dose-dependent increase in death of D. 
magna, indicating increased toxicity of these food additives 
with increased dosage (Table 3 and Figure 2).  There was a 
significant reduction in heart rate in D. magna in the presence 
of MSG and food dye (Table 2 and Figure 1). Interestingly, 
0.1% and 0.01% sodium nitrite did not display a significant 

Tasty or Toxic: Evaluating the Effects of Common Food 
Additives on Daphnia Magna 

Aditya Mahna, Ayush Mahna
Troy High School, 2200 Dorothy Ln, Fullerton, CA 92831, USA; adimahna@gmail.com 

ABSTRACT: The adverse effects of three of the most used food additives, MSG, food color, and sodium nitrite,  were investigated 
in this research. The hypothesis was that these food additives would have harmful effects on Daphnia magna. Treatment groups 
called control, MSG, sodium nitrite, and food color each were tested in four different concentrations. Five Daphnia magna that 
were less than 24-hours-old were tested per group and were observed after thirty minutes and after overnight incubation with 
each of the additives. Heart rate and mobility were measured to determine the acute toxicity of the test compounds. In MSG, 
the heart rate decreased significantly in all concentrations after overnight incubation. All Daphnia numbers were deceased within 
thirty minutes in sodium nitrite in both 1% and 2% concentrations, showing that sodium nitrite is toxic. However, cardiac effects 
did not cause this because heart rate in lower concentrations of 0.1% and 0.01% did not change significantly from control. 
With food dye, the heart rate decreased significantly in concentrations as low as 0.1% after overnight incubation. Finally, we can 
conclude that these food additives have a toxic effect on Daphnia magna and the severity of these effects is based on the time of 
exposure and quantity of food additives consumed. 
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change in heart rate compared to the control. However, all D. 
magna in 2% and 1% sodium nitrite died within 30 minutes. 
This indicates that sodium nitrite is highly toxic at higher 
concentrations but not due to cardiac toxicity.

� Discussion
These results show that food additives have harmful effects 

on the health of Daphnia magna. Food dye had significant 
cardiovascular effects corresponding to its concentration. 
MSG slowed the heart rate of D. magna while sodium 
nitrite did not display any significant cardiovascular effects. 
However, sodium nitrite was shown to be extremely harmful 
in high concentrations as none of the D. magna were alive in 

trations above 0.1% after 30 minutes of incubation. MSG 
and food dye impacted mobility of Daphnia magna in a dose 
dependent manner. The dose dependent effects were highly 
evident after overnight incubation. This also shows that the 

overnight incubation had a much larger influence on D. magna 
than the 30-minute incubation. Overall, these results indicate 
that food additives have toxic effects on Daphnia magna and 
these effects are dependent on the concentration and time of 
exposure.
� Conclusion
Based on these results obtained in this study, we can 

conclude that these food additives have a toxic effect on 
Daphnia magna, and the severity of these effects are based on 
the time of exposure to these additives and the concentrations 
at which the additives are used. Using these results, further 
studies should be performed on humans using the hypothesis 
derived from this study. Although humans should portray 
the effects found in this study, they may not because of the 
variations between the physical and genetic makeup of the two 
species.
� Methods
To determine the health effects of food additives, the 

Daphnia magna were tested in four groups (control, MSG, 
sodium nitrite, and Quinoline yellow food color). Each food 

Table 1: Heart rate in D. magna after 30-minute incubation with various 
concentrations of food additives. The black filled cells indicate the D. magna 
that died in the presence of food additives.

Table 2: Daphnia magna heart rate after 12-hour incubation with various 
concentration of food additives. The black filled cells indicate the D. magna 
died in the presence of food additives.

Table 2: Daphnia magna heart rate after 12-hour incubation with various 
concentration of food additives. The black filled cells indicate the D. magna 
died in the presence of food additives.

Figure 1: The effects of various food additives on Daphnia magna heart rate.

Figure 2: The effect of various food additives on the mobility of Daphnia 
magna.

ijhighschoolresearch.org
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additive was tested in four different concentrations (0.01%, 
0.1%, 1%, and 2%). D. magna heart rate and mobility were 
measured as an indicator of toxicity. Five one-day-old D. 
magna were tested per group. The control group was left in 
spring water without any additives. The measurements for 
heart rate and mobility were performed after 30 minutes and 
overnight incubation with each food additive. The heart rate 
was measured by looking at D. magna through the microscope 
and counting how many beats occurred in 15 seconds. The 
results were multiplied by 4 to get the beats per minute (bpm). 
Lastly, to determine the results of mobility, the test container 
with D. magna was shaken and then observed to see if any D. 
magna moved within fifteen seconds. The results were entered 
into Excel and graphs were created. The results were analyzed 
by calculating the average heart bpm and standard deviation. 
The number of mobile D. magna was recorded by counting. 
The Excel data analysis tool ANOVA was used to determine 
if there was a significant effect due to any food additive. Once 
ANOVA determined that there was a significant effect due to 
food additive, a two-tailed, paired student t-test was performed 
to determine the significance of effects at each concentration 
of food additive in comparison to the control group. A p-value 
less than 0.05 was considered significant.
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� Introduction
Epilepsy is the fourth most common neurological disease 

today and it affects millions of people from all over the world 
and from every age demographic.1 It is a chronic condition 
characterized by recurrent, unprovoked seizures which are 
defined as frequent changes in the electrical activity of the brain 
that occur without stimulus.2 More than 25 epilepsy syndromes 
have been delineated that range in severity and seizure types, 
making it a spectrum of disorders.1 Despite it being such a 
predominant disease, the etiology of epilepsy still remains 
a predominant issue in the medical field. Numerous studies 
have all concluded that the causes of epilepsy each reflect an 
underlying brain dysfunction.3 In order to diagnose the cause 
of each specific form of epilepsy, recent studies have focused 
on neuronal activity in the brain controlled by the balance 
of neurotransmitters in the brain. These neurotransmitters, 
or chemical compounds responsible for communication 
between the neurons, ensure that cell excitability is regulated 
in order to prevent seizures. A decrease in expression of these 
neurotransmitters can cause an increase in spasms.4 According 
to previous studies, stress is one of the main causes for a 
decrease in expression of neurotransmitters because it directly 
alters the epigenome, where production of neurotransmitters is 
regulated by gene expression. Similar to the human condition, 
stress in rats also can lead directly to alterations that affect 
neurotransmitter production. Researchers exploring the 
alterations made to the epigenome have found recent evidence 
that suggests there may be genetic predisposition to developing 
the disease.5

Betamethasone as a Model Stressor: 
As mentioned before, a deficiency in neurotransmitters 

caused by stress may significantly contribute to occurrence of 
seizures, which are the hallmarks of epilepsy. Considering 75% 
of epilepsy begins during childhood, the developing brain is 
the most susceptible to epilepsy and the main reason could be 
the deficiency of neurotransmitters in the direct offspring of 
stressed mothers.3 One method of causing stress and anxiety in 
these mothers is by directly injecting drugs called corticosteroids. 
Corticosteroids are steroid hormones synthetically made to be 
given by injection to start anti-inflammatory processes. One 
of the drugs that have yet to be thoroughly researched with 
regards to epilepsy is betamethasone, a synthetic corticosteroid. 
Severe stress or significant exposure to betamethasone during 
pregnancy can predispose the offspring to development of 
infantile spasms (also known as West Syndrome or epileptic 
spasms).6 This is a form of epilepsy that predominantly occurs 
between 3 and 12 months. It is a catastrophic pediatric epilepsy 
with motor spasms, persistent seizures, mental retardation, 
and in some cases, autism.7 Velisek et al 2007 developed a 
rat model of cryptogenic infantile spasms by using prenatal 
exposure to betamethasone combined with a postnatal trigger 
of spasms with N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA).8 The 
general conclusion reached was that prenatal priming with 
betamethasone can lead to a deficiency in neurotransmitters, 
specifically GABAergic neurons. The lack of GABA neurons 
increased susceptibility of spasms and made the offspring more 
vulnerable to developing seizures and eventually epilepsy.

The Relationship between Neuropeptide Y and 
GABAergic Neurons: 
GABAergic neurons release γ-Aminobutyric acid (GABA) 

which is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the cerebral 
cortex.9 GABAergic inhibition allows for synchronization 

Using Neuropeptide Y as a Marker to Track GABAergic 
Neurons in Rat Brains Prenatally Primed with Betamethasone  

Akshara Koottala
New Rochelle High School, 265 Clove Rd, New Rochelle, NY, 10801, USA; aksharakoottala@gmail.com 

ABSTRACT: Epilepsy is a common neurological disease with a strong genetic component. Epilepsy can be caused by the lack 
of GABAergic neurons which release γ-Aminobutyric acid (GABA), an inhibitory neurotransmitter responsible for regulating 
excitability in the central nervous system. It is not clear if the lack of these neurons in the cortex and striatum (two brain regions 
associated with several epilepsy syndromes) can be caused by prenatal exposure to a synthetic steroid, betamethasone. Therefore, 
we prenatally administered betamethasone to observe its effects on GABA production in rat brains. We used neuropeptide Y 
(NPY) as a marker for GABA to measure a change in GABA expression in the cortex and striatum of male and female rats.  
Results revealed that prenatal betamethasone exposure led to a significant decrease of NPY in the cortex compared to the sa-
line-primed control. Further analysis of the cortex indicated a statistically significant sex differences, demonstrating lower GABA 
counts in female offspring. The striatum, however, did not show a significant difference. Ultimately, this decrease in NPY positive 
GABAergic neurons may make the offspring more susceptible to having seizures and developing epilepsy. The results of this study 
establish a link between genetics and the development of epilepsy in offspring.

KEYWORDS: Biology; Neuroscience; Epilepsy; Transgenerational Epigenetic Inheritance; Cortex; Striatum; GABAergic 
Neurons; Neuropeptide Y. 
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of activity in cortical networks, including gating of activity, 
controlling movements and dictating the manner in which 
activity flows.10 It is a fundamental part of the brain because 
a blockade of GABA inhibition can lead to an increase in cell 
excitability and result in absence seizures with spike-and-wave 
discharges, eventually leading to epilepsy.11 These GABA 
neurons carry out their functions together with neuropeptides 
like neuropeptide Y(NPY), which are small protein-like 
molecules (peptides) that are used by neurons to communicate 
with one another. NPY is the most abundant neuropeptide in 
the brain and serves as a marker for GABAergic neurons in the 
brain. It plays a major role in brain activity because it signals 
molecules that engage in many physiological functions.12 NPY 
is crucial in the brain because a loss of these peptides signifies 
a decrease in GABA neurons which may disrupt the ability 
of the brain to filter incoming seizure activity. This eventually 
leads to neuronal injury and intractable seizures which can 
cause epilepsy.13

The two sections that have a dense NPY population and 
are associated with the development of epilepsy are the 
striatum and cortex. The striatum, a part of the basal ganglia, 
plays a significant role in facilitating voluntary movement, 
and consequently, is a major source of excitatory inputs and 
GABA neuron production. Similarly, the cerebral cortex is 
critical because the neuron activity in this region controls 
emotions, problem solving, critical thinking, the ability 
to plan, and the recognition of parts of speech.14 The main 
focus of many epileptic studies is the neuronal activity in the 
cortex region, specifically neocortex, because its low activity is 
indicative of increased susceptibility to seizures, especially in 
newborn infants.15 These two regions are extremely important 
because a recent study using a mouse model of childhood 
epilepsy showed that epilepsy can be triggered by impaired 
communication between the cortex and striatum.11 

Goal:
There is a gap in research regarding whether the prena-

tal administration of the stressor drug, betamethasone, will 
positively or negatively affect the production of GABAergic 
neurons in the cortex and striatum regions. The purpose of this 
study was to determine the effect of prenatal treatment with 
betamethasone on GABAergic neuron expression in offspring 
by counting the NPY positive cells (marker for GABA) in the 
striatum and cortex. We hypothesized that prenatal exposure 
to betamethasone will decrease the GABAergic neuron count 
in the cortex and striatum.
� Results and Discussion
GABAergic Count Based on Treatment:
All statistics in the study were done using two-way ANOVA 

with factors of sex (levels males and females) and prenatal 
treatment (levels saline and betamethasone). Images obtained 
from immunohistochemistry staining clearly show a decrease 
in the population of NPY in rat brains with prenatal treatment 
of betamethasone. The mean count of NPY-expressing cells 
within the cortex sections from the stressed rats treated with 
betamethasone was 26.676 NPY cells/mil pix (cells in the 
cortex standardized per 1 million pixels) whereas the average

count in the saline/control model tissues, which did not receive 
the seizure-inducing treatment, was 42.985 NPY cells/mil pix 
(Figure 1). There was a statistically significant difference be-
tween the two treatment groups seen in the NPY count of 
the cortex region of the brain, as evidenced by the two-way 
ANOVA (p<.0001). 

However, further statistical analysis revealed insignificant 
results in the striatum of the brain, where the mean count 
of NPY expressing cells in the experimental betamethasone 
group was 29.945 NPY cells  mil/pix while the mean in the 
saline control was 33.911 NPY cells mil/pix (Figure 2). The 
two-way ANOVA test revealed there was no statistically sig-
nificant difference between the two treatment groups seen in 
the NPY count of the striatum region of the brain (p=.4295). 

Overall, the resultant deficiency of NPY in only one region, 
the cortex, of the experimental rat brain confirms the significant 
decrease in the expression of GABA neurons in the offspring 
of stressed mother rats (p<0.05) whereas the striatum did not 
show a significant decrease.

GABAergic Count Based on Sex.
Furthermore, an interaction two-way ANOVA analysis 

suggests a trend level difference between the presence of NPY-
expressing cells between sexes in the cortex region of the brain, 
but not the striatum. Presence of NPY-expressing cells was 
significantly different among the two sexes in the cortex. Male 
brains had a greater amount of NPY markers in the cortex, 
with a mean count of 47.5 ctx/mil pix, than the cortex 

Figure 1: There is a significant decrease in the NPY Positive cells in the 
male and female group treated prenatally with betamethasone (shown 
in purple) compared to the control female brain treated prenatally with 
saline (shown in green) (***p<0001). This corresponds to the decrease in 
GABA neuron production in the offspring of stressed mothers treated with 
betamethasone.

Figure 2: There is no significant decrease in the NPY-Positive cells in the 
male and female group treated prenatally with betamethasone (shown in 
purple) compared to the control female and male brain treated prenatally 
with saline (shown in green) (p=4295). 
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of the female group, with a mean cell count of 38.37 NPY 
cells/mil pix (Figure 3). Females had a statistically significant 
decrease in NPY expression because they are more sensitive 
and more vulnerable to reacting with the stressor (p=0.0235). 
Clearly, there is a significant decrease in NPY expression in 
females, indicating that they have a greater decrease in GABA 
production than males, and are consequently more likely to 
develop epilepsy. It is important to note that the treatment was 
not the cause for this decrease in NPY expression in females, 

considering that the significant decrease is seen even in the 
control group treated with saline. The females had a decrease 
in NPY expression in the cortex region of the brain, regardless 
of the treatment. 

However, the same statistical result was not seen in the stria-
tum region of the brain (p=.1782). The striatum region did not 
show a difference in NPY expression based on sex nor based 
on treatment (Figure 4).

This study demonstrates that prenatal exposure to 
betamethasone is associated with postnatal decreased 
expression of NPY in only the neocortex and not the 
dorsolateral striatum. In addition, we found that the cortex 
region has a decreased expression of NPY in females, regardless 
of the treatment group. In other words, only the cortex region 
showed that there was a significant difference in treatment 
group of the rats (with a decrease seen in the stressed offspring 
prenatally treated with betamethasone) and a significant 
difference based on sex (with an overall deficiency of NPY 
expression in females only). The striatum, however, showed no 
significant difference in treatment groups or either sex. 

A decrease in NPY in the cortex may be detrimental 
to the activity of the rat brain considering a decrease in 
NPY also indicates a decrease in GABAergic neurons. As 
mentioned before, a deficiency in GABA immediately results 
in the increase in excitability in all mammals. One possible 
explanation for this decrease in expression in the offspring 
is that the betamethasone directly regulates the fetal NPY 
expression and the severe stress directly caused a decrease 
GABA expression.

Transgenerational Epigenetic Inheritance.
Another interesting possible explanation that connects 

to previous studies regarding the same topic focuses on the 
epigenome, where GABA production is regulated. The 
epigenome is the cellular material that surrounds the genome 
that contain epigenetic “marks” which signal to genes when 
to turn on or off.¹⁶ Environmental factors like diet, prenatal 
nutrition, and stress can all influence these epigenetic marks 
and make an imprint which passes to the next generation. 
This concept of transgenerational epigenetic inheritance can 
explain how stressed mothers can negatively influence the 
mental and physical development of the child. Thus, proving 
that the stress on the mother can change the epigenetic 
makeup of the brain, and these changes can have a negative 
effect on the direct offspring and future generations. Velisek 
et al 2006 conducted a study that used an animal model under 
stressful conditions to see how transgenerational inheritance 
can explain epilepsy being passed from mother to offspring.¹⁷ 
Similar to the results of this study, Velisek’s results showed the 
betamethasone stressor altered epigenomic function via post-
translational modifications in the epigenome. This  can mean 
adding or removing chemical tags that influence expression 
of GABA.¹⁸ The betamethasone decreased the number of 
GABAergic neurons in the brain, without obvious physical 
effects on the mother. However, the consequence of the 
stressor was experienced by the offspring of the mother rat. 
The stress was transferred onto her offspring and decreased the 
number of GABAergic neurons in the younger generation’s 
brain. Some changes may be even transmitted to the second 
generation of offspring, which can be addressed in the future. 
This decrease of GABAergic neurons seen in both studies can 
be detrimental to the offspring because they can no longer finely 
regulate cell excitability, and may become more susceptible to 
having seizures and more likely to develop epilepsy. Essentially, 
the prenatal stressor betamethasone may have damaged the 
epigenome in both the mother and offspring. 

The results of this study represent a significant advance over 
previous studies which focused on the role of prenatal expo-
sure to betamethasone and NPY expression in anxiety.7  This 
study fills a gap in previous research by specifically looking 
at the effect of prenatal betamethasone on the production of 
GABAergic neurons in the neocortex and the striatum that 
would be consistent with susceptibility of the offspring to 
spasms. Statistical analysis between the two treatment groups 
(rats prenatally exposed to saline being the control, while rats 
prenatally exposed to betamethasone as the experimental) 
show the betamethasone caused a decrease in NPY, indicating 
a decrease in GABAergic neurons.   

Figure 3: There is a significant decrease in the NPY-Positive cells in the 
cortex section of the female group (shown in pink) compared by the male 
group (shown in purple) in both treatment groups (**p=.0253). 

Figure 4: There is no significant difference in the NPY-Positive cells in the  
striatum section of either sex (p=.1782).
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striatum were the only regions considered for GABA expression 
count, which may obscure the effects of betamethasone on 
other regions of the brain. Therefore, an experiment might be 
designed to examine the effect of betamethasone on GABA 
count in the hypothalamus region of the brain. Exploring 
hypothalamus region allows us to explain why it is a region that 
can cause many types of seizures in people with epilepsy and 
can progress the current study. In addition, the current study 
analyzes the brains of stressed rat mothers’ direct offspring, but 
it should be investigated whether the decrease in GABA count 
is also seen in the grandchildren of the stressed mothers. This 
can help confirm that epilepsy is a hereditary disorder because 
of alterations made to the mother’s epigenome due to stress.
� Conclusion
Prenatal exposure to betamethasone directly leads to 

decreased expression of NPY in the cortex of female and 
male brains. Since NPY serves as the marker for GABAergic 
neurons, a decrease in NPY indicates a decrease in the 
GABAergic neuron population in rats that were offspring 
of stressed mother rats. Ultimately, this indicates that the 
deficiency in GABAergic neurons may be the reason for 
impaired regulation of cell excitability, which increases the 
susceptibility to seizures. Prenatal betamethasone acted as a 
stressor and led to a decrease in GABA neurons in only the 
cortex region (not the striatum), so the hypothesis is refuted. 
This study expands on previous research, which primarily 
focused on repeated administration of betamethasone that 
actually proved to be beneficial to the mother rat. This study 
shows that single administration of betamethasone will induce 
great stress on the mother rat and will cause a decrease the 
production of GABA which is then passed onto the offspring. 
Chachua et al 2011⁴ established a rat model in her research 
that supports the conclusions of this study considering she was 
able to conclude that prenatal stress leads to an increase in 
spasms, which is explained by the decrease in GABA seen in 
this study. This research also proposes an explanation as to why 
the risk of epilepsy among people who have parents or siblings 
with the disorder is about 4% to 8%, whereas the risk in the 
general population is 1% to 2%.²² The possible explanation 
is transgenerational epigenetic inheritance considering this 
study showed that stressed mothers give birth to epileptic 
offspring due to the modifications made in the epigenome that 
ultimately cause a decrease in GABA expression.
� Methods
Overview .
In order to see if one dosage of betamethasone would 

negatively affect the offspring, NPY was used as a marker 
to indicate either a decrease or increase in GABA neuron 
production. Since NPY is the marker for GABA, an increase 
of NPY signifies an increase in GABA neurons and a decrease 
in NPY signifies a decrease in GABA.

Preparing the Brains .
The brains used in this experiment were prepared by the 

mentor (Figure 5A). For the experimental group, the mentor 
injected the mother rat with prenatal betamethasone (2x 0.4 
mg/kg in 1 ml/kg of saline on gestational day 15; 08:00 and 

This study concluded that the cortex only showed a 
significant difference in GABA production based on treatment 
group and sex, whereas the striatum region showed none. This 
result has been supported by previous studies that also link 
epilepsy with the cortex region of the brain. In fact, this can be 
explained by the fact that focal epileptic seizures are linked to 
abnormalities in three main brain regions: ipsilateral piriform 
cortex, temporal neocortex, and ventromedial prefrontal 
cortex.¹⁹ All three of these regions are part of the cortex region 
of the brain. This may be due to their enhanced sensitivity 
to prenatal betamethasone exposure. The sensitivity can be 
determined by differential genetic composition that regulate 
the concentration of glucocorticoid receptors. Glucocorticoids 
act via a number of direct and indirect routes that influence 
the developing epigenome. A change in concentration of these 
receptors can make offspring more vulnerable to changes caused 
by a stressor.²⁰ Significant decrease in this neuronal population 
may contribute to enhanced propensity to development of 
spasms in the model of infantile spasms. 

Interestingly, the study also found that sex plays a major 
role in the diagnosis of epilepsy. It found that females have 
a greater deficiency in GABA production, as evidenced by 
the significant lack of NPY-positive cells in females when 
compared to males. This can possibly be explained by the fact 
that females are more vulnerable to accepting the change the 
stressor induces. The alteration acquired from the mother 
is stronger in the daughter’s cells and consequently, has the 
strength to decrease GABA expression in female cells. Thus, 
these results can support the conclusion reached in a previous 
study done by Christensen et. al 2005²¹ that found more 
women than men were diagnosed with idiopathic generalized 
epilepsy in two epilepsy populations.

These results can prove to be useful when applied to human 
treatment of health issues. Previous studies have shown 
that repeated antenatal administration of betamethasone is 
frequently used as a life-saving treatment in obstetrics. In 
fact, the trend in clinical practice has become to repeat the 
administration of synthetic corticosteroids, like betamethasone, 
in pregnant women at risk for premature delivery. However, no 
study has looked into the beneficial or detrimental effects of 
single antenatal corticosteroid administration. This study can 
serve as a starting point for future research considering how 
prenatal betamethasone can act as a stressor and lead to an 
increased likelihood of developing certain types of epilepsy. To 
put it simply, this research offers a possible explanation for the 
cause of epilepsy in patients. Other areas of future research 
can possibly look into how transgenerational inheritance of 
this stress can affect generations beyond the direct offspring, 
perhaps focusing on the grandchildren of mother rats. As 
mentioned before, it is definitely a possibility that sex can be 
a significant factor that can affect the GABAergic production 
in stressed rats.

Future Research .
Although the results of this study show significant progress 

from previous studies, there are ways to continue this study 
that can provide further evidence to confirm the link between 
epilepsy and genetics. In this experiment, the cortex and 
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18:00), while the control group was injected with the saline. 
The experimental brains will be referred to as prebeta brains 
(short for prenatal betamethasone). The control brains will be 
referred to as presaline brains. The litter pups were sacrificed 
using euthanasia, and the brains were dissected and collected 
by the mentor. These brains were dissected from the rat bodies 
and preserved in a matrix solution in July 2019 and were kept 
in a -80°C freezer for further use. Brains from both sexes of 
the two groups were gathered: one male prebeta, one male 
presaline, one female prebeta and one female presaline. These 
brains were perfused in a matrix solution and kept in a -80°C 
freezer for future usage by the student when cutting.

Cutting the Brains .
First, the tissue from the four rat brains (two experimental,

two control) had to be collected in order to stain for 
neuropeptide Y. The tissue was acquired by using a cryostat, 
a machine capable of cutting very fine slices of frozen tissue 
(Figure 5B). Four brains were cut in total: male prebeta, male 
presaline, female prebeta and female presaline. The purpose 
was to have parallel data, making analysis easier and more 
consistent to compare. The brain was set up by gluing it down 
onto a steel holder using a matrix solution, which ensured the 
brain would be held in place. While waiting for that to freeze, 
the blade (which was in the freezer) was set up and positioned 
at an angle to get a smooth cut. The cryostat was set to cut 
slices of 40 micrometers, using the sagittal cut (cutting parallel 
with the plane of brain symmetry).  Each slice of tissue was 
carefully picked up with a paintbrush and transferred into well 
plates filled with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to preserve 
and clean the tissue. The tissue collected in well plates was later 
used for immunohistochemistry. However, every fifth slice was 
transferred onto a gelatin microscope using the PBS solution 
to make it stick to the slide. These slides were used later for 
cresyl violet, a general staining technique for histological 
overview of the structures.

Cresyl Violet .
Some of the brain tissue can be folded and damaged. In order 

to have a reference and identify specific sections of the brain 
when scanning and analyzing the experimental tissue, the tissue 
that was collected onto gelatin microscope slides was used for 
cresyl violet. This is a process in which the tissue is generally 
stained purple to identify specific parts and structures of the 
brain when scanning and analyzing the experimental tissue. 
The slides with the fresh tissue were left overnight to dry. In 
order to clean slides, the tissues first had to be put into xylene 
for five minutes, followed by additional xylene for another five 
minutes. Then slides were transferred into 100% alcohol for 
three minutes, then 95% alcohol for three minutes and then 
75% alcohol for three minutes. The purpose of this procedure 
is not only to clean and sterilize the tissue but dehydration, 
lipid removal and rehydration, which are all necessary for 
proper staining. The slides were then placed in cresyl violet for 
three minutes, allowing the tissue to be stained a purple color 
and the alcohol process was repeated to rinse the tissue.

Immunohistochemistry .
The process of immunohistochemistry (IHC) was used to 

stain the tissue for a specific antigen, using a corresponding 
antibody as a marker (Figure 6).²³ The tissues that were 
collected in the well plates were washed with PBS three 
separate times, with ten minutes on the Rotoshaker (multi-
action platform which gently shakes the tissues in the PBS) 
in between each wash. These washes ensured the tissues were 
cleaned and rehydrated with buffer solution.  After washing 
and cleaning tissues, the blocking buffer was prepared using 
normal goat serum, BSA (bovine serum albumin), PBS and 
triton, which made the membranes in the tissue permeable 
for the antibody to enter. After letting it sit for 90 minutes, 
the blocking buffer made sure to prevent non-specific binding 
and ensured only the attachment on the NPY antigen. Once 
it was removed from the tissue, the primary antibody, anti-
NPY (the primary antibody at a 1:1000 concentration) was 
left incubating the tissue for 3 nights in order to tag the NPY 
antigen. 

After the three nights, day 2 of the IHC process began by 
removing the primary antibody and washing the tissue three 
separate times in PBS for ten minutes each. The secondary 
antibody was diluted in biotinylated anti-rabbit serum, BSA 
and PBS. with a concentration of 1:200. As the tissue incubated 
in this solution for 60 minutes, it tagged onto the primary 
antibody and aided in marking the NPY antigen. Following 
the incubation with the secondary antibody, the avidin-
biotin (AB) solution was prepared with 1:1:2 concentration 
and PBS. After another 3 washes with PBS, the tissues were 
incubated in the AB solution for 60 minutes in order to bind 
to the biotin on the secondary antibody. Lastly, the tissues were 
washed three times again with PBS and were stained with 
diaminobenzidine (DAB), a general brown stain that binds to 
the avidin and made the primary antigen (NPY) molecules 
visible so that one can count each NPY-positive cell.

Figure 5: (A) Mentor created experimental and control group by injecting 
betamethasone and saline perspective and dissected brain out of newborn. 
(B) Student cut brains using cryostat to produce sagittal cuts of tissue.
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Mounting and Cover Slipping .
In order to view the stained tissues, they were transferred 

from the well plates onto 2% gelatin microscope slides using 
PBS and camel-hair paint brushes. Each group produced 4 
slides of tissue (with roughly 5 slices per slide). In total, there 
were 82 slides. The tissues on these slides were preserved by 
using a cover slip made of glass that sealed off the tissue and 
ensured no bacteria/debris contaminated it. This process, re-
ferred to as cover slipping, involved using xylene (to clean the 
slides) and Permount (acting as a glue to stick coverslip onto 
the slide) in order to seal the slide and prevent any debris as 
well as air from entering.

Scanning Slides .
Before viewing the slides under the fluorescent light mi-

croscope, the slides must be cleaned using a blade to scrape 
excess dirt and washed with Permount and ethyl alcohol to 
clean. The slides were viewed at 10x magnification, specifically 
looking at the cortex and striatum regions of the brain to view 
the GABA neurons indicated by dark spots in the tissue. High 
quality snapshots were taken of the tissue using Olympus Cell-
Sens Dimension software on computer. Using a process called 
stitching, multiple magnified shots of the tissue were matched 
together to create a bigger 4x1 or 3x1 picture of the entire (cor-
tex and striatum) region of the brain.

Data Analysis . 
The images gathered from microscope scanning were an-

alyzed using Fiji software. This program counted the GABA 
neurons in the cortex and striatum region of the brain. This 
process was carried out by creating a digital window for a spe-
cific section of each tissue with specific dimensions. Everything 
surrounding the window was then erased, leaving behind only 
the area inside the window to count NPY positive cells. The 
area measurement for the window was in pixels and the same 
measurement was used to make the same digital window for 
every tissue, which made sure that the data was equally dis-
tributed. These boxes highlighted the most concentrated of 
NPY positive cells which allows each individual dark spot to 
be counted. Each dark spot signified the presence of an NPY 
positive cell that was tagging onto a GABA neuron (Figure 7). 
All statistics in order to find the mean expression of NPY-pos-
itive cells across all four brains were transferred onto a Google 
Excel spreadsheet, which, included the brain group, section 

of the brain, the area of the section, and the count of neuron. 
Statistical analysis was done by the mentor who  ran the two-
way ANOVA tests that provided a p-value. The p-value was 
used to determine whether there was a statistically significant 
difference between the different brain tissues. A p-value less 
than or equal to .05 confirmed the data showed a statistically 
significant difference.
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� Introduction
Mass carbon emissions in the past century have paved the 

way for the environmental crisis humanity is currently facing. 
The rate at which carbon is being emitted has been increasing 
rapidly on an annual basis, resulting in environmental issues 
such as rising sea levels, increased global temperature fluctu-
ations, air quality degradation, and ocean acidification. The 
most prominent facilitator of carbon emissions has been the 
use of fossil fuels as a primary source of energy. According to 
the Environmental Protection Agency, it accounted for 65% 
of the total global greenhouse gas emissions in 2014, with the 
percentage having grown since then.¹ Regarding fuel, the end 
goal is to decrease the net emissions of carbon generated from 
fuel consumption. One promising method is to synthesize 
ethanol, a conventional fuel for motor vehicles, from captured 
carbon dioxide. As opposed to retrieving fossil fuels from the 
earth and burning it to expel additional carbon dioxide into 
the atmosphere, this synthesized fuel would be comprised of 
carbon dioxide that was previously present in the atmosphere, 
so when burned, it would emit no additional carbon dioxide 
(making the fuel inherently carbon neutral). Fortunately, sci-
entists have stumbled across an innovative method of synthesis 
that may prove applicable. While being a process still in its 
infancy, this method of fuel synthesis might be the key to an ef-
fective production of a carbon neutral fuel. A team of scientists 
at the Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laborato-
ry took “carbon dioxide, a waste product of combustion,” and 
essentially pushed the “combustion reaction backwards with 
very high selectivity to form a useful fuel.”² The process entails 
a sample of carbon dioxide dissolved in water to be exposed 

to a nitrogen-doped copper nanoparticle catalyst with an elec-
trode input of electrons to induce an electrochemical reaction 
that directly converts the carbon dioxide into ethanol.³ When 
delving deeper into their methodology, some inconclusive fac-
tors appear to foster room for improvement. They explicitly 
state that the “overpotential (which might be lowered with the 
proper electrolyte, and by separating the hydrogen production 
to another catalyst) probably precludes economic viability for 
this catalyst.”³ This begs the question, what optimizes the uti-
lization of copper nanoparticle catalysts in the conversion of 
carbon dioxide into ethanol through electrochemical reduction 
on the basis of distinct dopants and electrolytes? 

Developments in the electrochemical reduction of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) to hydrocarbon products have given rise to its 
application towards the innovation of modern fuel synthe-
sis, especially for the purpose of environmental conservation. 
Today’s research is quite broad and neglects to tackle various 
components that could serve pivotal in improving the efficiency 
of this process. Non-catalytic variables such as the role of dop-
ing and the role of differing electrolytes are gaps in research. 
Investigating the synergistic properties of these variables could 
bring to light optimizations that have yet to be discovered. This 
literature review outlines the current state of research in this 
field and the key aspects that remain the foundation of this 
investigation.

Ethanol Production from CO2:
In investigating the procedures for the electrochemical 

reduction of CO₂ and the potential for ethanol production, 
it is imperative to study preceding studies and breakdown the 
various elements that can be applied and tested.

The Electrochemical Reduction of CO2 into Ethanol Utilizing 
Novel Doped Cu/SiO2 Nanoparticles and Electrolytes

Ashish Pothireddy, Clarence Ramirez, Sulav Regmi 
Governor’s School at Innovation Park, 9485 Innovation Dr, Manassas, Virginia, 20110, USA; clarencegr21@gmail.com  

ABSTRACT: With the growing negative anthropogenic impact of the 21st century, it has become imperative to devise al-
ternative means of fuel synthesis. One promising method is the electrochemical reduction of carbon dioxide to ethanol using 
copper nanoparticles, as it offers a direct conversion of a greenhouse gas to a fossil fuel. However, this process is limited by steep 
overpotentials, low Faradaic efficiency, and corresponding low selectivity for ethanol. This study aimed to provide a comprehensive 
overview of factors involved in the reduction reaction. The first phase of this study developed a novel method to produce doped 
copper nanoparticles, at a size of 2-5 nanometers (based on photon correlation spectroscopy results). The second phase determined 
that sodium chloride was the most efficient electrolyte at a concentration of 0.4 M. The third phase of this study determined that 
carbon and lead was the best cathode-anode combination based on consistent high current response at the necessary overpotential 
of 1 V. The fourth phase of this study utilized Self-Consistent Field calculations, a quantum computational method of approximat-
ing the Fermi energy and total energy of a system, to determine the silica supported copper nanoparticle graphene electrode would 
enable selective reduction to ethanol. This study’s novel nanoparticle synthesis methodology is widely applicable to many fields 
and yields effective particle sizes. This synthesis methodology coupled with analysis of significant factors make the electrochemical 
reduction of carbon dioxide a more feasible means of fuel synthesis.
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The Department of Physics within the Technical University of 
Denmark published in Energy and Environmental Science the 
article “How Copper Catalyzes the Electroreduction of Carbon 
Dioxide into Hydrocarbon Fuels.” Their research focused on 
the integration of density functional theory calculations to 
delve into the specifics behind how copper is uniquely able 
to convert CO₂ into hydrocarbons and the implications of it 
towards [photo-]electrochemical means of fuel synthesis. Their 
major gap in research is the high overpotential required for 
the conversion process that is otherwise efficient in quantity 
and selectivity through the utilization of copper catalysts. The 
effectiveness of copper in the reduction of CO₂ using a copper 
electrode was determined by applying voltage to dissolved CO₂ 
in water and quantifying the various hydrocarbons products. 
Their study documented “product distribution and total current 
produced as a function of applied potential (versus reversible 
hydrogen electrode, RHE) in the electrochemical reduction of 
CO₂ at a copper electrode in 0.1 M KHCO3 (pH 6.8) at 18.5 
°C.”⁴ Since copper catalysts commonly have high selectivity 
for methanol production from a CO₂, CO, and H₂ mixture, 
the researchers’ discovery that methanol was not the dominant 
hydrocarbon product demonstrated a discrepancy between 
conventional electrochemical thought and the implementation 
of copper catalysts. The significance of a copper catalyst 
electrode, specifically in the electrochemical reduction of CO2, 
is further supported by the Department of Applied Chemistry 
at Chiba University in their article “Selective Formation of 
C2 Compounds from Electrochemical Reduction of CO₂ at 
a Series of Copper Single Crystal Electrodes.” Their methods 
described a spherical copper crystal being attached to a copper 
stick (made from 99.999999% copper) using the Bridgeman 
method, which employs a graphite crucible after the position 
of the crystal was deemed sufficient with the use of the X-ray 
Laue back reflection method.5 The results of the study include 
that the formation rates of the gas products remaining “virtually 
constant.”5 The researchers also state that a higher selectivity 
in the reduction reaction is desirable for practical applications 
of the concept, such as future reduction into ethanol.

Copper Silicon Dioxide Nanoparticles: 
The catalyst utilized in the electrochemical reduction of 

CO₂ into ethanol provides the novelty of such a unique fuel 
synthesis. Based on research conducted by the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, experimentation of metal-based catalyst 
in the context of electrochemical reduction has indicated 
copper as the most electrochemically promising catalyst, 
having been able to generate over 30 different hydrocarbons.3 
Copper has a unique set of characteristics that allows it to serve 
as an effective catalyst: abundance, conductivity, and corrosion 
resistance. However, the limitation of copper nanoparticles as a 
catalyst is that they produce an overwhelming range of resultant 
hydrocarbons when ethanol alone is the desired product. 
According to the Journal of the American Chemical Society, the 
moderate binding energy of copper and carbon monoxide, a 
“major intermediate during the [reduction] reaction,” prevents 
both high selectivity and faradaic efficiency for desired 
resultant products.6 Corresponding high overpotentials and 
low selectivity restrict wide application of this reduction 

resultant products.6 Corresponding high overpotentials and 
low selectivity restrict wide application of this reduction 
reaction into fuel conversion. There are developments in 
the works that seek to limit these obstacles of overpotential 
while also attempting to increase the selectivity of C₂ and 
C₃ compounds. The Key Laboratory for Green Chemical 
Technology of the Ministry of Education in China sought 
to solve these issues by supporting the copper nanoparticles 
with silica. Their findings indicated that silica support did 
achieve the “coexistence of CuO and Cu+” and generated such 
catalytic activity to favor ethanol as the output.7 Though in its 
stages of infancy, the correlation between a greater selectivity 
for ethanol and silica supported copper nanoparticles provide 
insight into lowering overpotential and increasing selectivity. 
Furthermore, an article in Physical Chemistry Chemical 
Physics titled “Electrochemical CO₂ Reduction on Cu₂O-
Derived Copper Nanoparticles: Controlling the Catalytic 
Selectivity of Hydrocarbons” sought to achieve higher levels 
of selectivity for ethanol. The researchers noted that a stable 
and robust cathode material that could selectively convert CO₂ 
and H₂O to useful products at low overpotentials does not yet 
exist (current methods of electrochemical reduction have high 
overpotentials and involve rapid degradation of the catalytic 
activity). The researchers sought to quantify the performance 
of “electrochemically produced Cu₂O coated copper substrates 
towards CO₂ reduction” in terms of “selectivity, activity, and 
long-term stability.”8 Thermally produced thick oxide films 
were reported to decrease the overpotential of reduction 
without losing activity after an extended period of electrolysis.8

Sol-Gel Synthesis Procedures:  
Synthesis procedures for copper nanoparticles vary based 

on chemical needs, but one procedure stands out due to its 
efficiency and cost-effectiveness: the sol-gel synthesis meth-
od. A study published in the International Journal of Research 
in Engineering and Innovation mixed glacial acetic acid with 
hydrated copper chloride, and then added highly concentrat-
ed sodium hydroxide to form a precipitate. The study noted 
that they were able to produce copper oxide nanoparticles at 
16 nm, with reaction time and the concentration of the base 
playing a major role in the size of the nanoparticles.9 While 
this method does in fact generate fine nanoparticles that are 
easily applicable to the electrochemical reduction of carbon 
dioxide, this method lacks the critical silica support necessary 
for high selectivity for ethanol. A study published in Chem. 
Mater. chose to mix sodium hydroxide (4 mol/L) with copper 
nitrate (0.5 mol/L) and then add aqueous silica solution to 
the precipitate to produce a gel. The gel was then aged, fil-
tered, and washed to isolate the catalyst. The addition of silica 
gel was to provide critical stability for the microparticles.¹⁰ 
A study published in Pharmaceuticals similarly documented 
the benefits of the sol-gel technique. The study noted that the 
sol-gel technique ensured “rigorous control of the nanopar-
ticle size,” while optimizing the dimensions of the resultant 
nanoparticles.¹¹ Altogether, the sol-gel synthesis procedure is 
both cost-effective and efficient in that it produces uniform 
nanoparticles with consistent morphology.  
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Role of Doping in Catalyst Production:
The process of doping entails applying various atoms 

that function as impurities into the composition of a cata-
lyst substance. Doping a substance can have varying effects, 
but predominantly results in the formation of a lattice shape 
structure of a substance used in a reaction. This can cause the 
substance to become significantly more conductive, where 
even some doped catalysts have the potential to increase 
conductivity by a factor of 10^6.¹² With the foundation of ni-
trogen-doping (n-doping), new molecules within the catalyst 
will possess 5 outer elections. Its applicability is apparent in 
the fact that extra electrons remain unbound by the crystalline 
structure of the catalyst, transferring freely over the conduction 
band of the molecule, reducing the band gap that is required to 
overcome. Though this characteristic implies efficiencies in the 
electrochemical reduction process, researchers from the Uni-
versity of Qingdao have noted molecules that “occupy at the 
edge or defect sites” of n-doped catalyst as having reduced the 
electro-catalytic effect at the center of the reaction.¹³ There is 
much potential in doping the catalyst to increase efficiency and 
productivity in the electrochemical reduction of CO2 into eth-
anol, meriting alternative dopants to be further investigated.

Role of Electrolytes in Electrochemical Reduction:  
Electrolytes are key components to the process of electro-

chemical reactions. The article “Electrolyte Effects on the 
Electrochemical Reduction of CO2” reviewed the influence 
of electrolytes on the electrochemical reduction of CO2 and 
sought to uncover insights on ways to lower overpotential and 
boost selectivity. Accordingly, the researchers of the study men-
tion that the “addition of salts to form the aqueous electrolyte 
can induce a salting out effect, further lowering CO2 solubili-
ty in the Electrolyte,” which induces mass transfer limitations 
in instances of an operation at higher current densities.¹⁴ In 
cases where gas is diffused in the set-up, a faster diffusion of 
CO2 is achieved in the presence of electrolytes near areas of 
an electrocatalyst surface, sustaining higher current densities. 
Additionally, they discuss that pH dictated by electrolytes is a 
critical parameter in controlling the electrocatalytic selectivity 
due to the formation of OH. It was noted that “local” pH also 
plays an important role in the electrochemical reduction of 
CO2 to hydrocarbons on copper electrodes. While the forma-
tion of methane was found to be pH sensitive, the formation 
of ethylene was found to be pH insensitive, suggesting sep-
arate pathways for the production of these hydrocarbons.”¹⁴ 
This provides information on how selectivity can be achieved 
through the differentiation of pH based on electrolytes. Fur-
thermore, in “High-Selectivity Electrochemical Conversion 
of CO2 to Ethanol using a Copper Nanoparticle/N-Doped 
Graphene Electrode” from the journal Chemistry Select, the 
electrochemical scientists comment on electrolytes within their 
experimentation on CO2 reduction and ethanol production 
through the use of copper nanoparticles and a nitrogen-doped 
graphene electrode. They reflect on their findings and state 
overpotential “might be lowered with the proper electrolyte, 
and by separating the hydrogen production to another cata-
lyst.”³ This provides an inherent gap in research that can be 

pivotal in generating a feasible and effective means of ethanol 
production from the reduction of CO₂. 

Software Analysis of the Electrochemical Reduction of CO2:
For analysis into thermodynamic qualities and ground states 

of electrochemical systems, there exists two forms of soft-
ware-based research: density functional theory (DFT) and the 
chemical process simulators. DFT offers a set of functionals 
that utilize quantum computing to generate approximations 
of many-body systems. Singh et al., researchers at the National 
Laboratory in Berkley, produced a DFT model to answer sev-
eral key questions for the electrochemical reduction of carbon 
dioxide using silver particles. The researchers modeled their 
system by constructing a 3 x 3 x 4 atom cell which represented 
their electrode surface. Singh et al. performed first free energy 
calculations with 72 explicit water molecules and then re-
placed 36 of them with an implicit electrolyte. The researchers 
“treated [the solvent] as a continuum dielectric” and analyzed 
it with a “linearized Poisson-Boltzmann model.” They final-
ly calculated the electrode potential with the resultant Fermi 
energy. The analysis of the free energy profiles of the CO2RR 
(CO2 Reduction Reaction) and HER (Hydrogen Evolution 
Reaction) noted that the first electrons transferred to H2O 
split the molecule into H and OH-. The second electron acted 
similarly but joined the two H atoms to produce H2. The re-
action mechanisms indicated that CO2 is reduced to COOH 
which is then reduced to CO using H and H2O.¹⁵ In Huang 
J. et al., researchers at the Laboratory of Nanochemistry for
Energy in Switzerland, utilized Quantum Espresso (QE) and
Environ (a module extending the functionalities of QE) to
study the degradation of the copper nanoparticles under op-
eration conditions.¹⁶ Huang J. et al. first modeled their base
nanoparticle and then modified certain parameters to deter-
mine variances in the potentials provided.¹⁶ The researchers
utilized this methodology to analyze the overpotentials and
formation energies of the reduction reaction. The researchers
continued their quantum calculations by determining interface
energies through first developing copper supercells. They then
tested interface energies over a range of potential differences.
Their results indicated that the adsorption of either H atoms
or CO molecules on the crystal surface would degrade them
at a sufficiently negative potential. Their study further showed
the smaller nanoparticles indicated a higher selectivity in the
CO2RR.¹⁶ In Kirk et al., researchers at Stanford University,
conducted a similar investigation into the electrochemical re-
duction of carbon monoxide for single metal atoms embedded
in graphene.¹⁷ Their modeling consisted of the development
of a supercell with a 4 x 4 lateral size. The unit cell was first
allowed to relax to decrease the force acting on each individual
atom. The researchers further noted the irregularities of the
graphene nanostructures at various levels of nitrogen doping;
these irregularities were ignored to generate simplified mod-
els.¹⁷
� Results and Discussion
Copper Nanoparticle Synthesis:
The primary goal was to determine the most effective means 

of obtaining nanoparticle catalysts (smallest aggregates of cat-
alyst). Table 1 provides the results of the nanoparticle synthesis 
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method seen in the study conducted by Gong et al. proving 
to be ineffectual.7 The addition of silica into the catalyst solu-
tion suggested initially unexpected results. Photon correlation 
spectroscopy indicated that the particle sizes of the catalyst 
were entirely outside of the nanoscale, generating particles in 
micrometers. Regardless of silica concentration or copper ni-
trate and sodium hydroxide ratios, the results for the most part 
were lackluster, leaving clumpy catalysts that would leave sus-
pension overtime. The addition of nitric acid and sulfuric acid 
produced a significant change in the particles themselves, while 
boric acid offered little improvement. The particles synthesized 
without these acids were clearly visible and would not remain 
in suspension due to their size (Table 1). The copper particles 
synthesized with dopants were not visible and did remain in 
suspension, indicating a much smaller size (Table 1). Unexpect-
edly, photon correlation spectroscopy indicated no difference 
in doped samples containing silica and doped samples with-
out silica. The high polydispersity index resulting from these 
subsets of samples indicates nanoparticle aggregation is like-
ly occurring, producing particles in the microscale (Table 1). 
This supports the idea that silica support alone does not lower 
the interfacial tension of the particles to a high enough degree. 
Based on the high polydispersity index, nanoparticles were 
most likely initially produced, in the range of 2-5 nanometers, 
but aggregated after being produced. Given that the size of 
the silica nanoparticles is about 40 nm, this method of syn-
thesis yields copper supported silica nanoparticles rather than 
silica supported copper nanoparticles, as originally intended. 
The copper nanoparticles initially being so much smaller than 
the silica nanoparticles may play a role in silica’s inability to 
properly promote the stability of the copper particles. Research 
was halted prior to attempting a means of stabilization of the 
nanoparticles; however, a novel approach to not only catalyze 
nanoparticle synthesis, but nanoparticle synthesis in general 
was formed within this phase of experimentation.

Electrolyte Conductivity Investigation:
Of the collected voltage outputs from sodium chloride, a 

concentration of 0.4 M was the most conductive while a con-
centration of 0.5 M performed the least for this particular 
electrolyte, producing on average a voltage of 0.84 V and 0.79 
V respectively (Table 2). Among the sodium chloride voltage 
averages for the various concentrations, there was a standard 
deviation of 0.043. As for the electrolyte potassium bicarbon-
ate, 0.2 M generated the greatest voltage with 0.824 V while 
0.4 M generated the least with 0.809 V (see Table 2). There was 
a standard deviation of 0.010 for the average voltages across 
the varying concentrations of potassium bicarbonate. Lastly, 
for calcium chloride, the most conductive concentration was 
0.1 M with 0.79 V and the least conductive concentration was 
0.5 M with 0.740 V (see Table 2). Calcium chloride’s standard 
deviation regarding its average voltage per concentration was 
0.021. Accordingly, sodium chloride was the electrolyte that 
generated the greatest voltage for the electrolytic cell on aver-
age. It was followed by potassium bicarbonate and then calcium 
chloride that performed the weakest in terms of conductivity. 
There appears to be no specific trend for the concentration of 

electrolyte and generated voltage, and based on the low stan-
dard deviations, the differences are not significant; however, 
there is a clear differentiation among voltage output and the 
type or electrolyte. Across all three electrolytes, the highest 
generated voltages occur at different concentrations. Regard-
less, based up the collected data, the applicable electrolyte can 
be implemented into an electrochemical reduction process 
based upon desired conductivity now that voltage outputs have 
been determined.
Table 1: The size, ability to plate an electrode, suspension, and visibility of 
copper nanoparticles following varied inductions of silica and doping acids. 
Unless otherwise specified, the synthesis procedure will use 4 M sodium 
hydroxide, 0.5 M copper nitrate, and no silica.

Table 2: The average electrolytes’ (sodium chloride, potassium 
bicarbonate, and calcium chloride) impact on generated voltage at differing 
concentrations from 0.1 M - 0.5 M. 
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Cathode-Anode Electrochemical Analysis: 
Normal Pulse Voltammetry allows for identification of po-

tentials at Faradaic reactions through application of increasing 
amplitudes of potential differences in steps or “pulses.” For 
selective reduction to ethanol, the ideal cathode anode com-
bination would exhibit the highest Faradaic response at -1 V, 
the overpotential of the reduction to ethanol. The carbon-alu-
minum and carbon-lead combinations (see Figures 1 and 4 
respectively) were the only two that exhibited the ideal sigmoid 
shapes around -1 V. The carbon and lead combination visibly 
displayed the greatest consistency with a current increase of 
2000 μA, while carbon and aluminum displayed the second 
greatest consistency with a current increase of 22000 μA. The 
carbon and iron (Figure 2) combination’s sigmoid shape was 
not present for the first trial, preventing accurate analysis. The 
potentials corresponding to the spikes in its data were -1.9 V 
and -2.7 V, far removed from -1 V. The potentials correspond-
ing to the trials for carbon and zinc (See Figure 3) were even 
more sporadic. Carbon and iron had a current increase of 30500 
μA, and carbon and zinc had a current increase of 6100 μA. 
Differential Pulse Voltammetry allows for the identification 
of potential differences of faradaic current activity. The average 
potential difference for the carbon and aluminum, carbon and 
iron, carbon and zinc spikes (see Figures 5, 6, and 7 respec-
tively) correspond to -1.5 V, -2.4 V, and -0.27 V. Furthermore, 
the carbon and aluminum and carbon and iron each had one 
trial omitted due to irregular results, while carbon and zinc had 
two trials omitted. Carbon and lead (Figure 8), however, had 
an average potential difference of -1.2 V with three consistent 
trials, two of which were centered around -1 V. Thus, the data 
display overwhelming support for a carbon cathode and lead 
anode combination, due to higher consistency around -1 V. 
The fluctuations in data across trials for the other combinations 
may have resulted from minor changes in the orientation of the 
electrodes; however, the carbon and lead combination did not 
exhibit these fluctuations. Additional data is necessary to draw 
a clear conclusion regarding the most efficient combination.

Figure 2: The curves depicting the normal pulse voltammograms for the 
three separate trials of the carbon and iron combination. The blue, red, and 
green curves correspond to the first, second, and third trial, respectively. For 
the blue curve, no significant data was derived due to its irregularity and 
is not considered in the data analysis. The carbon and iron combination 
displayed inconsistent faradaic reactions across different potentials.

Figure 1: The normal pulse voltammograms for the three separate trials 
of the carbon and aluminum combination. The blue, red, and green curve 
correspond to the first, second, and third trial, respectively. The carbon and 
aluminum combination exhibit faradaic reactions around -1 V.

Figure 3: The normal pulse voltammograms for the three separate trials of 
the carbon and zinc combination. The blue, red, and green curve correspond 
to the first, second, and third trial, respectively. Carbon and zinc displayed 
inconsistent faradaic reactions at varying potentials.

Figure 4: The normal pulse voltammograms for the three separate trials of 
the carbon and lead combination. The blue, red, and green curve correspond 
to the first, second, and third trial, respectively. Carbon and lead displayed 
consistent faradaic reactions around -1 V.
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Catalyst Structure and Catalyst-Cathode-CO2 Interaction    
Computational Analysis:
Self-consistent field calculations (SCF) generate approx-

imate Hamiltonians and solve the Schrödinger equation to 
obtain a more precise set of orbitals. Hamiltonian refers to an 
operator that contains the sum of all the kinetic and potential 
energies in an observed system. These calculations continue to 
run with the new data points until the difference between two 
calculations is lower than the threshold value established. The 
Fermi energy refers to energy of the highest occupied state of 
the system. This means that even if the system were cooled to 
near absolute zero, the electrons in the system would have a 
kinetic energy close to the Fermi energy. Existing literature 
indicates the formation of carbon monoxide is an important 
intermediate in selective reduction to ethanol; thus, the ideal 
electrode variant would require minimal energy for the ad-
sorption of carbon monoxide and much more energy for the 
adsorption of carbon dioxide. The graphene electrode’s data 
provides that lower energy is necessary to be in thermody-
namic equilibrium with carbon dioxide, resulting in decreased 
adsorption of carbon monoxide (Table 3). This indicates the 
graphene electrode would not enable selective reduction to 
ethanol. The lower energy required to be in thermodynamic 
equilibrium with carbon dioxide would likely result in higher 
adsorption of carbon dioxide than adsorption of carbon mon-
oxide. The graphene electrode plated with copper nanoparticles 
required 41 Rydbergs for the adsorption of carbon monoxide 
and 72 Rydbergs for the adsorption of carbon dioxide. The 
graphene electrode plated with copper and silica nanoparticles 
required 42 Rydbergs for the adsorption of carbon monoxide 
and 74 Rydbergs for the adsorption of carbon dioxide. The 
increase in Fermi energy with carbon monoxide for the elec-
trode with copper and silica nanoparticles was 0.08 eV, while 
the increase in carbon monoxide for the electrode with copper 
nanoparticles was 0.15 eV. Thus, despite the electrode with sil-
ica and copper nanoparticles requiring minimally more energy 
for the adsorption of carbon monoxide, the lower increase in 
Fermi energy suggests an ability to enable selective reduction 
to hydrocarbons. 

Figure 5: The various differential pulse voltammograms for the carbon 
and aluminum combination. The blue, red, and green curves correspond to 
the first, second, and third trial in the data table. The third trial was omitted 
from the data analysis due to its irregularity. Carbon and aluminum displayed 
erratic current spikes beyond -1 V.

Figure 6: The various differential pulse voltammograms for the carbon 
and iron combination. The blue, red, and green curves correspond to the 
first, second, and third trial in the data table. The first trial was omitted from 
the table as it did not exhibit a significant spike. Carbon and iron displayed 
current response around -2.4 V.

Figure 7: The various differential pulse voltammograms for the carbon 
and zinc combination. The blue, red, and green curves correspond to the 
first, second, and third trial in the data table. The first and second trials 
were omitted from data analysis due to their irregularity. Carbon and zinc 
displayed minimal current response across three trials.

Figure 8: The various differential pulse voltammograms for the carbon and 
lead combination. The blue, red, and green curves correspond to the first, 
second, and third trial in the data table. While not the highest, carbon and 
lead’s current response was around -1 V.
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� Conclusion
Although the focus of this investigation was solely on con-

crete electrochemical aspects, the integration and culmination 
of findings from each phase has significant implications in in-
novating fuel synthesis for generations to come. The aspects of 
electrochemical reduction were isolated and tested to deter-
mine the optimal variance, and when put together for potential 
wide scale application, it can become greatly beneficial to re-
mediating human environmental impact. It is known that most 
of the environmental deterioration of the Earth is caused by 
human fuel consumption. Mass carbon emissions are polluting 
the atmosphere and leading to a rise in global temperatures. 
If the current infrastructure moved away from fossil fuels and 
towards carbon dioxide reduced ethanol, especially with the 
implementation of captured carbon dioxide and renewable 
energy, the net output of carbon dioxide would reduce substan-
tially, and the adverse effects of carbon emissions along with it. 

From a purely economic standpoint, the utilization of syn-
thesized ethanol from the reduction of ethanol has significant 
implications in the future of national expenditures, as well as 
the energy industry as a whole. The current most abundant 
source of energy are fossil fuels such as coal, petroleum, and 
natural gas. These products are becoming increasingly scarce 
with each coming year. As a result, it is becoming more of a fi-
nancial burden. Eventually, human consumption of these fossil 
fuels will inevitably outpace Earth’s supply, forcing humans to 
become entirely fossil fuel independent. Until then, their costs 
will continue to become a deeper economic pit. One of the 
greatest benefits is that synthesizing ethanol from carbon diox-
ide is a renewable process in which the ethanol output will not 
run out. Furthermore, ethanol is compatible with the vehicle 
infrastructure of today. As opposed to hydrogen fuel and other 
biofuels, entirely new engines do not have to be developed for 
the fuel to be implemented. This means that the hundreds of 
millions of cars do not need to be modified, saving even more 
money. Ethanol from carbon dioxide is essentially carbon neu-
tral as well, therefore the costs of environmental remediation 
that fossil fuels are associated with do not apply here. In look-
ing towards a more economically beneficial fuel alternative, let 
alone environmentally friendly, ethanol from reduced carbon 
dioxide is optimal. 

Suggestions:
The means of precipitation-gel catalyst synthesis, while 

cost-effective, does not amount to the mass production of the 
electrochemical reaction that other methods can. One example 
that could be further investigated is chemical vapor deposition 
in which precursor chemical reactions are able to coat substrates 
with immense precision. Additionally, the implementation of 
molecular beam epitaxy has the ability to grow catalyst crys-
tals at the atomic level. A last suggestion for the future of this 
investigation is to delve into utilizing Environ in Quantum 
Espresso. This would enable linearized Poisson-Boltzmann 
models with the addition of an electrolyte, taking in an addi-
tional factor for computation.

Table 3: Values for the change in fermi energy and total energy of the 
system with the inclusion of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide in the 
specified system. The graphene electrode plated with silica supported copper 
nanoparticles will enable selective reduction to ethanol as it requires lower 
energy for the adsorption of carbon monoxide.

Figure 9: A visualization of the LUMO of copper mimicking the shape 
of the graphene molecule. In this instance, geometric optimization was 
implemented to derive a molecular structure with high stability, with the 
structure's lowest unoccupied orbital depicted above.

Figure 10: A visualization of the LUMO of the graphene molecule. 
Geometric optimization was utilized to discover the molecular structure in 
which energy is the lowest; therefore, yielding the highest stability.
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� Methods
Copper Nanoparticle Synthesis: 
Three groups of copper silicon dioxide nanoparticles were 

synthesized (unaltered, nitrogen-doped, and sulfur-doped). To 
generate the initial copper silicon dioxide nanoparticles, 2.6 
mL of 4 M sodium hydroxide was added to a 50 mL beaker. 
10.2 mL of fully saturated copper nitrate was then introduced 
into the solution where it was placed on a magnetic stirrer. A 
stirrer was placed in the beaker and the solution was let to stir 
for 10 minutes, after which 5 mL of colloidal silica was im-
mediately added. This was repeated with 1/3 of the samples 
being nitrogen-doped by pouring 5 mL of 6 M nitric acid and 
another 1/3 of the samples being sulfur-doped by pouring 5 
mL of 6 M sulfuric acid to the catalyst solutions. Subsequent 
trials modified the amount of doping acid and the amount of 
silica. All samples were then placed under photon correlation 
spectroscopy, a technique that utilizes light diffraction patterns 
from collisions with nanoparticle samples, to determine the 
particle sizes of each catalyst.

Electrolyte Conductivity Investigation: 
Three electrolytes (sodium chloride, potassium bicarbonate, 

and calcium chloride) were tested on the basis of conductivity. 
Beginning at 0.5 M, 300 mL of each electrolyte was poured 
into a 500 mL beaker. A copper cathode and a zinc anode were 
inserted, secured by a sheet of parafilm. A voltmeter was then 
attached accordingly and utilized to measure the voltage out-
put in the initial 5 seconds. The electrolyte solutions were then 
diluted and tested for potential difference at 0.4 M, 0.3 M, 0.2 
M, and 0.1 M. Measurements were recorded over 3 trials per 
electrolyte per concentration. 

Cathode-Anode Electrochemical Analysis: 
A single compartment electrochemical cell was created using 

2 electrodes and a beaker (capped off with parafilm). The cell 
was filled with 355 mL of carbonated water to act as carbon 
dioxide dissolved in water. A carbon electrode was utilized as 
the constant cathode for the entire experimentation while the 
anodes tested varied from aluminum, iron, lead, and zinc. To 
test each anode combination an EmStat3 Potentiostat applied 
to the cathodic and anodic compartments of the electrochem-
ical cell was then connected to a recording device and PSTrace 
Software was opened. The techniques conducted were Normal 
and Differential Pulse Voltammetry with the following speci-
fications: -2.98 V (E begin), 2.98 V (E end), 0.005 V (E step), 
0.025 V (E pulse), 0.07 s (t pulse), and 0.025 V/s (scan rate). 
Measurements for each technique were collected in real time. 
This process was repeated for 3 trials for each anode variation 
set up (contents cleaned upon reuse).

Catalyst Structure and Catalyst-Cathode-CO2 
Interaction Computational Analysis: 
For the generation of the Quantum Espresso model, a 

graphene electrode had to be created. In the Burai interface, 
the graphene electrode was produced by importing the mol-
ecule from Materials Project. A supercell was then produced 
to accurately depict an electrode. The dimensions of 3 x 3 x 2 
were used to create the electrode surface. Atoms that made up 

the outside of the supercell along with relevant interior atoms 
were changed to copper to simulate the plating. The top layer 
of the supercell had no copper atoms as copper nanoparticle 
plating will not cover the upper portion of the electrode. To 
generate the variation necessary for carbon monoxide, a carbon 
atom and an oxygen atom were manually inserted into the su-
percell. To generate the variation for carbon dioxide, a carbon 
atom and two oxygen atoms were manually inserted into the 
supercell. Depending on the interface used, the calculation was 
completed by setting the Burai mode to SCF and autogene-
rating the necessary values. The threshold energy necessary for 
convergence, however, was lowered by an order of magnitude of 
two in order to be able to achieve convergence in a reasonable 
amount of time. The calculation was run through command 
prompt by first pasting the path of the plane-wave self-con-
sistent field executable into the command window. The path 
of the -input file was then pasted into the command window, 
surrounded by a less than symbol on the left side and a greater 
than symbol on the right side. The path of the blank output 
file was then pasted into the command window to complete 
the command. Additionally, to perform Orca software specific 
calculations, Avogadro first needed to be opened. A graphene 
molecule was created rather than importing from Materials 
Project. A geometry optimization was conducted to optimize 
bond angles and the positioning of the atoms. An input file was 
created through extensions. The auto-generated basis sets (a set 
of DFT functions) were used, but the type of calculation was 
changed to geometric optimization rather than single point 
energy. This process was repeated but rather than producing 
the shape of a graphene molecule with carbon atoms, the same 
shape was produced with copper atoms.
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� Introduction
Corals are one of the most prevalent saltwater lifeforms that 

contribute to the health of the planet. Although corals have 
been part of Earth’s ecosystems for the past millions of years, 
much is still to be discovered about the coral species. There is 
still much to be done to help with the bleaching epidemics that 
are affecting corals all over the world.

Corals provide much to society by generating jobs and over 
billions of dollars from fish and tourism, and to the ocean by 
supporting 25 % of sea life (home to over 1 million marine 
species). It is extraordinary to think corals can do all this 
and cover less than 1 % of the ocean floor.¹ The researcher 
investigated the ultrasonic sound emissions from fusing coral 
fragments. A hypothesis is being put forth to further try to 
understand the complex multicellular system that make up 
corals.

 The hypothesis is that corals emit bio-acoustical ultrasonic 
sounds when undergoing fusion at different times of the day, 
predicting more activity at night than the other times of the 
day. There are numerous studies that led the way for this 
hypothesis mostly based off from a scientific breakthrough 
that acknowledges plants can communicate with each other 
in different ways including ultrasonic sounds, chemical 
compounds through the roots, and chemical gases through 
the leaves.2 Most specifically is a study that shows plants emit 
ultrasonic sounds with a frequency range of 20-100 kHz and 
an amplitude range of 0-60 dB.3 There are studies that lead 
researchers to consider the fact that corals may be able to make 
ultrasonic sounds. Similar studies that have shown that corals 
communicate with fish via chemical signals and that coral 
larvae have sensory modalities that allow them to follow the 
sound of the coral reef.4,5 Regarding the part of the hypothesis 

about corals emitting more ultrasounds at nighttime, research 
shows that corals sexually reproduce once a year precisely two 
hours after the moonrise, during nighttime.6 For corals to 
carry out an important developmental event such as sexual 
reproduction at night, one might expect them to be more active 
at nighttime as well. 

With the current bleaching, pollution, climate change, and 
other adversities that coral reefs face, 50 % of the world’s coral 
have been lost during the last 30 years.7 If the hypothesis 
presented by the researcher is demonstrated, it may help with 
the restoration of the fast-dying corals because if the ultrasonic 
sounds are harnessed and enhanced, it might facilitate 
developing of techniques to help the corals reproduce and grow 
more effectively. 
� Methods
In order to test the hypothesis that the coral specie Cyphastrea 

have the ability to generate sound to potentially communicate 
with other members of its specie via ultrasonic communication at 
different times of the day (morning, afternoon, and nighttime), 
three coral fragments were tested as an experimental group. 
Each of the total six experimental groups were tested with 
a RIGOL DS1052E Oscilloscope and a Hydrophone (with 
Frequency Range of 20-100 khz). Each coral group was given 
two twelve-minute trials at each of the three specific times of 
the day: nighttime (7-11 pm), afternoon (2-6 pm), and morning 
(7-11 am), throughout the month of November. These results 
were compared to that of dead coral, which were tested with 
the same equipment and testing procedures. At the same time 
growth was measured and tracked, weekly, for each individual 
coral fragment. Although moon phases have been observed to 
affect corals, and specifically coral reproduction, moon phases 
were not taken into consideration in this investigation as the 
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purpose of this research was to identify if corals can generate 
ultrasonic sounds.

Precautions:
There were a few basic precautions taken for variables such 

as the time of the day, the duration of the trials, the saltwater 
element levels that were directed towards both experimental 
groups. The saltwater element levels, and their consistent value 
range are, a temperature of around 25.6 °C; salinity between 
1.024 – 1.026 ppm; nitrate less than 30 ppm; nitrite level of 
0; pH levels of 7.8- 8.1; an ammonia level of 0; alkalinity of 
8-10 dkh; a calcium level between 380 – 450 ppm; magne-
sium levels between 1300-1450 ppm; light levels of 7 hours
of blue light and 3 hours of white light. Due to the lack of
research regarding the exact frequency or range of ultrason-
ic sounds corals produce, specific precautions were taken to
differentiate background electrical noise from possible coral
ultrasonic spikes. The precautions ensured that the researcher
knew exactly what was producing the ultrasonic spikes as they
were applied to both dead control coral and live coral experi-
mental groups. The first of the precautions taken was to turn
all the power of surrounding devices off, so that there were
no unexpected electrical charges affecting the measurements.
Secondly, after the average noise level created by electrical con-
nections between the Oscilloscope and the Hydrophone were
determined, the trigger level on the Oscilloscope was raised to
double the average noise level. Thus, the Oscilloscope would
display a signal only when it passed the trigger level and hence, 
surpass all electrical noise.

Besides setting up the RIGOL DS1052E Oscilloscope to 
display a signal only when it passed the trigger level, other 
specifications were set up on this device. First, Channel 1 of 
the two on the Oscilloscope was turned on so that the only 
signal displayed was the one received through the hydrophone. 
Then, setting Channel 1 Coupling to AC. This way it corre-
sponds to the hydrophone input. Secondly, the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) system was turned on throughout the ex-
perimentation. The FFT system is a combination of sine waves 
that represent the frequency and amplitude of the signal. By 
having this feature on throughout the trials, the Oscilloscope 
will give indications of the different characteristics of the ul-
trasonic spikes. To analyze these characteristics properly set 
the frequency as the subcategory of time. Lastly, the Trigger 
Level were set to Normal to enable the researcher to increase 
the Trigger Level to that of twice of the electrical noise.

Positive Control Group:
With these experiments it was clear that the hydrophone 

worked as expected and that it could capture the expected 
range of ultrasonic sounds. The Ultrasonic Cleaning Machine 
that was used as the source of ultrasounds for these experiments 
emitted ultrasounds at a frequency of around 40 kHz. The os-
cilloscope displayed frequencies at or very near to 40 kHz, only 
ranging from 34 kHz (the lowest recorded frequency) to 49 
kHz (the highest recorded frequency). The consistency of the 
rectangular wave that the oscilloscope produced based of the 
signal received through the hydrophone acts as the final check 
for everything working properly.

� Results and Discussion
As can be seen in Figure 1, the average noise level does 

not surpass the ~15 mV trigger level, this is concluded since 
throughout the trial there were no ultrasonic electrical noise 
spikes that passed this trigger level. As a result, when test-
ing the live and dead coral the trigger level was set to ~35-40 
mV which is more than double of the trigger level that the 
background noise level did not pass. This guaranteed that any 
ultrasonic spikes observed would be coming from the testing 
group and not from background noise. Therefore, since the 
only variable between control group and testing group was 
whether the corals were alive or dead, any spikes would rep-
resent ultrasonic sounds emitted by either group. Because in 
this investigation the dead control group corals did not have 
any spikes throughout the 6 hours of the 30 trials conducted, 
it strengthens the conclusion that the spikes observed during 
the measurement of the experimental groups were emitted by 
the live corals.

Ultrasonic Spikes:
The most important aspect tested in this investigation was 

whether corals had the ability to emit ultrasonic waves and po-
tentially communicate with each other. This appears to be true 

Figure 1: Control Coral #5, Afternoon Trial 3.

Figure 1: Control Coral #5, Afternoon Trial 3.
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as there was a total of 25 ultrasonic spikes recorded from the 
Live Coral Testing Groups while no spikes were recorded for 
the dead corals. After recording the spikes, they were analyzed 
with the time of day they were measured as well as the growth 
rates of the individual corals (see example in Figure 2). 

There was a strong connection between the different times 
of the day and the number of spikes. When considering all 
spikes, there were a total of 13 spikes during the nighttime in-
tervals (7-11 pm), 7 spikes during the afternoon intervals (2-6 
pm), and 5 spikes during the morning intervals (7-11 am). All 
of these spikes had an average intensity of 47.81 MHz. On av-
erage, the live corals emitted 62 % more ultrasounds during the 
nighttime intervals than during the morning. Likewise, the live 
corals emitted 46 % more ultrasounds during the nighttime in-
tervals than during the afternoon. The corals were significantly 
more active during the nighttime recordings than other times 
of the day. The afternoon recordings proved to be the time of 
the day, second to nighttime, in which corals emitted most 
ultrasounds. The live corals emitted 30 % more ultrasounds 
during the afternoon intervals than morning. On average, 52 
% of all spikes occurred during the nighttime intervals, 28 % 
during the afternoon, and 20 % during morning (Figure 3). 
The standard deviation for the different number of spikes at 
the three testing intervals is 4.16 and considering the mean of 
the same values is 8.33, double the standard deviation, there is 
significant difference between the time of day and number of 
associated ultrasonic spikes.

When independently analyzing each experimental group 
and their corresponding spikes, similar results are observed 
(Figure 4). In 2 out of 6 experimental groups, the nighttime in-
tervals had more spikes than morning and afternoon. Although 
also in 2 out of the 6 experimental groups, all three intervals 
had the same number of spikes: 1 per interval, 3 spikes total. 
The afternoon interval was the interval with most spikes for 1 
of the 6 testing groups, this was not seen for any of the morn-
ing intervals. Therefore, the nighttime intervals had the most 
spikes when independently observing the experimental groups 
as well as were the most prominent in overall number of spikes 
as 52 % of all spikes occurred during the nighttime intervals.

Secondly, corals’ spikes were compared to the growth rates. 
There seems to be a smaller connection between spikes and 
the growth rates of the corals as there was with the times of 
days. All corals showed signs of growth at some point in the 
7-week period experimentation. However, 3 of the 18 live cor-
als did start to shrink because they started to die. The rate of
growth is seen in the line graphs, the percentages represent an
average of the growth in length and height of the corals. These
percentages are related to the original size of the coral. All
growth rates start at 100 %, as this represents that the corals
started with 100 % of their original surface area. For example,
experimental group #2, Coral D is seen to have 12.5 % growth
increase by Week 7. To calculate this percentage the difference
between the percentage point for Week 7 (~112.5 %) and the
initial 100 % point is calculated, resulting in 12.5 %, and since
it is positive it means the coral grew. Coral M in experimental
group #4 on the other hand, is seen to have lost surface area as
the difference between the percentage point for Week 7 (~45
%) and the initial 100 %-point results in a -55 % change. 

The measurements did not show similar growth trends for 
all three corals in each testing tile. This is seen in experimental 
group #2 (Figure 4). By Week 7, Coral D had grown a 12.5 
%, Coral E a 15 %, and Coral F a 34.19 % - more than half 
of the other corals on the same tile. This relation between the 
different corals of the same tiles were evident in the two tiles 
that had dying corals. While some of the testing group corals 
in a tile showed significant growth rates the third coral was 
decreasing its size.  For instance, in Testing Group #4 (Figure 
5), Coral M showed a 45.10 % decrease of the original size-
this means that the coral lost about 55 % of its original size. 
The other corals on this tile only showed growth such as Coral 
N with a 4.17 % growth and Coral O with 15.34 % growth. 
Both tiles with dying corals also had corals that only showed 
signs of growth, this reinforces how the tiles were not consis-
tent with growth trends.  Live Coral Testing Groups #2 and 
#3 both had a total of 3 spikes each and yet Testing Group #2 
had Coral M, was one of the dying corals, that lost 55 % of its 
original size (Figure 4) and Testing Group #3 had Coral K, the 
coral with most growth. The same observation was observed 
for experimental group #5. This tile had two of the three dy-
ing corals of this investigation and yet had the second greatest 
number of spikes. Experimental group #5 had a total of five 
spikes, however, it had Coral P which lost 48 % of its original 
size and Coral Q which lost 67 % of its original size (Figure 6).

Figure 3: Total number of spikes for all coral testing groups. Nighttime 
spikes are more prevalent.

Table 1: The ultrasonic spikes observed during the three testing daytime 
intervals in correspondence to the experimental group from which they were 
observed from. 
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� Conclusion
After conducting a total of 66 trials, the hypothesis has been 

partially shown to be correct. The coral fragments emitted 52 % 

of all the ultrasonic spikes during the nighttime intervals. The 
first important aspect to acknowledge is that corals can emit 
ultrasonic sounds. There has been new research about plants 
communicating with ultrasounds but none for corals, and so 
recognizing the corals’ potential to do this might give corals 
the ability to make sounds. Whether the sound generation is 
related to the coral polyp or the zooxanthellae algae that lives 
within the coral cannot be determined from this investiga-
tion but is a future research endeavor in better understanding 
coral ultrasonic sounds. Due to the fact that special precau-
tions were taken to distinguish noise from possible ultrasonic 
spikes and the 5 individual dead corals tested did not display 
any ultrasonic spikes throughout any of the 30 trials while the 
live coral testing groups did display multiple ultrasonic spikes, 
it is concluded from this investigation that the coral specie 
Cyphastrea has the ability to generate ultrasonic sounds, and 
potentially enable some kind of communication among oth-
er corals of its species. A second aspect that is important to 
acknowledge is that communication is the exchange of infor-
mation between living organisms, irrespective to their level of 
biological organization.⁸ Although the ultrasounds that were 
observed by the corals of this investigation were affected by 
the different times of the day, the purpose of the ultrasounds 
portrayed is not known.

However, with this newly discovered potential for infor-
mation exchange in corals much is to be discovered, such as 
what the corals are communicating and how they are doing 
so. Something similar occurred with the micro-fusion method. 
Researcher Dr. Vaughan and his team in the MOTE Inter-
national Center for Coral Reef Research and Restoration 
discovered that when corals are cut into smaller pieces their 
growth rates increase significantly, hence the start of the mi-
cro-fusion method which is now the foundation of numerous 
restoration projects. This could equally happen with the study 
of communication among corals and, ultimately, develop tech-
niques to encourage communication among corals to promote 
health and growth of coral reefs around the world. Likewise, 
as the emission of ultrasounds is further studied it may lead to 
other discoveries. 
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� Introduction
Arsenic is an element from within the Earth’s crust and can 

contaminate water. In its inorganic form it is extremely tox-
ic.¹-³ Arsenic-contaminated water is an exceedingly prevalent 
occurrence in rural areas. In these areas, families use tube wells 
to pump out groundwater, which is often contaminated.¹,² 
Because of this, over 200 million people drink high levels of 
arsenic-contaminated water.⁴ High concentrations of arse-
nic can lead to arsenic poisoning, a health issue in countries 
like Chile, India, and Bangladesh.¹ Arsenic poisoning causes 
complications such as diarrhea, affected hair and nails, dark-
ened skin tone, and skin and bladder cancer.¹,⁵-⁸ The World 
Health Organization (WHO) and the Human Rights Watch 
have named Bangladesh a country largely affected by arse-
nic-contaminated water, so this study was held in Bangladesh 
to find a new approach to reducing arsenic levels in the water 
for poor people. In Bangladesh, over 20 million people drink 
arsenic-contaminated water and over 43,000 people die from 
arsenic related illnesses annually.⁶,⁸

Research into reducing arsenic levels in groundwater has 
been conducted in several countries. Filtration is the most 
viable solution to removing arsenic from water.⁹ In 2006, 
Bangladeshi chemist and professor Abul Hussam invented 
the SONO Arsenic Filter to filter tube well water. The filter is 
made of 3 stacked buckets filled with coarse river sand, a 4-5 
cm thick layer of a specifically designed composite iron matrix 
(CIM), charcoal, and wet brick chips. By pouring water through 
the buckets, large particles are filtered through the sand, arsenic 
is removed through chemical reactions in the CIM, and the 
charcoal and wet brick chips remove organics. The creation of 
the SONO filter has led to a significant decrease in arsenic 
levels in drinking water and has been implemented in many 
villages.¹⁰,¹¹ 

While the SONO filter has had unprecedented success, it 
does have several drawbacks. A questionnaire administered in 
rural Bangladeshi villages revealed problems such as breakage, 
maintenance issues, high cost, weak sludge-disposal guidance, 
and slow flow rate of filtered water.12 Alternative household 
tube wells have since been developed, but these also have issues 
with slow water release as well as complicated set-up and main-
tenance.13,14 Additionally, many Bangladeshi villagers have a 
daily income of less than five USD, so the 60-70 USD replace-
ment filter cartridges is unaffordable. 

The CIM, where the arsenic is removed, is considered very 
beneficial for the SONO filter. It works using the following 
chemical reactions:10

Equation 1: FeOH+H2AsO4- FeHAsO₄- + H₂O 
(K=1024)
Equation 2:FeOH+HAsO₄²- FeHAsO₄²- + H₂O 
(K=1029)
Based on existing literature, the author hypothesized that 

applying laterite soil, commonly known as red soil, is lieu of 
an iron matrix will remove arsenic.14 To test this hypothesis, 
a one-step arsenic filter was developed that was economic and 
efficient in lowering arsenic levels in water to a safe range. 
While CIM is the most efficient way to remove arsenic, pov-
erty-stricken families cannot afford to maintain the SONO 
filters. The author invented a novel approach, called One Step 
Red Soil Filtration (OSRSF). Water sampling, testing, and 
data collection came from a small village in Assasuni Upazila 
of the Satkhira District in Bangladesh (Figure 1). This study 
presented a filter consisting of laterite soil and sand, cloth, 
charcoal, and brick chips (Figure 2).

This study aims to reduce arsenic in water to a tolerable lev-
el for poor people unlike other filters that significantly reduce 
arsenic levels to WHO standards.1,8
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affordable for poverty-stricken populations. In this project, laterite soil was substituted for iron as the method of arsenic filtration 
to reduce costs. Through analysis, the constructed One Step Red Soil Filtration (OSRSF) was found superior to the 3-Kolshi filter, 
making it an economically beneficial option for poor people to have safe drinking water.

KEYWORDS: Chemistry; Arsenic; SONO filter; Composite Iron Matrix (CIM); Tube Well Water; 3-Kolshi; One Step Red 
Soil Filtration (OSRSF); Laterite Soil; Bangladesh.
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� Methods
Before implementing the novel OSRSF, collecting water 

samples from a low-income region was essential. Data collec-
tion occurred in a small village in Bangladesh where samples 
from thirty tube wells were collected. The arsenic concen-
trations were measured in each sample using the Hach EZ 
Arsenic High Range Test Kit. The kit included test strips, a 
reaction bottle and cap, two reagents, and a comparison chart 
(Figure 4). A test strip containing mercuric bromine was in-
serted into the special cap that locks onto the strip. A reaction 
bottle was filled with 50mL sample water. The two reagents, 
labeled “Reagent 1” and “Reagent 2” by Hach, were added to 
trigger sulfamic acid crystals to acidify the sample. The cap was 
attached to the bottle and swirled for one minute and then 
left for 40 minutes to react, the liquid being swirled twice.¹⁶,¹⁷ 
During this time, the air reacted with the sample solution and 
imprinted the product on the test strip.¹⁷ After the reaction 
time was over, the test strip was removed and compared to 
the chart to determine the arsenic concentration in parts per 
billion (ppb) in the sample. This process was repeated for each 
sample. 

The OSRSF was held in a tin, octagonal prism with a height 
and diameter of 7” and the whole system was enclosed in a tin, 
octagonal prism with a height of 25” and a diameter of 10”. A 
plastic stand held the filtration system in the larger tin con-
tainer. The OSRSF included a 4” layer of the 3:1 laterite soil 
to sand ratio, a 1” layer of charcoal, a 1” layer of sand, and a 1” 
layer of brick chips. All the layers were separated by sari cloth 
(Figure 2, Figure 5).

Three liters of each sample, 100 ppb, 250 ppb, and 500 ppb, 
were collected and filtered through the OSRSF. Filtration took 
approximately 45 minutes for each sample. The filtered water 
was then collected in a kolshi, is the traditional vessel used 
in Bangladesh to collect and carry water (Figure 5). The au-
thor tested the OSRSF and the 3-kolshi system with the most 
prevalent concentrations: 100 ppb, 250 ppb, and 500 ppb. The 
3-kolshi system was considered the control.

Statistical Analysis:
Statistical analyses were performed by the author’s t-test.

Any p-value less than or equal to 0.05 is considered statisti-
cally significant.
� Results
Testing arsenic levels:
Tube well water samples were taken to find the range of 

arsenic concentrations in the Satkhira village region. With the 
villagers’ consent, 30 tube wells were selected and marked for 
this project (Figure 3). Water samples were then collected and 
tested using the Hach EZ Arsenic High Range Test Kit. 

Information about the samples, including the well’s own-
er, the depth, the arsenic concentrations, and a comment on 
the concentrations, were recorded (Table 1). The study’s par-
ticipants are not well educated, so providing information 
about the arsenic levels as well as the local guidelines for ar-
senic-contaminated water is helpful to them. The maximum 
arsenic concentration measured was 500 ppb. Twelve samples 
had a 250 ppb concentration, and fifteen had a concentration 
of 100 ppb (Table 1). The tube well depths were measured to 
test a correlation between arsenic levels and well depth, which 
was not found.

Testing OSRSF :
Arsenic levels were measured using Hach EZ Arsenic High 

Range Test Kit (Fig. 4). By using OSRSF (Figure 5), arsenic 
concentrations of tube well water could be reduced to a at least 
50 ppb, the safe level according to Bangladeshi regulations.1 
WHO sets a much lower threshold, 10 ppb, for drinkable wa-
ter, but the Bangladeshi government set their own standard 
for rural populations because they drink tube well water that 
contains extremely high levels of arsenic. 

The OSRSF was first tested with sample of 250 ppb concen-
tration. In one filtration, the concentration dropped to 50 ppb 

Figure 3: Arsenic concentrations tested from 30 tube wells in a rural village 
in Bangladesh.

Figure 1: A map of arsenic-conteminated area in Satkhira District,
Bangladesh from where water samples were taken. (A) Bangladesh map 
with Stahkira district highlighted. (B) Expanded view of Assasuni Upazila 
highlighting the study area. Map A was adapted from Wikipedia and Map B 
was adapted from WordPress.com.

Figure 2: Development of a novel filtration system to reduce arsenic in tube 
well water.
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(Figure 6). A 100 ppb concentration sample was reduced to 
25 ppb with one filtration of the OSRSF (Figure 7). A third 
trial was done a 500-ppb sample, the maximum arsenic lev-
el measured. The sample required two filtrations to reach the 
acceptable limit. The first run through lowered the concentra-

tion to 100 ppb, and the second filtration lowered it again to 
25 ppb (Figure 8).

Comparison of OSRSF with existing filtration system:
The OSRSF system was compared to a locally made 3-kol-

shi system. The 3-kolshi filter also required two run throughs 
to get a 500 ppb concentration down to an acceptable level 
(Figure 8). Three liters of water were poured into each sys-
tem and about 2.8 liters came out for both. For the 500-ppb 
concentration, the filtered water from the 3-kolshi system had 
200 ppb after the first filtration whereas the water filtered us-
ing the OSRSF had a concentration of 100 ppb (Fig. 8). The 
difference between the results is noticeable from just the first 
filtration. During the second filtration the OSRSF brought 
the concentration from 100 ppb to 25 ppb, and the 3-kolshi 
brought the concentration from 200 ppb to 50 ppb, which is 
still an acceptable arsenic level for Bangladesh. The OSRSF 
and the 3-kolshi both yielded identical results for the 100 ppb 
and 250 ppb samples.

Statistical analyses and calculations were performed on the 
250 ppb concentration samples (Figure 9). The average con-
centration after filtering through the 3-kolshi system was 
43.75 ppb while the average concentration after OSRSF was 
41.66 ppb. The 3-kolshi system’s standard deviation was 11.31 
and 12.31 for the OSRSF. The t-test was used to calculate the 
statistical significance. The p-value was 0.36, so there was no 

Table 1: Tube well depth and arsenic concentration in tube well water.

Figure 4: Materials for testing arsenic concentrations in tube well water.

Figure 5: Picture of the newly developed OSRSF.

Figure 6: Bar graphs depicts be-
fore and after filtering with OSRSF 
on a 250 ppb sample from tube well 
#12. For 250 ppb sample, OSRSF 
was effective in bringing arsenic 
level down to 50 ppb.

Figure 7: Bar graph depicts before 
and after filtering with OSRSF on a 
100 ppb sample from tube well #26. 
For 100 ppb sample, OSRSF was 
effective in bringing arsenic level 
down to 25 ppb.

Figure 8: Bar graphs depict before and after filtering with OSRSF (left) 
a 3-kolshi (right) on a 500 ppb sample from tube well #04. Results suggest 
that the second filtration by OSRSF was very effective in making the water 
sample drinlable in terms of Bangladeshi rules and regulations.

Figure 9: Bar graphs depicts arsenic levels before and after filtering 
with 3-kolshi and OSRSF. Statistical analysis suggests that water samples 
obtained from OSRF were comparable to 3-kolshi and can be economically 
beneficial for low income rural populations.
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4) Limitations of the OSRSF include no large-scale us-
age, slow water flow, and possible pathogenic contamination.

The future of the study may include finding an alterna-
tive to laterite soil for areas with a little to no laterite soil so 
the residents can still have an affordable arsenic water filter. 
Participants of the study have continued using the OSRSFs 
implemented in their village, and so examination of their hair 
and nails as well as skin status could be useful. Testing these 
may indicate a health improvement in the population, and it 
would also allow comparison between the health of OSRSF 
users versus users of other filters and/or those who do not use 
filters.

In summary, this project devised an alternative arsenic fil-
tration system for poverty-stricken people and reduced the 
arsenic levels in contaminated water to a tolerable level. With 
the OSRSF system, the poor can drink safe water that will 
improve their quality of life, and the implementation of the 
OSRSF in other villages can improve rural quality of life 
around the world.
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2) The OSRSF is economically advantageous for pover-
ty-stricken people, costing about 3 USD.

3) Laterite soil seems to be an acceptable replacement
to the SONO filter’s CIM and the 3-kolshi system’s iron chips 
for low-income populations in Satkhira because laterite soil is 
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� Introduction
The 2019-identified Coronavirus COVID-19 has changed 

the way the world acts as infection rates and death tolls contin-
ue to rise even under recommended and mandatory regulations. 
As of September 7th, 2020, there have been 27,249,308 con-
firmed cases and 890,971 confirmed deaths worldwide.1 Over 
the week beginning August 31st to September 7th, 2020, 
there has been an average of 40,525 reported cases per day in 
the United States.2 As of September 7th, 2020, the U.S. has 
6,300,075 reported cases and 189,182 confirmed deaths since 
the virus was first identified on January 21st, 2020.3

The overwhelming spread of the virus and the multiple 
impacts of coronavirus increase anxiety and uncertainty. 
Mandatory health orders, while decreasing the possibilities of 
infection, increase isolation, stress, and fear.4 Additionally, since 
the COVID-19 virus outbreak, countries have experienced 
unexpected unemployment levels, which heavily affected their 
economies. The International Labour Organization (ILO) 
reports “over one in six young people surveyed have stopped 
working since the onset of the COVID-19 crisis.” The ILO 
also states that working hours have declined by “10.7 percent 
relative to the last quarter of 2019, which is equivalent to 305 
million full-time jobs.” 5 Since mid-March, the United States 
has lost 20.6 million jobs, corresponding to an unemployment 
rate of 14.7%, a level not seen since the Great Depression in 
the 1930s.6 This significant drop in employment rates and 
the huge hit on economies have significantly raised stress and 
anxiety levels. 

The new normal of living during this pandemic – quaran-
tine and social distancing, alertness of contact and possible 
infection, reduction in leisure activities, financial and economic 
instability – increases stress levels.7 This escalated uncertainty 
and fear has led to changes in the purchasing profiles of people. 
For instance, certain people purchase more than they need in 
response to fear, and certain people restrict the consumption 
and purchases of goods in fear of, one day, not having enough 
monetary savings.  

In this paper, Section II reviews various research and reports 
discussing and analyzing topics regarding the impact of 
infectious diseases and public health crisis on emotions and 
purchasing behaviors. Section III discusses the results gathered 
from a survey. The outcomes are grouped into multiple trends; 
some are aligned with our assumptions while some are not. 
Section IV analyzes the underlying reasons for why the results 
are the way they are. Additionally, it examines the connection 
between the results and economics. Section V reflects on the 
accomplishments and limitations of the project and survey. 
Lastly, Section VI concludes the paper by connecting the 
findings of this paper to a broader context and future references. 

This paper studies the change and relationship between 
emotions and purchasing patterns during the uncertain time 
caused by COVID-19. How has COVID-19 influenced 
emotional patterns? How have those emotional changes 
affected purchasing behaviors? What type of emotion most 
heavily influences purchasing patterns during the uncertain 
times caused by COVID-19? 

Literature Review:
Previous papers and articles have researched the impact of 

infectious diseases on human emotions; other papers have in-
vestigated the influence of emotions on purchasing patterns. 
These previous papers form the theoretical foundation of this 
paper. 

Restubog, Ocampo, and Wang⁸ (2020) showed the consis-
tent relationships between an outbreak of infectious disease 
and chain-reactions of psychological and behavioral conse-
quences. Within their commentary, they highlight the negative 
psychological effects such as greater incidents of depression 
and psychological distress, worry, anxiety about being infected, 
and subjective well-beings.

Additionally, McGinty, Presskreischer, Han, and L. Barry⁹ 
(2020) compared their April 2020 survey results regarding 
symptoms of psychological distress and loneliness within U.S. 
adults with national data from 2018. Their resulted comparison 
– 13.6% of April 2020 surveyed U.S. adults reported signs of

Emotion and Consumption Profiles in a COVID-19 Environment  
Melissa Han
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serious psychological distress compared to the 3.9% in 2018 
– further exemplifies the psychological and emotional strain
COVID-19 has caused. 

McGinty, Presskreischer, Han, and L. Barry (2020) recount 
that along with other stressors such as fear of contracting the 
disease and uncertainty for the future, the necessary mitigation 
strategies such as those imposed for COVID-19 (e.g., social 
distancing, home quarantine, and travel restrictions) can nega-
tively affect mental health.

Jin, Song, Zhao, and Yao¹⁰ (2020) investigated the impact of 
COVID-19 on the purchasing behavior of Chinese citizens. 
They unveiled that by increasing the risk perception, fear, and 
boredom of citizens, COVID-19 accelerates purchases based 
on bandwagon effects, impulsive purchasing, and scarcity level. 

  One especially interesting report from Lee and Ward¹¹ 
(2020) demonstrates the increase of substance use in response 
to increasing distress among people. Lee and Ward (2020) 
report on the shift in the social relationships and increase 
in distress of people during the Coronavirus pandemic. To 
demonstrate, Lee and Ward surveyed 562 adults and found 
that 50% or more reported symptoms of anxiety nearly ev-
ery day or several days a week since COVID-19. 28% of all 
respondents’ report uses of alcohol or other drugs to make 
themselves feel better. 

Based on these reports, this paper explores further the rela-
tionship between COVID-19 and emotions and purchasing 
patterns. Additionally, the paper analyzes the surveyed results 
with various demographic factors such as age and living coun-
try to explore alternative influences that might impact the 
emotions and behaviors of people. 
� Results
A total of 187 respondents completed the surveys, with 47 

respondents from the English version and 140 from the Chi-
nese version. The respondents range from ages of 12 to 64. 
The survey participants comprise of 40.7% male respondents 
and 59.3% female respondents. Additionally, the respondents 
indicated their educational level and their annual house-
hold income. These demographic-targeting questions aim to 
demonstrate the background information of respondents. Ad-
ditionally, these questions were used to discover correlations 
between factors such as age and COVID-19-related responses 
from the surveyed groups. 

The results collected display multiple noticeable changes in 
the psychological and behavioral responses of the surveyed 
groups. Most of these changes align with the predictions of 
the research, while others stray away due to both expected and 
unexpected factors.

The first pattern is the increase in intensity of negative emo-
tions since the outbreak of COVID-19. Respondents were 
asked to rate the intensity of 8 positive and negative emotions 
on a scale of 0 (least intense) to 10 (most intense). The responses 
demonstrate that negative emotions such as being frightened, 
annoyed, and anxious display an increase in intensity from be-
fore the outbreak. Positive emotions such as excited, calm, and 
confident present a decrease in intensity. Figure 1 documents 
the difference between rated intensities of emotions from the 
respondents. The most noticeable change between ratings is 

the emotion “frightened.” Of the 187 respondents, the average 
rating of the intensity of the emotion “frightened” was 2.6 be-
fore the outbreak of COVID-19. When asked to rate the same 
emotion, based on emotional experiences post COVID-19 
outbreak, this average rating increased to 4.4.

The second pattern, displayed through Figures 3, 4, and 5, 
demonstrated that people have decreased their overall con-
sumption of goods and shopping at grocery stores while 
increasing their online grocery shopping: 44.6% of all respon-
dents decreased their overall consumption of goods; 83.9% of 
all respondents shop at grocery stores less frequently; 60.5% of 
all respondents increasing their online grocery shopping.

The third pattern is demonstrated through comparing 
the shopping influences from before and after the outbreak 
of COVID-19. The survey asks the respondents to choose 
the three most important factors they base their purchases 
on when shopping. As expected, displayed by Figure 6, the 
choices such as level of necessity, affordability, and availability 
increased in chosen frequency for the post-COVID-19 out-
break. In contrast, choices such as personal satisfaction, brand 
reputation, and design uniqueness decreased in frequency. Due 
to the outbreak of COVID-19, the determining factors change 
as priorities shift from personal preferences to level of necessi-
ties and safety oriented. 

Figure 1: Intensity of experienced emotions before vs after COVID-19 
outbreak. The intensity of all three positive emotions decreased while the five 
negative emotions increased. The three emotions with largest difference from 
before to after COVID-19 outbreak were Frightened, Annoyed, and Anxious.

Figure 2: Standard Deviation of Intensity of experienced emotions before 
vs after COVID-19 outbreak. Demonstrates the standard deviation of the 
intensity of each emotion. 
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The fourth pattern is identified through the questions 
targeting changes in purchased amount of toilet paper (English 
version only) and bags of rice (Chinese version only). When 
designing the English version survey, it seemed necessary to 
include questions that could reflect whether the respondents 
increased their toilet paper stock due to COVID-19. It was 
publicized that in response to the outbreak of COVID-19, 

Figure 3: Change in overall consumption of goods after COVID-19 
outbreak. Almost half of the respondents (44.6%) decreased overall 
consumption of goods, while 21.5% increased overall consumption of goods.

Figure 4: Frequency of shopping at groceries stores after COVID-19 
outbreak. Most of the respondents (83.9%) decreased grocery store shopping.

many Americans stocked up on- in addition to other essentials- 
rolls of toilet paper. Media outlets such as TIME¹², Nature¹³, 
and NBC¹⁴ news have reported on the massive amount of toi-
let paper buying. To test this behavior, the surveys provided 
the questions “approximately, how many rolls of toilet paper do 
you currently have in stock for yourself?” and “did you increase 
your stock of toilet paper due to COVID-19?” The results align 
with the toilet media-reported paper-buying phenomenon: 
Figure 7 demonstrates that 54.3% of all United States respon-
dents stated they increased their stock by a certain percentage 
while 45.7% of all respondents stated they did not increase 
their stock of toilet paper.

While many Americans stocked up on toilet paper, the 
Chinese version of the survey targeted what was thought to be 
an essential to save for Chinese people – rice. Surprisingly, the 
results display that 65.0% of the respondents who answered 
the Chinese version did not increase their stock of bags of 
rice. Figure 8 displays the data from further analysis of this 
surprising phenomenon. To investigate, the results from the 
question “did you increase your stock of rice due to COVID-19” 
were analyzed based on the reported living location. It is 
hypothesized that maybe their current living location might 
impact why they did not stock up on rice. The eating habits of 
Chinese culture show that people who live in southern China 
consume more rice while those living in northern China 
consume more flour. Therefore, it was hypothesized that the 
majority of the respondents came from northern China due 
to result in the lack of savings in stock of rice. After further 
study, the data demonstrate that, despite the larger number of 
respondents not increasing their rice stock, there was still 8.7% 
more southern China respondents who reported increasing 
rice stock than northern China respondents (shown in Figure 
7). This difference still confirms the previous assumption 
based on Chinese cultural eating habits but implies that there 
are other reasons leading to the reported outcome documented 
in Figure 8.

Finally, the fifth pattern is the differences and similarities 
between the number of masks people in China or America 
bought. The survey asks all participants to approximate the 
number of masks they have both for themselves since the 
outbreak of COVID-19. After summarizing the responses, a 
few patterns can be seen (through Figure 9).

Figure 7: Change in stock of toilet paper after COVID-19 outbreak. 54.3% 
of the United States respondents increased their toilet paper stock while 
45.6% did not.

Figure 5: Frequency of online groceries shopping after COVID-19 
outbreak. Over 60% of the respondents increased online grocery shopping.

Figure 6: Shopping considerations before vs after COVID-19 outbreak. 
The influences of Level of Necessity, Affordability, and Availability increased 
for post-COVID-19 outbreak, while Personal Satisfaction, Brand Reputation, 
and Design Uniqueness decreased.
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Firstly, the data suggests that people who live in China pre-
fer purchasing non-reusable masks more than reusable masks. 
When given the same masks unit, more respondents stat-
ed they bought them in a non-reusable form than reusable. 
Secondly, respondents who live in the United States seem to 
purchase more reusable masks. More percentage of United 
States participants purchased a certain unit of reusable masks 
than did participants who live in China. For instance, 9.9% of 
United States respondents purchased 100-200 units of reus-
able masks when only 1.5% of Chinese respondents purchased 
the same type and amount. Similarly, respondents who live in 
China purchase more non-reusable masks of the same unit 
than did United States respondents.  
� Discussion
1.Why did the most intense emotions change the way 
they did? :
As shown in Figure 1, the comparison between rated intensi-

ties of emotions from before COVID-19 to after COVID-19 
demonstrates an increase in negative emotions and decrease 
positive emotions. It is expected that people have experienced 
various negative emotions more frequently and intensely. Ac-
cording to the survey, many respondents accounted for their 
increased intensity of anxious, sad, frightened, annoyed, and 
angry on the fears of infection, societal disorder, and national 
economic downturn (shown in Figure 9). The increase in such 
negative emotions, in turn, leads to many changes in purchas-
ing patterns. 

2.What accounts for the overall change in grocery
purchasing behavior? :
Based on the second identified pattern and Figures 3

through 5, there is a decrease in overall consumption of goods 

and shopping at supermarkets while online grocery shopping 
increases. People visit grocery stores less and opt for online 
shopping as much as they can to avoid possible contact with 
other people. The fear of going outside and being infected 
leads to lesser shopping at supermarkets. The respondents im-
ply that, due to COVID-19, they only go grocery shopping if 
it is necessary. To compensate for lesser visits at the grocery 
stores, people would turn to online shopping. Although there 
were questions of whether one can be infected if receiving a 
package, the respondents seem less frightened to shop online 
compared to shopping in person.

3.Why did more people choose “the level of necessity,” 
“affordability,” and “overall quality” as the three most
important factors when shopping post COVID-19 outbreak? :
The outbreak of COVID-19 changed the demands of peo-

ple. Before the  pandemic, emotional needs and wants likely 
influenced people’s purchasing intention. However, as the  
pandemic intensified, the needs of people shifted to necessity 
driven and realistic purchases. 

When asked to choose the three most impactful factors 
when shopping after the outbreak of COVID-19, the choices 
that had the highest amount of increased chosen percentage, as 
shown in Figure 6, were “the level of necessity,” “affordability,” 
and “availability.” In contrast, the choices that had the highest 
amount of decreased chosen percentage were “personal sat-
isfaction,” “brand reputation,” and “design uniqueness.” This 
result is quite expected – amid a global pandemic, the purpose 
and determining reasons of a purchase is more constricted 
and concise. Due to the pandemic, people make more rational 
choices since they are more concerned on price factors than 
before the outbreak. Almost all purchases are made with the 
effects of the pandemic in mind. 

Firstly, many of the purchases made after the outbreak were 
for combating the disease. People are afraid of getting infect-
ed, so they purchase what is necessary for protection. This fear 
leads to the increase in the level of necessity, which is reflect

Figure 8: Increase stock of rice due to COVID-19 outbreak. 62.5% of 
respondents living outside China increased their stock of rice. Compared to 
respondents living in Northern China, an increase of 8.7% Southern Chinese 
respondents increased their stock of rice.

Figure 9: Units of facemask purchased after COVID-19 outbreak. 

Figure 10: Factors that prompt negative emotion after COVID-19 
outbreak. Fear of Infection and Societal Disorder are the top 2 factors 
prompting negative emotions regardless of living countries. 
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ed in the response. Additionally, with one of the main fears 
being national economic downturn, many might save their 
money anticipating instable income flow and large amounts 
of layoffs and business closings since the outbreak. With more 
constraints on their money, the demand for luxuries decreases 
while the demand for necessities increases. Luxuries are never 
necessary: they are items that help improve the quality of liv-
ing but are not indispensable for living. As people begin to live 
amid a pandemic, the need for luxuries decrease and the level 
of necessities increase.

“Affordability” works in the same fashion as “level of neces-
sity.” During COVID-19, many of the purchases are carefully 
thought out. People must take into consideration whether they 
can afford a purchase during times with inconsistent income 
flow. The fear of not having enough savings prompts people to 
reconsider when they face a purchase that affects their finan-
cial stability. The income level and affordability of a person is, 
therefore, another determining factor of whether they make a 
purchase or not.

Once people have concluded that they are able to afford a 
purchase, the issue of “availability” then arises. Many items 
previously not considered essential, are now prioritized. For 
instance, many respondents have reported an increase in their 
stocks of toilet paper and purchases of large amounts of masks. 
Due to this sudden increase in demand, the supply cannot 
catch up to the demand. Therefore, there are frequent short-
ages in these items. With this type of situation frequently 
occurring, people proceed to purchase based on availability. As 
soon as they see these necessities are available, people might 
purchase large amounts of it in fear of having to buy more 
when they have shortages.  

With fear and anxiety influencing people during the pur-
chasing process, factors such as “personal satisfaction,” “brand 
reputation,” and “design uniqueness” are not as influential as 
before. In the face of a pandemic, previously enjoyed purchases 
that satisfy these three factors are probably eliminated as peo-
ple are focusing on protection, safety, and health.

4.Why did the United States respondents stock up on toilet
paper?  :
First, it is necessary to understand why toilet paper is a main

item of saving up since the outbreak of COVID-19. Toilet pa-
per is a necessity that every person uses daily. What makes 
it even more important is that there are no close substitutes 
for toilet paper and humans are long past the years where 
primitive cleaning methods are still in use. Therefore, with no 
substitutes for toilet paper, people, reasonably, increased their 
stock of toilet paper when informed they will be quarantined. 
Besides this reason, other psychological factors also prompted 
the massive amounts of saving on toilet paper. 

The first psychological impact, according to TIME, is that it 
is not the toilet paper itself that draws customers; it is the idea 
that there are inadequate supplies that frightens and, therefore, 
attracts people. With toilet paper already being a necessity that 
people need to purchase, the fact that there is a lack of it in-
creases the anxiety within people. According to the idea of 
scarcity, the scarcer something is, the more valuable and attrac 
According to the idea of scarcity, the scarcer something is, the 

more valuable and attractive it is.¹⁵ Knowing that there is a 
lack of toilet paper scares people, especially since toilet paper is 
something irreplaceable. 

The second psychological impact comes from the fear of 
missing out, or FOMO, the modern expression for herd psy-
chology. According to Michigan Live¹⁶ and BBC¹⁷, the fear 
of missing out is the reason why toilet paper is flying off the 
shelves at grocery stores. When people start “panic-buying,” 
others tend to follow because they fear they will not get any 
for themselves. Additionally, people might think, seeing the 
amounts of reports of people stacking up toilet paper, that 
there is a reason for people to purchase toilet paper, leading 
them to believe they must have it. This phenomenon is es-
pecially magnified when the item people are panic buying is 
considered necessary and irreplaceable.¹⁶

Both influences are driven by fear of not having enough of 
something irreplaceable, and the wide media coverage on the 
lack of toilet paper does not help control it. With publication 
about toilet paper, and regardless of whether one fears missing 
out or falls into the notion of scarcity, the result is the same: 
more and more people purchase stacks of toilet paper, leading 
to its lack of supply.

5.Why did respondents who live in China not save up on
rice in the same way as United States respondents for
toilet paper?   :
When it comes to the amount of rice savings, there is a

fundamental difference between rice and toilet paper: the 
two items the survey framed as necessities. Both these items 
are necessities because people must use toilet paper daily, and 
many people living in China consume carbohydrates like rice 
daily. However, the fundamental difference between the two 
is that toilet paper does not have substitutes, but rice does. 
People can consume different types of carbohydrates in re-
placement of rice if they do not have any. Unfortunately, this 
difference was not considered when creating the survey. It was 
presumed that rice would act in the same way as toilet paper 
does, when in fact it had substitutes, leading to a lesser level of 
necessity. Therefore, this difference is the reason for the results 
demonstrated in Figure 8.

The fact that fewer people are stocking up on rice in China 
than there are outside of China reflects a few reasons. Firstly, 
at the time of the survey ( July 12th, 2020 to July 26th, 2020), 
the infection rates of COVID-19 in China have already been 
controlled. Even after the second wave of outbreak in Beijing 
that began in June 2020, infections were quickly contained. 
After July 5th, no new cases were detected.¹⁸ With effective 
containment and lower cases, the fear and the need to stock 
up on essentials might have decreased, leading to the results 
summarized in Figure 8. Lower infection rates equate to fewer 
negative emotions such as fright and fear that could prompt 
changes in purchasing patterns.

Secondly, when looking at Americans purchasing toilet pa-
per, media outlets have greatly impacted the actions of people 
saving up toilet paper. With more media reports on toilet pa-
per running out of stock more people go buying them. With 
this cycle snowballing bigger and bigger, the demand for toilet 
paper increases while the supply is still trying to catch up.¹⁹
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Comparatively, the media within China is controlled, espe-
cially during a pandemic, in order to minimize any possible fear 
and fright within the society. Any story or information that 
might increase anxiety and fear is controlled in order to main 
societal order. Therefore, there were little to none reports on 
whether people are purchasing more bags of rice or not. With 
no media reports of rice running out of stock, people might not 
feel the fear of possibility lacking a necessity.

6.Why do United States respondents tend to purchase
reusable masks while respondents who live in China
buy non-reusable ones? :
Figure 8 shows that United States respondents tend to pur-

chase more reusable masks than the respondents who live in 
China. This occurrence can be explained through a few pos-
sible reasons. Firstly, it might be presumed that, compared to 
reusable masks, non-reusable masks and medical masks are 
better at combating against COVID-19. Throughout the pan-
demic, there have been specialists who stated that disposable 
masks are effective in combating the virus so long as they are 
worn properly.²⁰ Additionally, although many have chosen to 
use reusable masks, to many people who live in China where 
populations are crowded and cities are much more compact, a 
reusable mask might have more risks than a non-reusable mask 
Since people dispose of non-reusable masks as soon as they 
finish using it, people might believe that is safer. In China, it is 
possible that citizens are much more anxious and concerned as 
COVID-19  was first discovered there. With months of com-
bating the disease on their own, it is possible that the citizens 
are much more cautious in protecting themselves against infec-
tion. In result, this fear and anxiety of possible contamination 
might lead to more purchases of non-reusable masks.

On the other hand, COVID-19, although having the highest 
reported death toll in the United States at this moment, seems 
to stir less fear in America. According to a July Axios-Ipsos 
poll, almost one in three Americans believes that the death 
toll of the COVID-19 is not as high as the official counts.²¹ 
Also, according to a March NPR PBS NewsHour Marist poll, 
about 56% of Americans think COVID-19 is a real concern 
and threat, a 10% drop since February. The poll also states that 
a growing number of Americans think the coronavirus is be-
ing “blown out of proportions.²² With growing suspicion and 
disbelief, it is possible that some of the surveyed United States 
participants simply thought there is no need to purchase much 
of non-reusable masks because they, in turn, are not that anx-
ious and frightened of the new pandemic.

Reflection:
Overall, the survey helped provide a great basis of data 

that allowed for extensive analysis. The discovered relation-
ship gave insight into the emotional and purchasing changes 
that occurred so far during an infectious pandemic. However, 
there were a few issues that could improve the analysis and 
conclusions if resolved. Firstly, when finding participants for 
the survey, the groups from each country were not controlled, 
leading the number of people from each country to be differ-
ent. Although this still provided sufficient data, this difference 
could affect the conclusions if the numbers of each groups 
were controlled. For instance, the data currently shows that 

people who live in America tend to purchase reusable masks 
due to, possibly, environmental consciousness, affordability, and 
availability. However, since there were only 47 United States 
respondents, this conclusion could change if more participated. 
Additionally, there were only three participants from Australia 
and 11 participants from Canada. With such small numbers of 
participants from these two countries, it was not accurate and 
correct to analyze data with such a small pool of respondents. 
Similarly, because the surveyed group was not controlled and 
all of them were volunteers, the surveyed groups demonstrat-
ed an overall higher household annual income level (shown 
in Figure 10). It was expected that one of the highest chosen 
negative-emotion-prompting factors was fear of employment. 
However, since the surveyed group had a higher income level, 
this assumption was not demonstrated. Once again, this shows 
that the uncontrolled survey group has brought an amount of 

bias into the conclusion.
Another error-prompting decision was comparing toilet 

paper to rice as the essential good that people purchase in Chi-
na. Toilet paper is irreplaceable, but rice is not. Therefore, rice 
might not lead to the best comparative results even though it 
generated a great amount of analysis. 

Additionally, according to feedback, some questions had 
confusing wording, which could have led to inaccurate and in-
valid data. For instance, the question asking the participants 
to rate the experienced intensity of 8 emotions out of 0 to 10, 
some respondents stated that this question was hard to com-
prehend. Although the data demonstrated a clear trend, it 
could still have errors in it. For the future, it would improve 
the accuracy of the results if the survey were tested with more 
people who did not participate in the final process. They can 
provide feedback and help enhance the survey. 
� Conclusion
In conclusion, the survey and analysis demonstrate the dif-

ferent changes influenced by COVID-19. The participants 
demonstrated that, due to COVID-19, they experience nega-
tive emotions more frequently and intensely. Their actions also 

Figure 11: Respondent household annual income. 75.1% respondents’ 
annual income is above $50K. 
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display a decrease in consumption of goods and grocery store 
shopping as they opt for more online shopping. Americans do 
have a tendency of saving toilet paper due to their lack of sup-
ply and fears that they will not have enough. This phenomenon 
is especially intensified due to media reports as they publicize 
its great demand but lack of supply. On the other hand, anoth-
er presumed essential, rice, was not over-purchased since there 
were no media outlets publicizing the purchases, leading peo-
ple to have no fear of running out and missing out. Lastly, the 
respondents demonstrate that the three most important factors 
determining their purchases are now more realistic and neces-
sity-driven than personal needs and satisfaction fulfillment. 

This research project provides deeper insight into how a 
global health crisis can change the way people feel, think, and 
buy. Although future research is needed to perfect and correct 
the problems discovered during the process of this project, it 
provided a base for the questions regarding the emotional and 
behavioral influence of a pandemic. 
� Methods
The data summarized in this paper were collected through 

an online survey designed in two languages – English and 
Chinese. Using bilingual versions and websites, the survey re-
ceives responses from people who currently reside in China, 
the United States, Canada, and Australia (62.6% live in China, 
29.9% live in the United States, 5.9% reside in Canada, and 
1.6% reside in Australia). The motivation to create the survey in 
two languages is to target a wider group of respondents living 
in different countries speaking different languages. Both the 
English and Chinese versions have the same questions, with 
only one exception. The English version included a question 
asking whether the participants increased their stock of toilet 
paper. In contrast, the Chinese version questioned whether the 
participants increased their purchases of bags of rice. These two 
questions target the two daily-use items that people in differ-
ent countries view as necessities. The survey was started on July 
12th, 2020, and concluded two weeks later, on July 26th, 2020.
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� Introduction
All around the world, millions of people lack electricity, 

making simple chores in daily life more difficult. Villages in 
Africa and the Middle East lack the proper resources to pro-
vide their residents with electricity. One possible solution is the 
use of space solar and power beaming. Space solar is the pro-
cess of gathering energy from sunlight in space and wirelessly 
transmitting that energy to Earth.¹ Energy from sunlight is 
abundant in space, as the sunlight is not obstructed or reflected 
by various objects. Satellites in space can collect the energy in 
sunlight and beam the energy to antennas stationed on Earth. 
Power beaming can bring electricity to even the most remote 
locations in the world, thus helping residents living in the 
country.

Another potential advantage of space solar power is that it 
opens a new realm of effectively unlimited energy. As fossil 
fuels continue to decline, the power via space solar can be a 
solution that offers safe and clean power to both the most pop-
ulated cities and the most remote locations of the world.² The 
LEctenna is a smaller representation of the rectenna that is sta-
tioned on Earth. The LEctenna uses the “invisible” microwaves 
to power a light that human eyes can detect. The research that 
was conducted explores this subcategory of the LEctenna. A 
brightness scale was developed and a device that allowed me to 
quantify the voltage and lux the LEctenna emitted, which had 
not previously been done before. This quantitative data helps 
to understand the properties of microwaves that are used in 
homes every single day and can be related to some aspects of 
power beaming.
� Methods
Making the LEctenna:
When constructing the LEctenna, the black stripe on the 

1N5711 Schottky diode was placed opposite the flat part of 
the LED, as seen in Figure 1 in a future section. It was recently 
found by a colleaque at the NRL that the NTE112 diode 
also works for the LEctenna.The black stripe represents the 
cathode side of the Schottky diode and the flat part of the 
LED represents its cathode side. The LEctenna performs best 
when the leads of the diode and LED are only wrapped around 
each other 2 to 4 times. The number of times the two leads 
are wrapped is relevant to the length of a microwave length. If 
the LEctenna’s receivable wavelength is too long or too short 
compared to the microwave, the LEctenna will not light up 
to its full potential. Furthermore, the LEctenna is brighter if 
only one diode is paired with the LED, rather than pairing 
2 or 3 diodes with an LED. Multiple diodes paired with one 
LED were tested, the results and more analysis can be found 
in Appendix B.

Additionally, a soldering iron was not used to join the two 
leads together. To clarify, the WiFi frequency was 2.4G Hz or 
a dual band. A plastic straw  was used to hold and stabilize the 
LEctenna as it was held  up to objects. Other objects, such as a 
plastic test tube or glass straw, could also be used. One end of 
the LEctenna was taped to the end of the straw and it was held 
up to the Wi-Fi router. As long as one doesn't come in direct 
contact with the leads of the LEctenna, the straw can be held at 
any distance away from the LEctenna. When one touches the 
lead of the LEctenna, the resistance in the circuit increases and 
the light of the LED fades.

Constructing the PARME Phone Attachable RF Meter 
Enhancer ): 
An important aspect when using the PARME is that the top 

of the LEctenna should be aimed towards the phone camera, 
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seen in Figure 1, as viewed by the phone’s camera. Additionally, 
when actually measuring the lux from the LEctenna, the device 
works best when the room is relatively dark, to avoid capturing 
extraneous light.

Figure 2 is a screenshot of the Lux Light Meter app opened 
on a phone. The application is free to use with a few helpful 
features, such as average and maximum lux. It should be 
mentioned that the numbers that are displayed in Figure 2 are 

measurements with the phone being pointed at a lamp rather 
than the LEctenna.

The PARME only requires easily attainable household items 
to construct. The main items consist of thick bubble tea straws, 
cardboard, and glue. The first part to build is the shaft and the 
area that supports the back of the phone. First a hole was cut 
through the center of a piece of cardboard, just large enough 
for the bubble tea straw to slide into, the dimensions being 
3.20 x 3.20 cm. The diameter of the straw was about 1 cm long. 
The straw that served  as the shaft was 3 cm in length. Then, 
two straws were measured to a length of 3.20 cm and placed 
them on either side of the shaft for support. Additionally, a 
smaller piece of straw, with a length long enough to reach 
the shaft and the outer edge of the cardboard, was attached. 
Finally, glue was to secure all the pieces on the cardboard. The 
finished piece is shown in Figure 4.

Next is the piece that allows the device to be attached to the 
phone. A piece of cardboard was cut to a width of 1 cm and a 
length between 3-5 cm (depending on thickness of phone) and 
glued flat on top of the center straw piece in Figure 4. Then, 
at the end not connected to the straws, the cardboard was bent 
downwards at a 90-degree angle and it was glued in place with 
the help of other small cardboard pieces. The bend location 

finished piece is shown in Figure 4. Multiple layers of cardboard 
can be added for stability. Once the glue dries, this next part 
is determined by phone size and may be slightly different for 
different phones. The phone was held so that the camera was 
aimed inside the shaft of the device. Then, small pieces of 
cardboard were added above and besides the phone so that 
the device attaches to the phone without any outside support.

The final piece held the LEctenna in place. A piece of straw 
that was cut to 3.5 cm in length was then cut horizontally in 
half on one end, so that the inside of the straw is exposed. 
At the exposed side, two slits, on either side, were cut so the 
LEctenna could be placed. Next, the other half was cut parallel 
down the middle of the straw so that the radius of the straw 
can be adjusted to a size that will be able to fit in the shaft. 
Again, a tighter fit was preferred over a looser fit. Some tape 
was used to secure the appropriate size. The finished piece is 
shown in Figure 5.The completed PARME device is shown in 

Figure 1: LEctenna inside of the shaft of the PARME. 

Figure 2: The application on a phone when pointed at a desk lamp.

Figure 3: The shaft and the arrangement of the bubble tea straws used for 
support.

Figure 4: The piece that allows a phone to be attached to the PARME. 

Figure 5: The piece that holds the LEctenna in place.
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Figure 6. The piece in Figure 5 is slid inside the shaft of the 
piece shown in Figure 3. Figure 6 shows how the PARME 
should be attached to the phone. It is important to ensure be-
fore collecting data that the PARME is correctly placed over 
the phone camera. If the PARME ends up shifting around 
when in use, small pieces of cardboard can be added to increase 
stability.
� Results and Discussion
The LEctenna:  
The rectifying antenna is called the rectenna. A rectenna is a 

type of receiving antenna that converts electromagnetic energy, 
such as radio or microwaves, into direct current that can be 
used to power everyday objects.³  The LEctenna is composed 
of two components: an LED and a Schottky diode, whose 
leads form the antenna. An image of the LEctenna can be seen 
in Figure 7. A Schottky diode is generally used because it has 
the lowest voltage drop and the fastest switching speed.⁴  The 
diode only allows current flow in one direction, which occurs 
when it is forward-biased. The voltage across a forward-biased 
light emitting diode results in a current that will illuminate 
the LED.⁵ When held up to different objects, such as Wi-Fi 
router antennas and microwave ovens, the LEctenna will have 
varying levels of brightness and lux values because the different 
objects transmit waves differently. Both red and green LEDs 
were used to make LEctennas to compare patterns and make 
assumptions. 

Phone Attachable RF Meter Enhancer (PARME):
In an attempt to collect more concrete measurements,  a 

downloadable application on a smart phone was used to mea-
sure the amount of lux that the LEctenna emitted. The name 
of the application being Lux Light Meter Pro.⁶ Although the 
application works well and is fairly accurate, the flashing of 
the LEctenna causes the emitted light to only be partially cap-

tured, which results in some error margins. After some poor 
attempts to measure lux, it became clear that a better way for 
the light to be focused directly at the smart phone camera was 
needed. Then, a device, which can be attached over a phone 

camera was created, allowing the light from the LEctenna to 
be directed at the phone camera for more conclusive measure-
ments. This device was only tested with an iPhone XS but can 
be altered to be compatible with other phone designs. Figure 
8 shows the completed PARME, fitted to the dimensions of 
an iPhone XS.

Brightness Scale:  
Defining a brightness scale in more concrete terms is import-

ant, as describing the brightness of an LED has the potential 
for ambiguity. This brightness scale measures the voltage of the 
LEctenna in different situations and categorizes the bright-
ness into 4 levels. As the data for the distinct brightness levels 
was collected, as shown in Table 1, a digital multimeter with 
alligator clips was connected to the LEctenna, which in-

creased resistance in the circuit. In order for the voltage of the 
LEctenna to reach a specific amount, cardboard that is covered 
in aluminum foil was used to increase the brightness. These 
cardboard pieces are shown in Appendix A. 

 The first brightness level is determined as just a speck of 
light. The LEctenna was held 5 to 7 cm away from the Wi-Fi 
antenna and slowly slid the LEctenna closer until a speck of 
light appeared. Then the Lectenna was slid towards the anten-
na until distinct changes in brightness was observed, which led 
to the development of more brightness levels. In Figures 9 and 
10, images of level one brightness are shown for both different 
color LEctennas. Any voltage that was less than the minimum 
voltage for level 1 for either AC or DC was too dim to be ob-
served or no light was emitted from the LED.

From level 2 to level 4, the distinction between levels is vi-
sually more subtle. The second brightness level is noticeably 
brighter than level 1, but still not incredibly bright. Figures 
11 and 12 show generally what a level 2 brightness looks like 
compared to level 1.  

Figure 6: The PARME attached to the phone.

Figure 5: The piece that holds the LEctenna in place. 

Figure 8: The finished PARME device. 

Table 1: The 4 levels of brightness with the corresponding voltage values. 
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hence the error margins in the Figure 18 that appears qual-
itatively to be approximately 10 percent. The intermittent 
delivery of network packets is presumed to be the cause of the 
LEctenna’s sporadic flashing. Network packets are individual 
units that carry information from an origin to a destination in a 
network.7 When a message is sent, it is broken up into packets 
and sent to its destination, where it is then rearranged and re-
assembled. When more packets are sent over a specific unit of 
time, the LED’s brightness increases, due to the larger amount 
of energy delivered. The amplitude of the wavelength correlates 
to the amount of energy that the packet carries. Larger am-
plitude means greater energy per packet. Additionally, many 
things, such as physical objects, other wireless appliances, and 
kitchen appliances, interfere with the Wi-Fi signal and can 
cause slow network speeds, pauses in connection, and poor sig-
nal strength.⁸ 

Another possible explanation for the pulsing of the LEcten-
na is the peaks and troughs of the waves. The different peaks 
and troughs correspond to how electrical charge is distributed 
through the wave. Since the diode only allows current flow in 
one direction, the positive amplitude portion of the wave will 
light up the LEctenna, but the negative amplitude portion will 
not. In Figure 17, a visual representation of a wave can be seen. 
The portions with a dotted line below the yellow line will cause 
the LEctenna to shut off. The solid lines represent the portion 
of the wave that turns on the LEctenna.

In Figure 18, a graph was created of how the voltages of 

the different LEctennas and diodes vary as they are held at 
different distances from the center axis of the WiFi antenna. 
The forward voltage of the green LED is greater at around 3.2 
to 3.8 volts compared with the red LED’s forward voltage of 
1.8 to 2.2 volts. When comparing the brightness of the two 
LEctennas, the green LED LEctenna appeared to be brighter 
than the red LED LEctenna. Additionally, humans perceive 
green light as being brighter than red light.¹⁰ When collecting 
the data, the Schottky diode behaved very interestingly. Out 
of the three devices, the diode had the lowest average voltage. 
Occasionally, the Schottky diode’s voltage would become very 
low at around 0.01 for a few seconds, but this data was mostly 
disregarded. 

As suspected, the voltage of the LEctenna varies when it is 
held up to different objects. For example, when the LEctenna 

 
The third brightness level is brighter than the second level 

and appears fuller than earlier levels. Figures 13 and 14 can 
be compared with prior figures to compare the brightness. 

Although the voltages were greater for level 3, the pulsing of 
the LEctenna increased and, as a result, the brightness varied 
between extremes more rapidly.

The fourth and the highest tier in this brightness scale can 
be described as noticeably the brightest and fullest in light. 

Overall, the voltage for the red LED LEctenna is generally 
lower than the green LED LEctenna, but as seen in Figures 15 
and 16, their brightness’ seem similar. 

Brightness and Waves:
From prior sections and Appendix B, we can understand the 

effects the diode has on the LED and how the two components 
work as a whole. Each added Schottky diode corresponds with 
a voltage drop of 0.2 to 0.3 volts. Next, the behavior of the 
LEctenna, as it is held next to the WiFi antenna, was exam-
ined. 

Initially, as the LEctenna was held up to the WiFi router 
antenna at distance zero with no alligator clips attached, the 
brightness varied around levels 2 to 4, depending on which 
color LED was used. The flashing of the LEctenna makes 
it more difficult to record completely accurate information, 

Figures 9 and 10: The appearance of level 1 brightness for the two 
different colored LEctennas. 

Figures 11 and 12: The appearance of level 2 brightness.

Figures 13 and 14: The appearance of level 3 brightness.

Figures 15 and 16: The appearance of level 4 brightness.

Figure 17: This is a representation of the different sections of the wave as it 
is rectified by the LEctenna.⁹ 
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is held next to a microwave oven door crack, the voltage of the 
LEctenna is higher as a result of the microwaves being steadily 
delivered, rather than in small packets. When held directly on 
the crack of the door, the voltage of the green LED LEctenna 
was around 2.0 volts, which is about twice the voltage of the 
same LEctenna as it is held against the WiFi router antenna. 
The microwave oven generates more power than a WiFi router, 
which causes the LEctenna to be brighter. 

Figure 19 shows the data that was recorded using the Lux 
Light Meter Pro application and the PARME. The LEctenna 
was held at different distances from the center axis of the Wi-Fi 
router antenna and the average and maximum lux for multiple 
trials were recorded. The values for average and maximum lux 
were taken directly from the application over a 10 to 20 sec-
ond period. The periods were dependent on the behavior of the 
LEctenna. If the brightness was dimmer, the period would be 
extended in order to get more accurate results. For the values of 
average lux, the red LED LEctenna had overall higher values 
than the green LED LEctenna. Interestingly, for the maximum 
lux, the green LED LEctenna had greater values than the red 
LED LEctenna. This data could possibly be skewed by the in-
accuracy of the Lux Light Meter app. Although the lux values 
varied between the different color LEctennas, at a distance of 
zero centimeters, both LEctennas emitted a level 4 brightness. 
However, the average values for a distance of 2 and 3 centi-
meters were very close to the value of zero, and as a result, the 
values were rounded to zero for simplification. Additionally, 
the maximum values for distances 2 and 3 centimeters were 
also around a value of 10, so similarly, they were rounded to 10 
lux for simplification. The larger margins of error account for 
the inaccuracy of the lux meter caused by the pulsing of the 
LEctenna. 

In both Figures 18 and 19, a general pattern is shown. As 
the LEctenna is moved away from the Wi-Fi router antenna, 
the lux and voltage decrease. Because of the way that antenna 
signals work, the power density of the signal decreases as the 
LEctenna is moved farther from the antenna.⁸  

A separate experiment was conducted to determine how the 
range of the LEctenna could be increased. Simple household 
objects like tin foil and cardboard can be used to construct re-
flectors that can be aimed at the LEctenna and Wi-Fi router to 

increase range. More on this experiment is shown in Appendix 
A. 

� Conclusion
In conclusion, with the LEctenna as a visual representation, 

the voltage and lux recorded by the PARME allow us to under-
stand the presence and relative strength of microwaves found 
in the home. The flashing of the LEctenna shows that there 
are individual packets being rapidly sent through the Wi-Fi 
network. Furthermore, the different voltage and lux values for 
the different color LEctennas reveal that color of the LED is a 
determining factor for perceived brightness. These conclusions 
can be drawn from the results that conform to the expected 
antenna characteristics. From the behavior of the LEctenna, 
general trends about increased distance and weakened power 
can be related and used in power beaming. In addition, the 
LEctenna can also be used as an example to show the public 
that the process of power beaming could be a safe and efficient 
way to transmit power to specific locations on Earth.
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� Appendix A: Maximizing Range
For maximizing the range of the LEctenna,  three different 

cardboard pieces covered with aluminum foil were used. The 
first piece (piece A) is one that was placed on an object about 
5-6 centimeters below the LEctenna and the router antenna.
In Figure 20, piece A is shown. To start, the 3 larger cardboard
aluminum foil pieces, identical to each other with dimensions
of 7 x 10 cm, were connected at the longer side. One piece is
laid flat on the table while the other two pieces are angled above 
the horizon. Figure 21 shows how the pieces were angled. This
allows waves to be reflected off the aluminum foil and towards
the LEctenna. Next, 2 smaller pieces of cardboard aluminum
foil, with dimensions of 3 x 3.5 cm, were taped to the middle
piece of the three pieces, directly above the shorter side, also at
similar angles as the larger pieces were placed. Finally, alumi-
num foil was used to connect the edges of the smaller pieces to
the edges of the larger pieces. In the pictures,  the creases were
covered with more aluminum foil, but it is unclear if it changed
the effectiveness. 

The second piece (piece B) is the smallest piece of cardboard 
covered with aluminum foil. Figure 22 shows the dimensions 
and the shape of the piece B. 

The third piece (piece C) consisted of three smaller pieces 
taped together. The largest piece had dimensions of 15.25 x 
7.60 cm and the smaller pieces were identical to each other 

with dimensions of 6.35 x 5.0 cm. As the largest piece was 
horizontally laid flat on the table, the two smaller pieces were 
taped at the top of the longer side, not beside the piece. Each 
piece was taped at the farthest ends of the larger piece, with a 
space between the two smaller pieces. Then as the larger piece 
was bent in the middle, the space between the two smaller 
pieces was connected with aluminum foil. These creases were 
covered with aluminum foil. For clarification, see Figures 23 
and 24.

When experimenting, the method that was found to be ef-
fective was to hold pieces B and C up to the LEctenna and 
antenna, while piece A is placed beneath all the objects. Figure 

25 shows how the pieces were set up. To better maximize the 
brightness results, piece B is held closer to the Wi-Fi router 
and piece C is held closer to the LEctenna. It is important to 
note that the aluminum foil part of piece C is held adjacent 
to the LEctenna. Piece B should be aimed at the LEctenna or 

Figure 20: This is the completed piece A. 

Figure 21: The angle of the pieces.

Figure 22: The dimensions (7 x 3.8 cm) of the second piece of cardboard 
covered foil.

Figure 23: The completed third piece for maximizing range.

Figure 24: The dimensions of the third piece.
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the aluminum foil behind the LEctenna. Varying the direction 
that the pieces are facing and the positions that the LEctenna 
is held at besides the antenna will help to maximize bright-
ness. To continue the experiment, the LEctenna was moved 
away from the router antenna while the cardboard aluminum 
foil pieces were moved accordingly and used the same meth-
od to determine the farthest distance from the router that the 
LEctenna would light up at. The farthest that was able to be 
reach was around 12.7 cm with a voltage ranging between 0.5 
to 1 volt. 

� Appendix B: Multiple Diodes
When making the LEctenna with multiple Schottky diodes, 

two methods were used. The first method is similar to the one 
for making a simple LEctenna. First a simple LEctenna was 
used. Then the diode was wrapped around the LED 3-4 times 
while making sure that the ends of the leads were straight. 
Then, the other diode was wrapped it 3-4 times around the 
LEctenna that was just made. The second method that was 
used was, first, the diodes were wrapped around each other 3-4 
times. Then, the double diode was wrapped around the LED. 
In both methods,  the leads were twisted in a way that would 
maximize the amount of contact the two leads had with each 
other.

When using multiple diodes, it was clear that although both 
one diode LEctennas and two diode LEctennas lit up, the 
LEctennas with only one diode lit up brighter. When com-
paring the data that was collected from the two different types 
of LEctennas with green LEDs, the LEctenna with one di-
ode had a DC voltage of around 1 volt while the LEctenna 
with two diodes had a DC voltage of around 0.8 to 0.85 volts. 
However, even though they have similar brightness levels, the 
behaviors of the two LEctennas were different. With only one 
diode, the pulsing of the LED fluctuated between brightness 
levels at a faster pace. With 2 or 3 diodes, even though the light 
was dimmer, it was emitted more steadily. 

The method that was used to wrap the two diode LEctennas 
did not have much effect on the overall performance of the 
LEctenna. Whether method one or method two was used, the 
determining factor is the overall amount that the leads contact-
ed each other. 

One possible reason that the LEctenna with two diodes had 
a lower voltage is that the added diode caused the voltage to 
drop more. Through experimentation, one can conclude that 
an added diode resulted in a voltage drop from around 0.20 to 
0.30 volts. This pattern was displayed with the LEctenna with 

the green LED as well as with the LEctenna with a red LED. 
The voltage drop of the green LED alone was around 3 volts 
and the red LED alone was around 2 volts. Although with one 
diode, the voltage dropped more than around 0.20 volts, but 
with every added diode this trend occurred. With one diode, 
the voltage of this LEctenna was around 0.80 to 0.90 volts. 
With two diodes, the voltage dropped to around 0.60 to 0.65, 
which is around a 0.20 to 0.30 drop. 
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Figure 25: The set up the cardboard foil.
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� Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a type of dementia that inter-

feres with memory, thinking, and behavior; it is a progressive 
disease that worsens over time.¹ Early-stage Alzheimer’s 
symptom entails having difficulty learning since it typically 
originates in the part of the brain that controls learning.¹ Sub-
sequently, Alzheimer’s patients go through severe symptoms, 
such as behavioral changes, confusion surrounding dates and 
events, and difficulty speaking and swallowing.² Two abnormal 
brain structures, plaques and tangles, are suspected of damag-
ing nerve cells, and therefore leading to Alzheimer’s.² Plaques 
are deposits of protein fragment beta-amyloid that takes space 
between nerve cells, and tangles are twisted fibers of a protein 
called tau.³ Despite the common belief that Alzheimer’s is re-
served for the elderly, approximately 200,000 Americans have 
younger-onset Alzheimer’s disease.⁴

SH-SY5Y is a human-derived cell line isolated from the 
bone marrow of a four-year-old female with neuroblastoma.⁵ 
SH-SY5Y cells can be differentiated from a neuroblast-like 
state into mature human neurons using retinoic acid (RA).⁵ 
The molecular mechanism of retinoic acid’s role in neuronal 
differentiation has yet to be determined. However, a previous 
study hypothesized that it might regulate receptor tyrosine ki-
nase-like orphan receptor 1 (ROR1) for retinoic acid-induced 
differentiation.6 In this experiment, retinoic acid is used to dif-
ferentiate SH-SY5Y into neuron cells.

Scopolamine hydrobromide (SH) causes cytotoxicity and 
downregulation of neuronal and glial cell markers.⁷ SH blocks 
the activity of muscarinic acetylcholine receptor, which is fre-
quently observed in those with AD. Even though SH cannot 
induce the full range of deficit seen in patients with AD, SH is 
often used to mimic the damage of AD in cell culture models.7 

Therefore, SH is used to mimic the damage of Alzheimer’s dis-
ease on differentiated SH-SY5Y in this study. 

The exosome is an extracellular vesicle released from cells 
that carries proteins and nucleic acid materials, including all 
types of RNA.⁸ Cancer cell-derived exosomes also carry the 
biological contents of cancer cells but have different effects.⁹ 
The four effects of cancer cell-derived exosomes are the 
formation of metastatic lesions, the acquisition of the capacity 
to avoid attacks from immune cells, the acquisition of migratory 
and invasive capacity, and the enlargement of cancer tissue 
angiogenesis and cell proliferation.¹⁰ Also, cancer cell-derived 
exosomes are messengers of signals that involve pathogenesis, 
development, progression, and metastasis of cancer cells.¹⁰ 

In this investigation, the goal was to discover the effects 
of cancer-derived exosomes on cell viability of differentiated 
SH-SY5Y cells. It was predicted that these exosomes would 
increase the cell viability of neuron cells by delivering cancer 
cell-derived proteins and RNAs, which are known to enhance 
the cell cycle and inhibit apoptosis. Therefore, considering the 
close relationship between cancer cell-derived exosomes and 
cell proliferation and survival, the protective effect of cancer 
cell-derived exosome on cell viability of SH-induced neuronal 
cell death was examined.
� Methods
SH-SY5Y and A172 cell line culture: 
SH-SY5Y and A172 cell lines were purchased from Korea 

Cell Line Bank (KCLB). The cells were maintained at 37 oC 
in a CO2 incubator. Cells were trypsinized and fresh RPMI 
media (GIBCO) was provided every three or four days.

Exosome isolation from cell culture media:
From its cell culture media, the exosome of the A172 cancer 

cell was isolated. After harvesting 8 mL cell culture media of 
A172, it was mixed with 4 mL exosome isolation reagent (Sig
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ma). Then, the culture media/reagent mixture was incubated 
in 4 oC overnight. 1 mL 1X PBS (WELGENE) was used for 
resuspension. The isolated exosome is then stored in -80 oC 
for long-term storage. Negative control exosome was prepared 
from RPMI 1640 cell culture media (i.e. treated the same but 
no cells added) to check if the media is completely depleted 
with any exosomes from cancer cells.

Retinoic Acid (RA) treatment:
The retinoic acid stock solution was made to have a 

concentration of 5 mM. 15.022 mg retinoic acid powder 
(SIGMA, R2625) was dissolved in 10 mL DMSO ( JUNSEI, 
lab no. 201414005). After vortexing, the mixture of retinoic 
acid powder and DMSO, was filtrated of small floating 
matter by using a 0.22 filter on the tip of the injector. Final 
concentration of 5 mM of RA was used to differentiate SH-
SY5Y cells into neurons.

Scopolamine hydrobromide (SH) treatment:
Scopolamine hydrobromide stock solution was made to 

have a concentration of 50 mM. 109.5 mg scopolamine 
hydrobromide powder (SIGMA-ALDRICH, PHR1470) was 
dissolved in 5 mL DDW (BIONEER, C-9011). The working 
condition for the scopolamine hydrobromide solution was 
decided as 2 mM, after examining and comparing the effect 
of five different concentrations of scopolamine hydrobromide.

Western blot analysis:
Whole-cell lysates were prepared using Passive Lysis Buffer 

purchased from Promega (Madison, WI). The cell extracts 
(50 μg) were loaded on a 15%  sodium dodecyl sulfate-
polyacrylamide gel for electrophoresis, and proteins were 
transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membranes with a Mini 
Trans-Blot® tank (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). The membrane 
was probed with antibodies against Flotillin-1 (ab41927, 
Abcam), CD63 (EXOAB-KIT-1, System Bioscience), and 
GM130 (cell signaling). All secondary antibodies (Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology, Dallas, TX) were incubated for 1 hr. Detection 
was performed using an Amersham ECL GST Western 
Blotting Detection Kit (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, 
Piscataway, NJ).

Analyzing the total cell number and cell viability in 
SH-SY5Y:
The cells were trypsinized and afterwards isolated exosome 

and SH were incubated for 72 h. The percentage of viable cells 
was measured by counting cells, which were stained by acridine 
orange/propidium iodide, an apoptosis indicator, with the Lu-
na-FL Dual Fluorescence Cell Counter (Logos Biosystems).

Statistical analysis:
Data were expressed as the mean values ± standard error and 

analyzed by Student’s t-test using Prism 7 and Microsoft Ex-
cel. All statistical results were considered significant if p-values 
were 0.05 or less.
� Results and Discussion
Differentiation of SH-SY5Y cells to neuron cells by 
retinoic acid: 
Several studies indicated important differences between un-

differentiated and differentiated SH-SY5Y cells.¹¹,¹² When 
SH-SY5Y cells are undifferentiated, they appeared to be 
non-polarized and proliferate rapidly.¹² When they are differ-

entiated, the cells appeared to be branched and extend long 
with a decrease in cell proliferation.¹²

To confirm the differentiation of SH-SY5Y to neuronal cells 
by RA, we checked the changes in cell morphology and cell 
confluence. Figure 1 shows the change in cell morphology 
of SH-SY5Y cells after 5 mM RA treatment. Compared to 
the SH-SY5Y that was treated only with DMSO, SH-SY5Y 
with 5 mM RA displayed longer and narrower cell shape with 
fewer numbers of cells (Figure 1). This result indicates that 
RA successfully differentiated SH-SY5Y cells into neurons. 
However, the neuronal characteristics were not fully validated 
by the classical neuronal markers in this experiment.

Exosome isolation from A172 cell culture media:
Human A172 cell line was used to collect brain cancer 

cell-derived exosomes from cell culture media. The western 
blot was used in this experiment in order to make sure that the 
exosome was completely isolated in our experiment without 
any contamination of cell lysate. Three samples were analyzed 
in this experiment: cell lysate for positive control, exosome 
isolated from RPMI1640 cell culture media for the negative 
control to make sure the media is truly depleted of cancer-de-

Figure 1: Images of SH-SY5Y cells treated with DMSO and 5mM Retinoic 
Acid (RA).

Figure 2: The protein expression level of GM130, Flotillin1, and CD63 
analyzed by western blot. The protein size of the target proteins is indicated 
in kDa.
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media (Figure 2). Figure 2 shows that the cell lysate contained 
all proteins, but the exosome isolated from RPMI 1640 media 
does not contain any proteins. It also demonstrates the pres-
ence of canonical exosome proteins (Flotillin1 and CD63) 
and the absence of Golgi protein GM130 from isolated A172 
derived exosome (Figure 2). Taken together, the western blot 
demonstrated that A172 derived exosome produces high qual-
ity purified exosomes free from other cellular contaminants.

Protective effect of cancer cell exosomes on SH-mediated neu-
ronal cell death :

To confirm the protective role of cancer cell-derived 
exosomes on SH-SY5Y cell death driven by SH, we pretreated 
exosomes on SH-SY5Y for 1 hr. Then, the cells were further 
incubated with SH for 24 hr to induce cell death. To compare 
the effect of cancer cell-derived exosome on cell viability, 
we prepared four different groups of samples: no treatment, 
SH only, media exosome with SH, and cancer cell-derived 
exosome with SH. No treatment sample was used as a negative 
control that was not treated with SH and exosomes. The SH 
only sample was treated only with SH but not pretreated with 
any exosomes. Media exosome with SH sample was pretreated 
with RPMI1640-derived exosome and SH was post-treated. 
Cancer cell-derived exosome with SH sample was pretreated 
with cancer cell-derived exosome and SH was post-treated. 

Figure 3 demonstrates the effect of cancer cell-derived exo-
some on SH-SY5Y cell number and cell viability. The cancer 
cell-derived exosome has no significant effect on total number 
of live cells (Figure 3A). However, cancer cell derived exo-
some significantly increased the cell viability compared to SH 
only sample and media exosome with SH sample (Figure 3B). 
Since this experiment only analyzes the early effect of cancer 
cell-derived exosomes on cell viability that the incubation time 
of both exosome and SH is limited to 25 hr., further experi-
ments are needed to examine the change in cell viability for 
longer incubation times. 

Exosomes are involved in the spread of ‘toxic’ proteins in 
neurodegenerative disorders such as AD, Huntington’s disease 
(HD), and Parkinson’s disease (PD).¹³,¹⁴ The mutated or 
misfolded proteins induce neuronal cell death.¹³ On the other 
hand, the role of exosomes on neuronal protection, nerve 
regeneration, and neuronal development have been studied, 
indicating the release of exosomes by neurons, microglia, and 
astrocytes.¹⁵ However, the role of exosomes derived from 
cancer cells on neuronal protection has never been investigated. 
In this study we found that brain cancer derived exosomes 

have neuroprotective effects against SH-mediated cell death 
on differentiated neuronal SH-SY5Y cells. A previous study 
indicated that cancer derived exosomes from lung cancer 
cells inhibit cell apoptosis of normal lung fibroblast.¹⁰ Colon 
cancer cells secrete exosomes to promote self-proliferation by 
shortening mitosis duration.¹⁶ These studies suggested that 
exosomes from cancer cells delivered functional, transportable 
mRNA, miRNA, and oncogenic proteins and activated 
proliferation-related cellular pathways. Therefore, delivering 
these substances by cancer derived-exosome likely contributed 
to inhibiting neuronal cell death induced by SH. However, 
future studies are needed to confirm which molecules from 
the cancer-derived exosome protect the neurons.

SH is known to cause cell death through intrinsic apopto-
sis in neuronal cells.¹⁷ In addition, scopolamine decreased cell 
viability and MMP, and increased caspase-3 activation and 
PARP cleavage in SH-SY5Y cells.¹⁷ Therefore, it is possible 
that cancer derived exosomes may block the intrinsic pathway 
of apoptosis to protect SH-SY5Y cells. However, screening of 
apoptosis markers is needed to elucidate the molecular mech-
anism of neuroprotective effect induced by cancer-derived 
exosomes.
� Conclusion
It was discovered that the cancer cell-derived exosomes 

have a protective role on neuronal cell death caused by SH. 
However, since our experiment was solely on the SH-SY5Y 
cell line, further experiments with different neuron cells are 
needed to confirm the role of cancer cell-derived exosomes. 
Since the research indicates that cancer-derived exosomes have 
potential as therapeutic tools for AD with its neuroprotective 
effect, further study is required to determine the substances 
inside the exosome that are responsible for the protection 
from SH-induced neuronal cell death. It will also be necessary 
to identify the effect of cancer-derived exosomes from many 
different types of brain cancer cell lines for performing 
validation experiments.
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� Introduction
The subject of this work was a survey of both the left-side 

seepage canal of the Danube River reservoir and the nearby 
parallel western arm of the Danube to obtain phenological 
data on bird occurrences during the migration, wintering, and 
breeding seasons of 2017-2018. This subject was chosen as 
the new D4 motorway construction was planned for 2018-
2020 and obtaining avifauna data for the situation before, 
during, and after motorway construction is important for 
understanding the motorway’s environmental impact. This 
location is not regularly monitored, so there is no recent data. 
The Hrušov water reservoir on the Danube River is the largest 
wintering and migratory stopover for water birds in Slovakia. 
Additionally, the Protected Landscape Area and IBA – River 
Danube floodplains and the SCI with educational path – 
Biskupice floodplains  are located next to a large refinery as 
well as within protected areas of the NATURA 2000 network.¹ 
The Gajc and Kopáč Island Nature reserves are situated here 
as well.² Bird occurrence data with nesting categories can be 
found in the Slovak avifauna database.³ The avifauna data 
from the IBA River Dunabe, focusing on criteria species, were 
summarized within the Special Protection Areas in Slovakia.⁴ 
Researchers have also previously studied the wintering of Netta 
rufina on the Danube River.⁵

The main goals of the work were
• to research avifauna on the pre-defined areas before the

motorway bridge construction (2017), focusing on ecol-
ogy of water bird species;

• to monitor breeding, migrating and wintering species,
especially criteria species for this area indicating their
ecosozological status;

• to compare actual data from the seepage canal, with the
older data and to find out differences within the water
bird assemblages;

• to obtain data for the on-going projects “New Atlas
of Birds of Slovakia” and also for “Winter Water Bird
Counting” and record them to the ornithology web-da-
tabase AVES Symfony;

• to perform a survey during the construction (2018) with
to evaluate changes in taxa composition.

Two impacted water ecosystems of the artificial canal and 
the natural Danube river arm have not been regularly moni-
tored. The related literature concerns large-scale areas and the 
main Danube River channel.
� Results
In 2017, 83 bird species were recorded with 71 species on 

the seepage canal and 57 species on the Danube arm (Annex 
1). Sixteen criteria species including water birds as a group 
represent the criteria birds for Danube floodplains IBA.4 
During our visits, nine citerita species were observed (Annex 
1, Annex 2).

Seasonal dynamics of recorded species :
Since both sites have been monitored at monthly intervals 

during 2017, both the individual numbers and species numbers 
changed over time. There were more water bird species 
compared to other species from January until the nesting 
period when migratory species, including songbirds, arrived. 
Wintering and migrating species of ducks, geese, and swans 
gradually began leaving in April.

On the first visit in January there were 29 bird species in the 
seepage canal with 18 being water species. The ratio of water 
birds to other species remained constant during the second 
visit. In March, during the third visit, there were only five 
recorded species, an 80% decrease as well as the lowest recorded 
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species total for the entire year (Figure 1). A similar trend 
was observed in the case of aquatic species numbers. They 
occurred in the hundreds in January and February but in 
March the numbers decreased an order of magnitude lower. 
In the Danube arm, however, the highest number of aquatic 
species, thirteen, was recorded in March (Figure 1). These 
changes in species numbers was most likely caused by the 
Danube arm freezing over in January and February forcing 
the water birds to move to the non-freezing seepage canal. In 
March, after the Danube arm surface had melted, the water 
birds returned. During spring and summer the numbers of 
individuals in both localities fluctuated only in the tens; in 
the seepage canal the numbers rose to 110 during October. At 
the end of the summer, the decrease in the Hrušov reservoir 
water level was also reflected on the Danube arm by formation 
of shallows as suitable feeding and resting places for water 
birds. Consequently, the number of individuals rose to 131 
in September and remained in the hundreds for the rest of 
the year. By December, water bird species did not dominate 
anymore (total of nine species) while song birds became the 
dominant bird type beginning in May, with 25 of 35 species 
on the seepage canal and 20 species of 26 on the Danube arm. 
The ratio of song bird individuals was much higher around 
the canal (480 out of 566) than in the arm area (189 out of 
232) compared to other groups. I especially appreciate the rare
migrant or wintering Turdus iliacus which impressed with
high numbers (8 in November alongside the canal and 14 in
December on the oxbow arem).

Comparison of water avifauna in monitored sites: 
The greatest difference in occurrence of water birds between 

the arm and the canal was found in the group of waders 
(Figure 2). They prevailed over other water bird species on the 
Danube arm (7 species totalling 45 individuals versus 3 species 
totalling 19 individuals on the canal) that had more appropriate 
conditions like food and habitat. I found Larus ridibundus, 
L. michahellis, Actitis hypoleucos, and Sterna hirundo from the
water bird group. Hydroprogne caspia, commonly known as the
Caspian tern, was the rarest species in my surveys and recorded
on April 9. Observing the rare crossbreed of Anas acuta x Netta
rufina was the most surprising experience in the March visit to
the Danube arm.

Anas platyrhynchos was the only constant (≥ 75%), regular 
aquatic species for both monitored sites as well as the most 

dominant species (> 5%). Cygnus olor and Aythya fuligula were 
also dominant species for both locations. Aythya fuligula is the 
criteria species for the Special Protection Area (SPA) because 
of its high numbers of wintering individuals. 

Occurrence and nesting of dominant species and other inter-
esting species on the seepage canal:

In addition to the above-mentioned species, Fulica atra and 
Tachybaptus ruficollis were dominant species on the seepage 
canal where there was high amounts of vegetation. Anas 
platyrhynchos was present year-round and was observed to nest 
with chicks. Cygnus olor was also omnipresent except from July 
– September, but nesting has not yet been documented. Aythya
fuligula was observed in high numbers in January-February-
December. Two summer occurrences were recorded. Although
it was not proved during this project, the possibility of nesting
arose after observing one pair in June and four individuals in
July. Fulica atra and Tachybaptus ruficollis appeared irregularly
and formed groups in the migration and winter months.
Gallinula chloropus was another species with all-year-round
occurrence. Its nesting was demonstrated by an observation
of several 1-2 day-old chicks in May. Netta rufina was a rare
species with 4 individuals recorded in February. In May, a
couple with the prossibiltiy of nesting was observed. In June,
the suspicion increased when only a male was found on the
site, nervously flying over the entire length of the canal.
Despite our expectations, chicks were not found and thus
nesting was not proven. The endangered Aythya nyroca was
the rarest migratory species found on the seepage canal. Seven
individuals were observed in October, a relatively high number. 
Based on our records of migratory and wintering species,⁶ the
location was shown to be suitable for wintering and migratory
routes of aquatic birds. Several ducks, namely Anas clypeata, A.
penelope, A. crecca, A. querquedula, A. Strepera, Aythya ferina, A.
nyroca, Bucephala clangula and Fulica atra, were recorded on the
canal in 2017 but were not found in 2018. This is most likely
because the Danube arm did not freeze in 2018.

Criteria species recorded at localities:  
In addition to aquatic birds, nesting species such as Ster-

na hirundo belong to the nine criteria species for the River 
Danube floodplains IBA. Three flying specimens of Haliaeetus 
albicilla were registered in December. It is a significant breed-
er⁴ and a subject of protection as their numbers are expected 
to be negatively impacted by the D4 motorway construction.⁷ 
The other criteria species were ducks – nesting species Anas 
strepera, A. querquedula, Aythia fuligula, A. ferina, Netta rufina, 
and migrating and wintering species Bucephala clangula, Mer

Figure 1: Seasonal dynamics of recorded species in monitored sites in 2017. 

Figure 2: Ratio of numbers of species in monitored locations.
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gellus albellus and Mergus merganser. The last species men-
tioned is also classified as a rare nesting bird in Slovakia. 

Comparison of the results with older data:
When studying 2006 records from the seepage canal,³ a 

similarity between the species composition of water birds with 
our data was found but others were not confirmed during our 
survey. For example, the occurrence of Actitis hypoleucos, Mer-
gus merganser, Mergellus albellus, Microcarbo pygmeus were not 
found. I think these differences were mainly caused by the 
length of the monitored stretch. Most of the older data refer 
to the section from the beginning of the canal to Hamulia-
kovo village (i.e. almost to the Šamorín part of the Hrušov 
Reservoir) with large areas for wintering of these species. Our 
monitored section of the canal is much shorter and covered 
with trees. Hence it is often neglected by migrating birds. 
When comparing data on Netta rufina, it was determined that 
the species was more common in the Šamorín part of the ca-
nal than this study’s area. The most important finding is the 
confirmation of the data about appropriate wintering places in 
the adjacent sections of the Danube River within the reservoir 
area.⁵
� Conclusion
As expected, rare bird species appeared during migration 

and in the winter months when the number of individuals was 
the highest (in January it was up to 951 birds on the seepage 
canal). Of the predominant water species, the conditions were 
optimal for only five of them (constant or dominant) and for 
one proven nesting species. On the Danube river arm, the 
reason for an earlier increase in the number of water birds 
(both species and individuals) in autumn is that migrating 
species prefer a larger water surface. They move to the canal 
only when the arm is frozen. This was particularly obvious 
when several duck species were recorded on the canal in 2017 
but not found here in 2018. The arm did not freeze in 2018 so 
ducks did not move there. The larger water area of the Danube 
arm is also more suitable for gull species. Wooden debris and 
shallows make them an appropriate shelter for resting or 
catching fish. The rare observation of the Caspian tern that 
flew over the spring migration is of high faunistical value, as 
well as the presence of 7 individuals of Aythya nyroca. I also 
recorded the rare Anas acuta and Netta rufina hybrid.

While during the coldest months ( January to March) water 
and water-bound birds dominated, the rest of the year species-
diverse song birds predominanted. They were particularly 
numerous near the seepage canal in a typical biotope of the old 
floodplain of the natural reserves of Kopáč Island and Gajc, 
the area being strongly affected by the planned motorway 
construction. In the coming years it will be important to 
monitor the changes in the surrounding natural environments. 
In nearby locations I have found a number of baseline data 
on the species composition and abundance of avifauna present 
which I can use toward future comparison with the conditions 
during and after the motorway construction. Upon refinement 
from bird song recordings I also plan to focus on acoustic calls 
by song birds. They could still be overlooked because of my 
ignorance. At the same time, I will concentrate on key months 
during the wintering, autumn migration and nesting periods to 

ensure species abundance. I would like to monitor the nesting 
time as long as possible according to the proposed method of 
nesting birds counting, in the second half of May and June.¹³
� Methods
For the purpose of the avifauna monitoring on pre-defined 

locations the following methods were applied:
• mapping of avifauna once a month during the 2017

calendar year;
• identification and counting of all visually and acoustically 

recorded species in the specified transect (line transect
method), calculation of the species dominance and
frequency; a photo-documentation of the species and
their habitats;

• comparison of the results obtained with available
literature, websites, and data from ornithological da-
tabases; evaluation of monitoring results and graphical
interpretation of the processed results; recording all
observations into the ornithological database AVES
Symfony, recording rare observations into the Birding
Slovakia database;

• from 2018 additional surveys of wintering, nesting, and
autumn migration.

Description of the monitored area:
The monitored area (N48°5'46.27", E17°9'21.94") lies in 

Central Europe in the cadastre area of Bratislava about 4 km 
south of the Slovnaft oil refinery (Figure 3). Both monitored 
sections are included in protected areas of different extent and 
levels. Both areas are affected by the planned construction of 
the motorway bridge as shown in Figure 4. The area of in-
terest hides the preserved floodplain forests and oxbows. On 
the Kopáč Island there is a forest grove with special vegeta-
tion such as common reed and birch. The investigated seepage 
canal is 10 m wide. It is an artificially created canal situated 
alongside the reservoir dike and the floodplain forests with the 
purpose to capture the leaked water from the water reservoir 
(Figure 5). The canal was monitored in the section designated 
from its beginning to the first gate (2.85 km long). Bank veg-
etation of the canal is represented mostly by reed, young birch, 
poplar, and various scrubs. It is a relatively shallow and clean 
seepage canal with a gravel and muddy bottom which also af-
fects the occurrence of individual bird species.

51 

Figure 3: Designation of the Site of Community Importance SKUEV0295 
Biskupické luhy (red-shaded); monitored area depicted in a green elipse; 
Slovnaft refinery depicted in a blue square.
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Method of evaluation: 
Species were identified according to a 2016 paper.⁹ The re-

corded species were divided into wintering species (occurring 
from December to February), nesting species (including spe-
cies with year-round occurrence) and migratory species (both 
spring and autumnal migrators).⁶ 

The ecosozological status assessment of each species was 
based on the Red List of Birds of Slovakia.⁸ The text classifies 
bird species into the categories of extinction risk, endangered, 
vulnerable and nearly threatened and on the IUCN Red Lists 
(for Europe and World).¹⁰ Important Bird Area was declared 
in the given territory¹¹ for the protection of criteria species list-
ed according to 2015 paper.⁴ The frequency and dominance of 
species was calculated;¹² those with a frequency above 75% are 
considered to be constant year-round in an area. The domi-
nance of water and water-bound species was determined where 
the dominant species had a dominance above 5%. Preliminary 
changes in a species composition were evaluated on the basis of 
the number of recorded species in 2018 compared to 2017 data.
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The investigated parallel Danube arm, 50–150 m in width 
and 1.3 km in length, is surrounded mainly by the poplar veg-
etation of the floodplain forest. The arm has a muddy bottom 
and the banks are overgrown with reeds (Figure 6). In the 
mouth of the arm the driftwood and stones provide suitable 
rest places for some birds.

Mapping method:
The seepage canal was visited every month during 2017 

where all the observed or heard species of birds were recorded 
and counted inside the 100 m wide and 2.85 km long stripe 
(from the beginning / 48°5'53.28"N, 17°9'2.13"E to the first 
lock at the Mini Vyza Buffet / 48°4'27.10"N, 17°9'58.06"E) 
with the monitored surface area of 0.285 km². The parallel 
Danube arm at a distance of about 150 m was investigated as 
well (Figure 6). Due to the frozen water surface of this Dan-
ube arm at the beginning of the year, it was monitored from 
March to December at monthly intervals. The mapped area of 
0.17 km² corresponded to its length passing along the adjacent 
forest and fishing path and to the width between this path 
and the opposite bank of the arm. The same method was used 
in 2018 during the period of wintering ( January – February), 
nesting (April – June) and autumn migration (September – 
November).

Figure 4: The monitored area of the Danube river arm and a seepage canal 
(red borders) with Protected Landscape Area River Danube floodplains 
(CHKO Dunajské luhy) and two Nature reserves Gajc and Kopáč Island. 
The sketch of the bridge construction across the monitored area is depicted 
in gray.

Figure 5: Seepage canal in spring (a), summer (b), autumn (c) and winter 
(d). Photos by M. Mišík, 2017.

Figure 6: Danube river arm during low water (left) and standard water level 
(right).Photos by M. Mišík, 2017. 
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� Introduction
Despite recent critical technological advancements in 

medicine, cancer remains the number one cause of death 
worldwide, with one new diagnosis every 30 seconds in the 
US alone.1,2 Over 200 different types  of cancer have been 
identified, and 1 in 3 people will develop one of them in 
their lifetime.1 Despite various cancer-related guidelines for 
diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up, improving the long-term 
prognosis of certain cancer patients remains difficult. One 
reason for this bottleneck is because of the sluggish process 
involved in drug discovery. Drugs take 10-15 years to bring 
to market, and 97% of cancer drugs that enter clinical trials 
fail, one of the highest across all pharmaceutical fields.3 
Additionally, the drug discovery process is long, confusing, and 
filled with barriers. Thus,  to maximize efficiency and improve 
outlooks, establishing and comparing current methods to find 
cancer drugs is imperative.

Cancer is the name given to a collection of related diseases 
that can start in nearly any organ or tissue when abnormal cells 
grow beyond their usual boundaries, invade adjoining parts of 
the body and/or spread to other organs. The latter process is 
called metastasis and is the major cause of death from cancer.1 
Tumors are often confused with cancer, however tumor is the 
word given to any uncontrolled cell growth, whereas cancer 
is a type of tumor that is malignant.1 Cancer is caused by 
alterations, or mutations, in the genome. These changes in 
the DNA are induced by chemicals or radiation,4 biological 
factors (virus and bacteria),4 or spontaneously during DNA 
replication.5 Mutations can result in genome instability, which 
can lead to aneuploidy, silencing of tumor suppressors, and/or 
alterations in protein functions, resulting in dysregulation of 
crucial biological pathways that lead to cancer.

Finding cancer dependencies is the norm for developing 
targeted cancer cell drugs. Like a person who is dependent 
on coffee to be productive, cancer cells are dependent on 
the products of certain genes in order to dominate their 
environment and grow.6 Cancer cells will stop growing 

and die when the activity of these gene products is blocked. 
Thus, a cancer dependency is a specific gene or protein that is 
required for cancer survival. Deleting that gene or inhibiting 
the encoded protein’s activity, would result in repressed growth 
and/or death of the cancer cells.6 As a result, researchers are 
constantly looking for cancer dependencies and developing 
drugs to block their activity.

 However, finding cancer dependencies is unfortunately 
much easier said than done. Most cancer dependencies result 
from alterations in numerous genes, making their identification 
nearly impossible due to the sheer number of possible genes 
and proteins in any given cell.7 Additionally, techniques used 
to find dependencies are not perfect, and there have been many 
instances of revolutionary studies claiming to have found a 
cancer dependency only to be debunked later on (Table 1).6 
That is why cancer drugs have one of the highest failure rates 
of 97% and take over a decade to bring to market.3 Thus, the 
goal of this paper is to review the available methods of finding a 
cancer dependency, and the methods of finding the subsequent 
cancer drug, as well as how to reduce the chances for failure or 
misidentification of a target.

Targeted Cancer Therapy: From Scratch to Clinical Trials  
Ojas Gupta  
Lynbrook High School, 1280 Johnson Ave, San Jose, CA, 95129, Santa Clara Count, USA; ojasgupta1000@gmail.com

ABSTRACT: This paper attempts to flatten the learning curve for finding subtype-specific cancer drugs by outlining the 
different pathways to arrive at clinical trials starting from scratch. Targeted, or subtype-specific, cancer drugs work by targeting 
“cancer dependencies,” or the products of certain genes that are necessary for cancerous cell growth. Unfortunately, process are 
very prevalent in the industry. This paper will outline and compare current methods of identifying a cancer dependency and the 
subsequent drug molecule. Only a careful consideration of current limitations will improve our ability to correctly uncover cancer 
genetic dependencies and will facilitate the development of improved therapeutic agents.

KEYWORDS: Molecular Biology; Computational Biology; Genetics; Genomics; Computational Chemistry.

Table 1: Examples of widely publicated yet misidentified cancer 
dependencies, adapted from Lin et al.⁶
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� Discussion
Cancer dependencies are almost always identified by using 

loss-of-function assays (LOF), where the effects of blocking 
the function of a gene is studied.⁷ If the result is repressed 
growth and/or death of the cancer cells, then a promising 
cancer target has been identified. Following the central dogma 
of biology-transcription and translation-LOF assays can target 
3 distinct molecules: DNA, RNA, or protein (Figure 1). By its 
definition, the inhibition of a cancer dependency will lead to 
repressed growth and/or cancer cell death. Thus, a successful 
cancer drug is one that can target a cancer dependency. For 
many of these methods, the DNA or RNA sequence needs 
to be known, which won’t be detailed in this paper but has 
extensively been detailed in others.⁸

DNA level targeting:
Direct DNA alterations, or genome therapy, is primarily 

achieved through recently discovered CRISPR/Cas.⁹ This 
system naturally evolved as the “immune system” of bacteria 
to remove foreign DNA injected by bacteriophages.⁹ CRISPR 
stands for Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic 
repeated DNA sequences. This term was coined because when 
sequencing bacterial genomes, scientists observed clustered 
repeat sections in DNA separated by non- repeating DNA 
sequences named spacers unlike typical tandem repeats in the 
genome. 

At first, no conclusions or investigations were made into 
this strange coincidence. Eventually, the non-repeating spacer 
DNA sequences were identified as belonging to viruses and 
other mobile genetic elements. After extensive research, it 
was determined that small-hairpin RNAs known as CRISPR 
RNAs (crRNAs, also called guideRNA/gRNA or single 
guideRNA/sgRNA) are synthesized from bacteriophage 
DNA sequences stored in these spacers in bacterial DNA. 
This crRNA binds to a protein in the Cas enzyme family and 
stays in the cytoplasm just as antibodies would stay in human 
blood. When the same phage injects its DNA again, the 
crRNA will bind to it via complementarity. Then, the Cas9 
enzyme will initiate a double strand break in the foreign DNA, 
preventing an infection. However, why the crRNA and Cas 
enzyme complex did not destroy the virus DNA stored in the 

discovered that in order for Cas enzymes to be activated, it 
needs to bind to a protospacer-adjacent motifs (PAMs), which 
is a specific short sequence of nucleotides uniquely found on 
foreign DNA, but removed once integrated into the bacterial 
genome.⁹ Individual Cas proteins have their own “activation” 
PAM sequences. The most common enzyme, Cas9, has a PAM 
site of NGG, or any base followed by two guanines.⁹ Because 
of the simple PAM requirements and versatility, Cas9 has 
become a commonly used enzyme in genome manipulation.¹⁰ 
There are two ways CRISPR can be introduced into the cell 
nucleus for gene knockout: transfection and transduction.¹⁰ 
Transfection is when molecules enter the cell directly through 
their cellular membrane. In CRISPR transfection, there are 
three types of molecules that can be used: DNA, RNA, or 
in its final protein form  (Ribonucleoprotein  complex).¹⁰ 
Electricity, liposomes, and microinjection are commonly used 
to introduce the molecule of choice into the cell.¹⁰ Either way, 
the final protein complex of the crRNA and the Cas enzyme 
will be assembled in the cells. Transduction, on the other 
hand, utilizes a Lenti or Adeno Associated virus to carry the 
complex and insert it directly into the cell. From this point, the 
two methods work the same. The complex binds to the target 
sequence as directed by the crRNA and causes the double 
stranded break. From here, the cells will attempt to repair the 
double stranded break through one of two pathways: non-
homologous end joining (NHEJ) or homology-directed repair 
(HDR). In NHEJ, error-prone DNA-Ligase attempts to fix 
the break, often adding random bases resulting in frameshift 
mutations. This generates a null, or total LOF.⁹ HDR, on the 
other hand, can insert the missing gene from homologous 
or sister chromatids, or insert a completely new gene.¹¹ 
Additionally, scientists sometimes insert a gene like GFP or 
antibiotic resistance so they can label and observe cells that 
underwent the change. Usually, these selection markers are 
inserted along with the CRISPR complex. If transfection is 
used, then short single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) also called 
donor oligonucleotides or synthetic DNA, carry the genes.¹¹  

CRISPR is one of the most commonly used tools in 
LOF assays, and by far the most popular method of direct 
gene knockout.¹² There are many older and less-commonly 
used DNA editing tools that can also be used in knockout 
assays. One of them is the Artificial Restriction DNA Cutter 
(ARCUT) method. This method does not use enzymes and 
can knockout or insert genes of interest by using pseudo-
complementary peptide nucleic acid (pcPNA). The pcPNA 
specifies the cleavage site and binds to each side of the 
DNA, unraveling it. Chemicals cerium (CE) and EDTA 
(mixture) carry out the actual splicing. Then, DNA ligase in 
the cell attaches genes of interest as provided. This technique 
is particularly useful in extreme conditions where enzymes 
cannot function properly; however, ARCUT is not popular 
due to longer turnaround time and need for site-specific 
pcPNA.¹² Another less common method of DNA knockout 
is Protein-Based Nuclease systems. Humans naturally contain 
Meganucleases, also called endonucleases, which are molecular 
DNA scissors. This technique has three steps: first is the 
recognition of a cleavage site, then Meganucleases splice out 

Figure 1: Summary of the main Loss-of-function techniques deatiled in this 
paper, sorted by which molecule the method targets. By the central dogma 
of biology, these could target DNA, mRna, or the protein, and are achieved 
using CRISPR/Cas9, RNAi, and PROTAC/ULS respectively. 
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the region, and finally the desired DNA sequence is inserted by 
DNA ligase. The first recognition step is done by either Zinc-
Finger-binding protein domains, or TALEN’s. Zinc Fingers 
can be programmed to recognize combinations of codons, 
which makes TALEN’s a little easier to work with as they 
can recognize combinations of individual base-pairs.¹² This 
technique is not preferred due to high cost and time involved 
in generating a Zinc-Finger or TALEN recognition sequence, 
even though it has shown to be less toxic than CRISPR since 
meganucleases naturally occur in the body whereas foreign 
Cas enzymes can trigger an immune response.¹²

Although CRISPR is much faster, cheaper, and more specific 
than all other DNA inhibition techniques, it is not perfect. 
The biggest issue is that crRNA tends to have relatively high 
mismatch tolerance. In other words, Cas9 commonly cleaves 
off-target sites, a problem shared by all LOF techniques to 
some degree.¹² Different Cas proteins and more specific 
gRNA’s have combated this issue, but these efforts are far 
from perfect. However, it is worth mentioning that CRISPR 
is widely considered to be the most accurate and specific form 
of LOF assays.⁶,¹² Another issue is that the use of knockout 
techniques to remove one gene’s expression might result in 
compensatory upregulation in a paralogous gene that achieves 
the same phenotype or role, thus falsely portraying the role of 
the targeted gene as null.¹³ Additionally, the immunogenicity of 
Cas9 is of concern. Around 50% of humans contain antibodies 
to the two most common CRISPR nucleases. This leads to 
low knockout efficiency and possibly a serious immune storm 
in vivo.¹³ Recent research has also shed light on CRISPR’s 

role in disrupting the cell cycle and activating p53, which 
is a protein that senses DNA damage inside the cell. Since 
CRISPR/Cas9 induces double stranded breaks in the DNA, it 
can cause the p53 DNA-correction pathway to activate if the 
cell has the wild type, or natural (not mutated) version of p53, 

leading to apoptosis.¹³ Finally, the CRISPR-induced mutation 
will not always completely ablate gene expression. Sometimes 
functional truncated proteins, or “zombie” proteins, can still be 
expressed in small amounts.¹⁴ CRISPR/Cas9 has allowed us 
to manipulate gene expression and study gene function on a 
whole new scale, but it is still far from ideal (Figure 2).

RNA level inhibition:
Unlike direct genome inhibition, perturbations at the RNA 

level do not completely   knockout   a    gene:   instead it induces 
significant knockdown, or downregulation, of a gene to the 
point where the importance of the gene can be determined.¹⁵ 
It is important to note that RNAi is a natural mechanism used 
by cells to limit mRNA expression, and for use in LOF assays, 
a synthetic version that mimics the natural mechanisms is 
used (Figure 3). Natural RNAi works by introducing a double 
stranded microRNA (miRNA), that binds to the mRNA of 
the target gene in the cytoplasm.¹⁵ Once bound, the natural 
miRNA can recruit cell machinery such as the DICER 
enzyme, forming a RISC complex, and cut the mRNA into 
small, useless chunks.¹⁵ Alternatively,  the  RISC  complex   
can bind to the target mRNA, simply preventing translation.¹⁵

Short hairpin RNA (shRNA) and small interfering RNA 
(siRNA) are the two types of oligonucleotides, or man-made 
DNA, which can mimic the same role as natural occurring 
miRNA.¹⁶ The method for application in humans is straight-
forward. Transduction via adeno or lenti viruses is most 
commonly used in vitro, as with CRISPR, but if assay is oc-
curring in suspension, transfection is also used. Both methods 
get the amplified synthetic shRNA or siRNA, which needs 
to be complementary to the target mRNA sequence, into the 
cells of interest where the mechanism of binding to the RISC 
protein and subsequent steps occurs naturally.16

As mentioned before, because RNAi downregulates a gene’s 
expression but does not remove it, RNAi harbors several 
advantages relative to other systems in the drug discovery 
process than any other LOF technique. This is due to the 
fact that it closely mimics the role of a drug, which also will 
downregulate the protein but not completely inhibit it.¹⁵ 
Another advantage of RNAi over CRISPR is that it is more 
efficient as it is able to remove the function of homologs, as 

Figure 2: Summarizes the 6 steps involved in natural CRISPR/Cas9 
in bacteria as an "immune response for viral DNA infections. First, the 
intruding viral DNA is chopped up into many small sections. Then, it 
is incorporated into the bacterial cromosome with repeating "spacer" or 
dummy sequences between different viral segments. Next, in the Defense/
Resistance half, tracrRNAs are sequenced directly from the viral sequences 
stored in the chromosome. These RNA's are modified and mature into guide 
RNAs by RNaseIII. Next, the mature gRNA binds to the Cas enzyme (Cas9 
in this case) and forms the active and ready protein complex. In an analogy 
to the human body, this would be considered an active antibody in the blood. 
Finally, when the complex recognizes the foreign DNA, it will bind to it and 
prevent any damage from occurring.

Figure 3: RNAi is an natural mechanism used to limit gene expression. The 
clinical RNAi is a synthetic version which can mimic the natural mechanism 
and produce the same results. The natural pathway is shown blue, synthetic 
in green, and overlapping steps in black. 
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needs to be established and reproduced in order  for PROT-
AC to work.²⁰ In summary, PROTAC mimics the natural 
ULS system mentioned before, by holding the protein close 
to the E3 enzyme by using ligands and more efficient binding 

techniques, which forces ubiquitination and subsequent degra-
dation by protease.

Currently, the PROTAC approach in LOF assays has four 
main limitations. The first three are: the lack of E3 ligases that 
can bind to the protein of interest, the lack of nanobodies or 
SSM to bind to the protein of interest, and the large size of 
PROTACs which occasionally prevent passage through the 
cellular membrane.¹⁸ Luckily, the recent popularity has led to 
a huge increase in the enzyme and molecule libraries, as well 
as various adaptations with increased permeability.¹⁸ in other 
words, due to the high efficiency and popularity, as well as the 
low toxicity, the first three problems are being rapidly solved. 
The fourth limitation, however, is more difficult to overcome. 
The Synthetic Small Molecules work by binding to the ac-
tive site of a protein. However, 75% of the human proteome 
lacks active sites, as they don’t actively perform any enzymatic 
function (ex: scaffolding or structural proteins & transcription 
factors).²⁰ However, there are still many proteins with active 
sites yet to be discovered and detailed, and humans have miles
to go before we run out of “targetable” proteins.²⁰

Comparison and Emerging Tools:
Currently, CRISPR and RNAi are the two most common 

methods for testing and identifying cancer dependencies and 
the only possible methods used for genome-wide screens.⁶ As 
a head to head comparison, CRISPR generally outperforms 
RNAi in terms of single gene experiments regarding specificity 
and off target effects.²¹ CRISPR also presents the unique op-
portunity to study cells with genetic changes, since the changes 
that are induced by CRISPR are inherited by the offspring.²² 
RNAi, on the other hand, also possesses other benefits. It im-
itates the role of a natural drug better compared to CRISPR: 
decreasing but not eliminating the protein of interest. Addi-
tionally, unlike CRISPR, RNAi effects can be reversed and 
controlled, allowing researchers to test for the consequences 
of restoring gene expression.²³ Additionally, determining the 
DNA sequence that codes for a specific protein can be mis-

RNAi targets mRNA instead of the actual genome, 
accounting for the issue of upregulation of homologs in 
CRISPR. If there are more mRNA then you would need more 
microRNA to knockdown the gene, hence its knockdown 
efficiency is reliant  on gene prevalence.¹⁵ However, RNAi’s 
largest disadvantage is its prevalent off-target effects.¹⁶ MELK, 
PIM1, PAK4, HDAC6, STK33 and other oncogenes were 
initially deemed essential to cancer cells by using RNAi (as 
listed in Table 1), but peer reviews revealed that the outcomes 
observed by most initial studies were actually due to RNAi 
degrading other mRNA strands that were not the initial 
target.⁶

Protein level inhibition :
Finally, LOF assays can also inhibit function on the 

proteome level. Targeted proteolysis is desirable both in drug 
applications and in basic research. There are two main options 
for disrupting protein function: the inhibition of protein 
activity and the induction of protein degradation.¹⁶ Small-
molecule inhibitors (SMIs)  are the most widely used tools 
for the first method of protein activity and are amenable to 
high-throughput screening, making their use and detection 
easier.¹⁶ These are specially designed molecules that inhibit 
protein function by binding to a protein, thereby preventing 
it from doing its normal function. While these are fast acting, 
controllable, and efficient, SMI’s have two main drawbacks 
preventing their widespread use. Each protein has a different 
structure, and the majority of proteins lack a SMI that can 
cause effective inhibition.¹⁶ Additionally, SMI’s have several 
off-target instances since many proteins in the body have 
similar receptors.¹⁶ 

Recently, the protein inhibition field has shifted towards the 
ubiquitin ligase system (ULS), a protein degradation system. 
Like RNAi, this mechanism was observed in organisms and 
then a synthetic version was created that can mimic the natu-
ral process and induce the same outcome (Figure 4). ULS is a 
tagging system that attaches ubiquitin to the protein of choice, 
which then signals degradation by a protease.¹⁷ The process 
in the human body uses three steps, each with a different 
ubiquitin-activating enzyme.¹⁷ The first  step of the reaction 
is mediated by the E1 ubiquitin- activating enzyme that  ac-
tivates the ubiquitin monomer. Next, the activated ubiquitin 
is passed on to the E2 ubiquitin- conjugating enzyme, before 
ultimately being attached to the target protein through the ac-
tion of an E3 ubiquitin ligase. The ubiquitin monomers can 
be further ubiquitinated to form chains, with distinct chain 
types linked to specific biological processes. If, for example, 
ubiquitin molecules added to the target protein form a lysine 
48-linked chain, the ubiquitinated protein is marked for pro-
teasomal degradation.¹⁸

The synthetic “copycat” version of ULS is PROTAC, or 
PROteolysis-TArgeting Chimeras. PROTACs are a more 
efficient way to cause protein degradation using the natural 
Ubiquitin recycling system. It consists of a ligand to the tar-
get protein bound to a ligand to the E3 Ubiquitin Ligase.¹⁹ 
This binds the target protein directly to the E3 ligase, speeding 
up the ubiquitination process, triggering degradation in the 
same method.²⁰ In application, a ligand for the target protein 

Figure 4: Smilarly to RNAi, ULS is a natural pathway of limiting 
expression, but unlike RNAi, scientist have given a name to the synthetic 
version; PROTAC. The main difference is that PROTAC and natural ULS 
is that PROTAC can force controlled degradation, whereas the natural ULS 
pathway is only triggered by certain receptors. It is important to note that 
the function of the E1 ligase has not been included in this figure, which 
normally brings the Ubiquitin protein from the rhibosome and delivers it to 
the E2 ligase. 
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that are trimmed out before RNA translation. Thus, finding the 
DNA sequence for a set of amino acids isn’t always straight-
forward, giving RNAi a slight advantage in convenience due 
to the relative simplicity in the direct mRNA-protein transla-
tion.²³ Finally, CRISPR sometimes initiates anti-tumorous cell 
machinery by activating the p53 DNA correction pathway, a 
problem that RNA does not have.¹³

Although these techniques are far from perfect, recent al-
terations to the transcriptome editing toolbox have shown 
promise. The ubiquitin ligase system is one of these systems. By 
utilizing the body’s natural recycling system, it has shown fewer 
off target effects and significant knockdown ability.¹⁸ Addi-
tionally,  three modifications to the CRISPR/Cas9 technology 
hold immense potential. CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) is 
one such modification. As its name suggests, it also relies on 
the CRISPR protein complex, which is a Cas enzyme bound 
to a guideRNA that is complementary to the target DNA se-
quence. Unlike CRISPR, CRISPRi implements an inactive 
or dead Cas enzyme (dCas) that lacks endonuclease activity.   
It acts as a repressor protein, binding to the target sequence 
and blocking transcription from RNA polymerease.²⁴ Thus, al-
though CRISPRi does not directly edit DNA like CRISPR, 
it can efficiently block expression of targeted genes. CRISPRi 
also appears to produce a more consistent and robust  knock-
down with fewer off target effects and has advantage over 
CRISPR as it does not activate the p53 DNA correction path-
way.²¹ The application or method of delivery for CRISPRi is 
identical to that of CRISPR. Cas12a has also received signifi-
cant attention recently as an alternative Cas enzyme utilized in 
normal CRISPR gene knockout. It has a significant advantage 
over traditional Cas9 because Cas12a contains DNAase and 
RNAase activity within the protein complex, which allows for 
“scanning” and processing of multiple guideRNA’s simultane-
ously.²⁵ Although it operates at a slower pace, Cas12a offers 
higher efficiency if multiple genes need to be screened, which 
happens many times as multiple genes often code for proteins 
with redundant functions.²⁵ Other than multiple guideRNA’s 
and a different Cas enzyme, the Cas12a gene-knockout mech-
anisms and application is identical to CRISPR. Finally, Cas13  
is another recently discovered Cas enzyme that has attracted 
a lot of attention in LOF assays. Unlike  other Cas enzymes, 
Cas 13 has the ability to recognize and bind to mRNA instead 
of DNA, inducing gene knockdown the same way as RNAi 
does.²⁶ Although there are many additional techniques used 
to find cancer dependencies, the most popular ones were dis-
cussed (Figure 5).

Drug Discovery:
Unfortunately, conventional drugs face the same problem as 

protein-level inhibition: many proteins are simply not able to 
be targeted. Traditional drugs work by binding to the active site 
of a protein, thus preventing its normal function. However, out 
of the millions of proteins in the body, a vast majority (75%) 
of the human proteome lacks these active sites and thus are 
undruggable by conventional medicine.²⁰ Of the 25% that we 
can exploit, a vast majority has still been untouched.

There are already a variety of methods and drugs that are 
commonly used to combat cancer. These include anti-growth 

drugs and techniques such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy, 
which are generally used despite the type of cancer and can 
help limit the growth of most cancers.²⁷ However, the goal of  
LOF assays, as well as the goal of this paper, is to establish 
the steps for targeted-drug therapy for cancers that display a 
certain biomarker. Due to its specificity, these drugs tend to 
have twice as high success rates in approval and higher relative 
efficiency in treatment than drugs without specificity to certain 
cancer subtypes.²⁸ The goal of targeted drug development is to 
find and deliver a molecule that  will bind to the target protein 
and prevent its function, without disrupting other proteins’ ac-
tivities. This paper only focuses on the first task of finding the 
right molecule. The path to finding a drug is long and compli-
cated, with no “right way” or industry- accepted path. Once a 
cancer dependency has been found using LOF assays for the 
desired cancer subtype, then there are two general pathways for 
drug development: Structure Based Drug Design & Ligand 

Based Drug Design (Figure 6).
Structure Based Drug Design:
This pathway is undertaken when the structure of receptors 

(active sites) of the target protein is known.²⁹ As detailed in the 
protein inhibition section, the structure of the receptor is de-
termined by X-ray crystallography, NMR, or through an online 
database. Protein structure can also be predicted by compu-
tational methods like threading and homology modeling. 
Threading predicts the shape based on established shapes of 
sequences of amino acids and domains.²⁹ Homology modeling 
predicts the shape based on a homologous protein whose shape 
has been identified.³⁰ Finally, the pseudo-receptor technique 
can also generate an accurate model of what the target protein’s 
structure is. Once the target protein’s receptors have been de-
tailed and mapped, then the formation of a new drug can 

Figure 5: Summary of the eigtht main LOF methods detailed in this paper. 
These are sorted by which molecule they target. On the DNA level, we have 
the CRISPR complex first that serches for the target gene and induces a 
DSB. Both enzymes Cas9 and Cas12a can be used, except Cas12a can hold/
scan for multiple genes at once. Second, there is the ARCUT method which 
works by introducing pcPNA that unwinds and holds DNA where it is 
exposed to certain chemicals inducing DSBs. Third, there are the ZFN and 
TALEN methods, who both scan for the target gene and recruit naturally 
occurring meganuclease "DNA sciccors" to induce DSB's. ZFN recognizes 
codons whereas TALEN recognizes individual bases. Fourth, the CRISPRi 
method which is a dCas potein an simply bind to the promoter, blocking 
transcription. On the mRNA level, there is the fifth method of RNAi which 
mimics the natural process to dice target mRNA into useless pieces. Sixth, 
the CRISPR/Cas13 complex taht binds to and dices mRNA, preventing 
translation. Finally on the protein level, there is the seventh method of SMI's 
which bind to the active site of a protein, preventing any useful accion from 
ocurring. The eighth and final system is PROTACs which imitate the body's 
natural protein recyling system and induce protein degradation.
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occur. In the diagram, this is represented by the de novo drugs 
pathway as de novo means “from the beginning”. Some of the 
methods to create viable drugs are listed below.²⁹ 

1) Fragment location methods: To determine desirable
locations of atoms or small fragments within the active site 
(the detailed receptor structure).

2) Site point connection methods: To split up the big
hole into small gaps, or “site points”, and then place fragments 
in those small gaps until all such locations are occupied by suit-
able molecules.

3) Fragment connection methods:
Fragments are positioned and “linkers” or “scaffolds” are used

to connect those fragments and hold them in a desirable ori-
entation. This is usually used in conjunction with method 2.

4) Sequential buildup methods: Construct a ligand atom
by atom, or fragment by fragment.

5) Whole molecule methods: Random established com-
pounds are placed into the active site in various conformations 
in silico (computer model), assessing shape and/or electrostatic 
complementarity until the optimal molecule has been chosen.

In addition to de novo drug synthesis, Structure Based Vir-
tual Screening (SBVS) has become a popular way to test for 
viable drugs.³⁰ First, a 3D scan of the target receptor is required. 
Then, using virtual compound libraries, computer-generated 
representations of known small molecules are “placed” in the   
3D model of the receptor in a variety of positions, conforma-
tions and orientations.³⁰ Each such docking mode is called a 
‘pose’, and are given a score based on its complementarity to the 
target in terms of shape and properties such as electrostatics. A 
good score for a given molecule indicates that it is potentially 
a good binder. This process is repeated for all molecules in the 
collection, which are subsequently rank-ordered by their scores, 
revealing the most viable drug options.³⁰ AutoDock is one of 
the many websites containing both the compound library and 
the random placement+scoring technology, which have played 
a crucial role in making SBVS accessible.³¹ The one limiting 
factor of SBVS is that it only evaluates known molecular com-
pounds instead of creating truly new compounds, which might 

not always produce beneficial results or result in copyright bat-
tles.

Ligand Based Drug Design:
Ligand Based Drug Design is an approach used in the ab-

sence of the target receptor structure, and instead it relies on 
knowledge of molecules that bind to the biological target of 
interest, or ligands. This approach can be broken down into 
four main strategies: Pseudoreceptors, QSAR, Scaffold Hop-
ping, and Pharmacophore modeling.

The pseudoreceptor method not only functions as a valuable 
tool in the drug design process, but also provides an accurate 
idea of the structure of a target protein, which in some cases is 
enough to warrant Structure Based Drug Design approaches.²⁹ 
This method functions by studying known bioactive ligands, or 
proteins in the body that naturally bind to the target protein.²⁹ 
The drug is then modeled off of this natural substrate, and 
in some cases, the natural protein with slight editing actually 
becomes the drug.²⁹ Additionally, by studying the natural sub-
strates of the target protein, much is learned about the target 
proteins requirements and structure, which aids in the drug 
design process.

Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship (QSAR) is 
one of the most widely used Ligand Based Drug Design ap-
proaches. At its core, QSAR is very simple. It is based on the 
assumption that structural or physiochemical properties yield 
similar activity.³² Thus, by comparing the function of a mole-
cule in other reactions, as well as known ligands or reactions 
involving the target protein, the reaction between a molecule 
and the target protein can be predicted. The end result is the 
same as the SBVS method. By performing this prediction on a 
large molecule library, and by assigning scores, the most prom-
ising “regions” and molecules are identified.³³ For 3D QSAR 
application, two main types of approaches are used: CoMFA 
and CoMSIA. Comparative Molecular Field Analysis (CoM-
FA) evaluates basic non-binding interactions between a ligand, 
or molecule, and the protein.³⁴ Comparative Molecular Sim-
ilarity Indices Analysis (CoMSIA) measures more in-depth 
physico-chemical properties of the target protein, not mole-
cule interactions.³⁴ Basic computation and cluster-mapping are 
used for prediction and scoring features.

The next method of LB Drug Design is scaffold hopping. 
This method is used when a ligand that binds to the protein 
of interest is already known. Scaffold hopping preserves the 
structure of the molecule but swaps out certain molecules and 
elements in favor of others.¹⁹ Thus, it maximizes the efficiency 
of a molecule while making sure it still “fits”. Scaffold Hopping 
might be necessary for  many  reasons: improved pharma-
cokinetic properties, lower toxicity, better efficiency, and/or 
intellectual property rights.¹⁹ It is important to note that this 
is more of a “finishing step” approach rather than starting from 
scratch. Research of a molecule (natural or synthesized) that 
already binds to the target is a prerequisite to this step.

The fourth main method of LB Drug Design is pharma-
cophore modeling. This is the oldest method of drug design, 
however recent online variations have revived popularity.²⁹ 
Pharmacophore modeling is a strategy focused on identifying 

Figure 6: Although any possible method of identification is accepted, 
these are some of the most popular routes of finding a potential drug 
candidate. The methods are mainly grouped on whether they need to know 
the structure of the receptor of the target protein (cancer dependency) or 
not. The one exception to this is the Pseudoreceptor method. Although it is 
listed as a LBDD method in the text, this technique essentially utilizes the 
properties of a receptor protein, which means that it could be used to find 
the target structure as well as a drug.
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structural and biological features and putting together mole-
cules that will meet the requirements. A popular used analogy 
is identifying and combining basic building blocks of molecules 
to make a compound that can perform all needed functions. 
For direct application, this happens in three simple steps:

1) finding the features required for a particular biologi-
cal activity

2) determining the molecular shape or confirmation re-
quired

3) developing a superposition or order for the series of
molecules.

This is usually now performed using online screening, with 
online 3D screening of databases to find the right molecules 
and order to make a compound, or drug. There are various 
commercially available websites, such as CATALYST, each 
with different filters promising better results.²⁹ Because a lot of 
the approaches are similar, some distinguishing is needed. This 
approach of pharmacophore modeling is similar to methods 2 
and 4 in the de novo drug design process (Site point connec-
tion methods &  Fragment connection methods), except those 
methods build up drugs mainly on structure whereas phar-
macophore modeling builds up molecules mainly by function. 
Pharmacophore modeling is  also similar to QSAR LBDD as 
they both build up drugs molecule by molecule, but pharmaco-
phore modeling  is focused more on starting from scratch and 
meeting the “final drug” attributes or features, whereas QSAR 
is focused more on scientific feasibility, chemical properties, 
and maximizing efficiency. However, there is a lot of gray area, 
and often the two are used in conjunction.

Validation:
Many of these approaches are often used together in the 

drug design process. Besides legal and financial problems, the 
top two reasons why 97% of drugs fail the development process 

is due to lack of efficacy and off-target or toxic effects.³⁵ There 
are many causes for this, mainly due to other proteins with 
similar active sites that the molecule will unnecessarily effect  
(Figure 7). Thus, it is incredibly important to validate results 
using as many orthogonal techniques as possible to ensure that  
A) the  drug target is actually a cancer dependency and B) the
synthesized drug is able to effectively act only on the proposed
target. This can be achieved in many ways, but the “gold-
en-standard” for drug validation is a mutation assay.⁶ This is
done by inducing a mutation in the target protein that prevents
the synthesized drug from binding. Thus, the drug should have
no effect on growth of these mutant cells as it shouldn’t be
able to bind to anything. If there is repressed growth or lack

of growth even from the mutant cells, an off-target effect has 
been identified and the drug design process needs to restart. 
However, inducing a mutation in the target protein isn’t always 
plausible, as not all proteins are easily mutated.⁶ Additionally, 
the molecule might have other off-target or toxic effects when 
introduced in the body, which can’t be tested for in preclinical 
trials or in “golden-standard” mutation assays.⁶ Currently, these 
other possibilities accounted for using mice or animal trials, 
although these don’t always represent the same factors in a hu-
man body. At this point, the drug is ready to go into clinical 
trials to test effects on a larger scale.³⁶
� Conclusion
This paper attempted to describe current methods for find-

ing a cancer drug from scratch and flatten the learning curve 
for the overall drug discovery process. First, a definition and 
background of cancer was given. The three main causes of can-
cer, the body’s natural defense mechanisms for mutations, and 
the  six hallmarks of cancer were given. Next, cancer dependen-
cies were defined, which are needed for targeted-drugs therapy. 
Loss-of-function (LOF) assays were described as the primary 
experimental technique for establishing cancer dependencies, 
targeting either the DNA, RNA, or protein levels.  Popular 
LOF techniques used to identify drug targets were discussed, 
with CRISPR/Cas9, RNAi, and PROTAC emerging as the 
most popular methods for every respective molecule. Addition-
ally, a head-to-head comparison of CRISPR/Cas9 and RNAi 
was also listed, as well as an introduction to recent modifica-
tions that show enormous potential to the gene expression 
toolbox. Finally, the process of creating a drug targeting the 
protein arising from the cancer dependency was covered, split 
on whether the structure of the target protein was known or 
not. The validation process and the golden standard  were also 
given.

The pathway to developing cancer drugs, however, still has a 
couple of major hurdles. One big hurdle is the fact that when 
creating a cancer drug molecule, there are possible off-target 
effects in the body which cannot be predicted in advance. This 
is only sufficiently observed in clinical trials, after a lot of time 
and money has already been invested. There are databases 
that are being created that try to contain all the active sites of 
proteins in the human body, and the compatibility or effects 
of a certain molecule can be simulated. Unfortunately, these 
databases are nowhere close to containing all the proteins or 
matching the complexity of reactions in the human body.

The future for fighting cancer is bright. Since the year 1991, 
there has been a 29% decrease in cancer deaths, with last year 
providing the single biggest yearly drop in deaths ever re-
corded. This has been fueled by many things. There has been 
a public awakening about carcinogens, smoking, and other 
environmental factors that increase cancer prevalence. There 
has been extensive research on obesity, diet, and some on the 
role of the gut microbiome in preventing or causing cancer. 
Increased public awareness and inevitable discoveries yielding 
more about cancer will further help decrease the number of 
cancer deaths and continue this trend in the future. The cancer 
research field will also undergo massive growth. Most of the 

Figure 7: A summary of some problem drugs can run into. The one correct 
or positive outcome is shown with a green checkmark.
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processes discussed in this paper were discovered at the end of 
the 20th century, apart from some of the DNA gene knockout 
techniques. Over the next decade, future technologies will no 
doubt render today’s leading techniques obsolete as well. Out 
of those discussed in this paper, the field is shifting towards 
CRISPR/Cas12a, Cas13, and PROTAC systems in particular, 
although a variety of techniques both new and old are used 
in different labs. The biggest factor that  needs improvement, 
as well as the benchmark for measuring the efficiency of new 
methods, is the prevalence of off-target effects: that is, when a 
target or molecule binds to something that  wasn’t intended, 
causing unintended consequences. Although cancer has been 
wreaking havoc on humanity for centuries, recent technologies 
have led to exponential amounts of research and development, 
and the end of cancer as we know it might be sooner than we 
expected.
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� Introduction
The American Heart Association approximates that 17.9 

million people die of cardiovascular diseases annually and 
500,000 of which are attributed to sudden cardiac death 
(SCD).³ SCD is characterized by the fatal sudden loss of 
heart function. Several underlying factors, such as coronary 
artery disease and ventricular fibrillation, contribute to SCD. 
However, the primary cause of SCD, responsible for more 
than 66% of cases, is thrombosis, or the clotting, of vulnerable 
plaque. Vulnerable plaque is a type of atherosclerotic plaque 
developed within arterial segments in high-risk cardiovascular 
patients.4 The presence of vulnerable plaque is often detected 
only after death. As the cases of cardiac episodes, especially 
cardiac arrest,¹ continue to increase exponentially, the urgency 
to take preventative action is critical.  

Vulnerable plaque (VP) is identified by enlarged lipid 
necrotic core tissue, spotty calcification, and remodeling of the 
arteries due to plaque burden.⁵ VPs are also comprised of an 
enlarged lipid pool and thin fibrous cap (Figure 1). VP begins 
development as unstable VP. Unstable plaque is prone to 
rupturing and clotting.6 After rupturing, these plaques slowly 
gain stability and fully become calcified.6 In contrast, fibrous 
plaque, a common type of stable plaque, generally consists of 
a smaller necrotic core and thicker fibrous cap (Figure 1). The 
VP rupture exposes the necrotic core to blood flow, resulting 
in extensive clotting.7 The thin fibrous cap occasionally 
erodes, exposing the necrotic core to the inner lining of the 
arterial segment called the lumen. Macrophages attempt to 
restrict this exposure by forming a clot. The presence of VP is 
asymptomatic before the initial acute cardiac episode making 
it difficult to identify living patients with VP before the onset 

of SCD.8 Previous research has identified that the lipid pool is 
a precursor for an unstable necrotic core.8 This region is highly 
unstable and exposed blood flow can result in fatal clotting. It 
is urgent for cardiologists to distinguish VP from stable plaque 
in living patients to ultimately prevent death. 

Coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) 
is commonly used for the characterization of atherosclerotic 
plaque, the determination of calcium scores, the precise 
identification of stenosis, and the diagnosis of plaques. Calcium 
scores refer to calcium accumulation within coronary segments. 
A high calcium score indicates the presence of extensive stable 
plaque and is a marker for coronary artery disease. Computed 
tomography (CT) scans can precisely identify stenosis and 
plaques. The two predominant CT scan types are single energy 
CT scans (SECT) and dual energy CT scans (DECT). Both 
scans are used to visualize coronary anatomy and eliminate 
calcium artifacts typical of other scans (Figure 2).

Determinants of Coronary Vascular Events Responsible for 
Sudden Death- Vulnerable Plaque Trial (DISCOVER-VP)  

Rachel Rivera
New Rochelle High School, 265 Clove Road, New Rochelle, New York, 10801, USA;  rrivera10095@gmail.com 

ABSTRACT: Annually, 500,000 deaths are attributed to cardiac arrests. Of these cases, 66% are caused by the accumulation 
of vulnerable plaque. This plaque increases the chance of a rupture exposing the necrotic core to blood flow and initiating a clot.¹ 
Although vulnerable plaque poses a significant public health risk, its existence is usually unknown until death. The purpose of 
this study was to devise a method for vulnerable plaque identification among living patients using computed tomography (CT) 
scans of postmortem hearts and comparing single energy computed tomography (SECT) to dual energy computed tomography 
(DECT). The hearts underwent histopathology to determine the locations of all components. The arterial segments were sliced 
based on cross sections in regions of interest. These locations corresponded to specific areas on the CT scan, whose Hounsfield 
(HU) units were subsequently compared. It was found that the mean HU of necrotic cores within vulnerable plaque of various 
regions of the ostium significantly differed from that of fibrous plaque on a DECT scan.² This data suggests that DECT scans 
can be used to accurately distinguish dangerous vulnerable plaque from stable plaque in living patients when compared to SECT 
scans.
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Figure 1: Vulnerable plaque with enlarged lipid core and thin fibrous cap 
(left) and stable plaque with thick fibrous cap and small lipid core (right).4
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SECT scans are often used for diagnosis. Alternatively, 
DECT has the potential to more accurately identify vari-
ous atherosclerotic plaques and other landmarks within the 
heart thanks to its higher resolution images.⁹,¹¹ The current 
study compared the two scans to determine which one can 
best distinguish between VPs and stable plaques through the 
identification of high-risk plaque features. Since SECT is lim-
ited by its inability to effectively evaluate the characteristics of 
high-risk plaque, the DECT scan is preferable for VP identi-
fication and tissue characterization.

Histopathology is another useful method for analyzing dif-
ferent plaque tissue characterization. This technique studies 
cross-sectionalized arterial segments under a microscope.¹² 
Such visualization results in precise identification of each 
component, shown in Figure 3.

Objective:
To improve current methods of high-risk plaque diagno-

sis in SCD-suspected patients by comparing the accuracy of 
DECT and SECT during tissue characterization of VP.

Hypothesis:
H1. DECT will be more precise in identifying and charac-

terizing VP ex-vivo in comparison to a SECT scan. 
H2. DECT will more accurately characterize tissue of VP. 
H3. High-risk plaque features will be identifiable from 

stable plaque features as expected to be justified through his-
tology.

� Results and Discussion
DECT/SECT Identification of Necrotic Cores & Fibrous   
Plaques:
Ninety-four cross sections were identified. The sample 

was made up of 71% male subjects and 29% female subjects. 
The mean age of the cohort was 61.4±10.9 years. From this, 
a total of 8 necrotic cores (NC), 50 fibrous plaques (FP) or 
atherosclerotic plaques, and 36 lipid pools (LP) were identified 
using histopathology. Hounsfield units were computed by GE 
software to measure the substances’ radiodensity.² The mean 
HU for both the NC and FP using SECT was 29.4 and 78.95, 
respectively. The highest resolution to differentiate these two 
features was at 40 keV of energy using a DECT scan. At 40 
keV, cardiologists are best able to differentiate between the 
stable and unstable VPs. On the other hand, the mean HU 
for the NC and FP for a DECT scan was 85.34 and 210.57, 
respectively, also at 40 keV. These values indicate that DECT 
scans are superior at NC and FP identification. A higher 
HU value coincides with a more precise identification of the 
examined substance on any CT scan.  There was no notable 
difference for the mean values for LP. 

Histopathology confirmed cardiologists’ prediction that 
DECT scans are better at the prediction of vulnerable plaques 
within a heart. This correlates to observations on both the 
SECT and DECT scans since the position of the NCs, LP, 
and FPs aligned almost perfectly with the images produced 
following histopathology, illustrated in Figure 4. 

With supporting results, it can be concluded that DECT 
scans more accurately identify VPs from stable plaques with 
the aid of high-risk plaque markers.

� Conclusion
Based on the experiment’s results, the hypothesis is support-

ed. DECT scans are most effective at identifying VPs in the 
post-mortem hearts used in the study. Using histopathology, 
the presence of VPs was identified and mirrored the predic-
tions of the plaque’s lipid core and NC locations presented 
in the CT scans. Additionally, DECT scans were preferred 
because the resolution was better compared to SECT. Histo-
pathology was useful to further examine the plaques and their 

Figure 2: A) calcification of the left anterior descending artery (LAD), left 
circumflex, and right coronary artery; B) positive remodeling in the LAD; C) 
acute coronary syndrome 6 months after a CCTA.8

Figure 3: Composition of vulnerable plaque.5

Figure 4: Accuracy of the predicated location of NC, LP, and FP on CT 
scans and histopathology images.2
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compositions. It allowed for the measurements of NC, LP, and 
the thin fibrous cap. Furthermore, DECT using 40 keV pro-
duced the most desirable results compared to a typical SECT 
scan.

DECT is the most efficient in distinguishing fibrous 
plaques from VPs through the identification of NC and LP 
location. This is groundbreaking for the cardiovascular medical 
field. Now that DECT has been shown to be most accurate, 
decreasing the high rates of mortality due to sudden cardiac 
death is almost at reach. DECT scans can be used to identify 
dangerous VPs within living patients who are susceptible 
to cardiovascular diseases. This allows doctors to take the 
necessary precautions to reduce a patient’s risk of a potential 
cardiovascular disease thereby extending their life expectancy. 
Hundreds of thousands of lives can be saved through the 
simple identification of potentially hazardous plaques in high-
risk cardiovascular patients. 
� Methods
Data Analysis
CT Scan Optimization:
The goal of this step was to determine the reliability of CT 

scans using Youden’s method. Youden’s method allowed accu-
racy testing using the equation: 

J = sensitivity + specificity – 1
where J is the Youden test statistic. J=0 indicates many false 

positive and false negative results and J=1 indicates a perfect 
test with no errors.¹³ CT scans measure in Hounsfield units 
which measure a substance’s radiodensity. DECT and SECT 
scans were each run at differing energy levels until J differed 
compared with paired t-tests. This test was performed with the 
assistance of the supervisor and J-values were unavailable to 
the student due to data privacy concerns. The statistical signif-
icance of the J-values indicated the reliability of both DECT 
and SECT scans for this experiment.

Comparison of CT scan HU and Histopathology Values:
Vessel and plaque parameters from histopathology were 

compared on SECT and DECT scans to a quantitative 
computed tomography. Histopathology analysis was computed 
using the Pearson correlation coefficient. The area of plaque 
components was measured directly with histopathology. This 
area was compared to the area of plaque components detected 
by optimally calibrated dual and single energy CT-scans with 
the Pearson correlation coefficient. A coefficient of 1 indicates 
a strong, positive relationship between the actual plaque 
component size and that measured while a coefficient of 0 
indicates a weak relationship. The higher r-value indicated that 
the CT-scan accurately measured plaque components between 
the estimations and actual locations.

A two-sided p-value was derived from each calculated cor-
relation coefficient. This test was performed with the assistance 
of the supervisor and r-values were unavailable to the student 
due to data privacy concerns. This test indicated DECT scans 
accurately measure the size of vulnerable plaque components 
(p<0.05). The correlation was calculated using the 95% confi-
dence interval. 

All Other Variables:
Continuous variables were represented with means or stan-

dard deviations, while categorical variables were expressed as 
percentages. Additionally, a separate equation was generated to 
account for the plaque features in all the individuals included 
within the study.

Student and Mentor Roles :
This study was a multi-site collaboration where each in-

stitute had separate responsibilities within the project. The 
earliest steps of the project were to go through the inclusion 
and exclusion criteria for each participant. Inclusion criteria 
consisted of newly deceased patients suspected of having SCD 
and meeting the minimum age requirement of 18 years. If el-
igible, the next of kin (NOK) provided recorded oral consent 
and requested an autopsy of the post-mortem heart. 

My mentors oversaw each step within the study. After the 
heart was extracted, it underwent coronary cannulation where 
it was rinsed with normal saline to clean the heart. Contrast 
(Diatrizoate) was injected into the left and right main coronary 
artery at the Office of Chief Medical Examiner (OMCE) in 
Maryland. Following the coronary cannulation, the heart was 
taken to CVPath in Baltimore where SECT and DECT scans 
were performed. These images were taken seconds apart as 
the contrast flowed throughout the arteries within the heart. 
The images were sent to the Dailo Institute for Cardiovascular 
Imaging (DICI) where cardiologists used both the DECT and 
the SECT to determine total vessel area, NC area, calcified 
plaque area, luminal area, degree of positive remodeling, 
presence of spotty calcification with any mixed plaque, the 
presence of any napkin rings, intraluminal stenosis severity and 
proximal location by distance in millimeters to the coronary 
ostium. These values were obtained in HU. The cardiologists 
made annotations on these scans, directing incision points 
where a histopathologist performed histopathology during 
which the plaque was analyzed at a microscopic level. This 
allowed for better distinction between the stable and the 
vulnerable plaques identified within the arteries. 

The student’s role was to analyze the DECT and SECT 
scans of each ex-vivo heart and generate centerlines of each 
vessel (left anterior descending (LAD), left circumflex (LCX), 
right coronary artery (RCA), and the diagonals) using a ref-
erence CT scan for guidance. The student also observed any 
high-risk plaque features such as spotty calcification (Figure 
3A) or positive remodeling (an extended diameter difference 
greater than 1 mm) (Figure 3B). Additionally, the student as-
sisted in the management of the data & measurements of the 
segments in HU. The mentor performed all other procedures.
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� Introduction
The importance of pollen monitoring is growing more and 

more due to the prevalence of diseases caused by allergies, 
environmental deterioration, and need for the development 
of effective drugs for fighting allergic reactions. However, in 
Russia, pollen monitoring is carried out partially and non-reg-
ularly in certain regions. This does not allow one to see the 
whole picture across the country, as the available data is clearly 
insufficient. The importance of local information for regional 
studies is high, since this data has a substantial informational 
value given the regional nature of hay fever.2

Pollen allergy (pollinosis) is a classic allergic disease, the 
clinical manifestations of which are allergic inflammation that 
arises in response to pollen allergens. Due to global climate 
change, changes in nutrition and the way of our life, and air 
pollution, the number of people suffering from allergic diseases 
is increasing.3

For pollen monitoring and interpretation, it is also import-
ant to take into account that the pollen of plants is of differing 
in size, and the presence or absence of grooves spines, and 
outgrowths. On such grounds, pollen identification is carried 
out. For instance, when a pollen grain with a diameter of 60 to 
100 microns is inhaled, it settles on the mucosa of the upper 
respiratory tract, while one with a diameter of 20-30 microns - 
penetrates the bronchial mucosa.4

Pollen of angiosperms - birch, alder and hazel, ash, maple, 
linden, oak, willow, etc., has a much stronger allergen activi-
ty. Pollen of birch has the most pronounced activity, since its 
content in the air is quite high, often: 20,000 pollen grains in 1 
m³. It should be noted that most species of willows and limes 
are insect-polluted plants and they also produce a lot of pollen, 
which contributes to the emergence of allergies.5

The composition of the pollen of some tree species has the 
same protein complexes, which is the reason for the formation 
of common allergenic properties and cross allergies. For exam-

ple, people suffering from birch hypersensitivity to pollen can 
simultaneously react to the pollen of hazel and alder.6 

The allergy to pollen of woody plants affects more people 
in cities than in rural areas, where the concentration of pollen 
is several times higher. Numerous scientific findings  indicate  
that pollen in cities is covered with a layer of pollution from the 
environment. These pollutants include carbon dioxide (CO₂), 
and various petroleum products which makes the pollen more 
allergenic. According to another scientific study, the reaction of 
the immune system in a polluted environment is stronger than 
in ecologically clean areas.7

 Researchers also note that the prevalence of sensitization 
to birch pollen in Europe. According to allergic survey data, 
birch pollen concentrations also vary significantly: from 5% 
in the Netherlands to 54% in Switzerland. Even in Northern 
Italy, the share of positive allergic tests has increased, which 
is associated with the increased popularity of birch as an 
ornamental plant in this area. In addition, there is evidence of 
a significantly stronger allergenicity of pollen from trees grown 
at elevated temperatures.8

This study covers the regional aspect of the fungal and plant 
pollination features and presents the results of conducted 
pollen monitoring in the city of Kazan in the Republic of 
Tatarstan. The data obtained during the research, with the 
further development of pollen monitoring programs, will create 
a network of observation stations for the maximum coverage of 
Russia's regions and the development of an effective forecast 
system.
� Results and Discussion
Pollen monitoring is a unique interdisciplinary project that 

is being conducted in some regions of Russia. Data on moni-
toring conducted in Samara, Saratov and other cities has been 
recorded. The pollen monitoring has been developed together 
with specialists from the Russian Association of Allergists and 
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Clinical Immunologists (RAAKI), the Moscow State Uni-
versity, and the pharmaceutical company Takeda.

Thus, data collected in the framework of dust monitoring 
for five groups of plants allow us to conclude that the most 
intensive pollination in Kazan is observed in groups of 
mushrooms, weeds and coniferous trees. In all groups, the 
greatest intensity is from May to September, with coniferous 
and deciduous trees being the most active in May, cereals in 
June, and weeds and fungi in July and August (Tables 1-3).

The highest intensity transfer of pollen occurs in the daytime 
(from 5 to 11 a.m.), while at night the intensity of pollination 
is minimal. In this case, the exacerbation of pollinosis occurs at 
a time when the concentration of pollen in the air already has 
threshold values: 10-20 pollen grains per 1 m3 of air.

Consider the data of our pollen monitoring in Kazan by 
groups.

Group I - Deciduous trees: 
This group includes the following plant names: birch, elm, 

oak, willow, maple, linden, alder, hazel, poplar.

According to the data, it is evident that the highest activity 
of pollen emissions was recorded in the birch, maple, and 
linden trees. Although many researchers agree that the most 
allergenic trees are considered to be maple, hazel, alder, birch 
and ash, and the majority of patients with pollinosis consider 
poplar to be their main enemy. In our study the highest 
pollination value was observed in birch. It is this deciduous 
plant that is the most dangerous causative agent of pollinosis.
The distribution according to tree types is shown in (Figure 1)

For an allergy sufferer, the place of residence is of paramount 
importance. It is better to live in a locality with a predomi-
nance of coniferous trees.

Table 1: Data of pollen monitoring by deciduous trees, p.g. The greatest 
intensity is from May to September. 

The distribution of the intensity of pollination of deciduous 
trees by months is shown in the graph (Figure 2). 

The largest release of pollen in combination with deciduous 
trees occurs at the end of spring and early summer. The 
maximum pollination occurs in mid-May.

Group II - Coniferous trees:
Group II is represented by coniferous trees: pine (Pínus) and 

spruce (Pícea).
The period of pollination the pine is 2 months - from April 

to May. Ate - only one month - May. The pollination of the 
pine is shown in Figure 3. 

According to the data it can be seen that the greatest polli-
nation occurs in May.

Let us consider in detail the dynamics of pollination in May 
for 2016 and 2017 (Figures 4 and 5).

It can be seen from the graphs that the highest intensity of 
pollination occurs in the first ten days of the month. Then, 

Figure 1: Pollen monitoring data by types of deciduous trees.

Figure 2: Data from pollen monitoring of deciduous plants, p.g. (monthly).

Figure 3: Data of pollen monitoring of pine, p.g. The greatest intensity is 
from May to September.

Figure 4: Dynamics of pine pollination in May 2016, p.g./ m3.
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from the middle of May, the intensity of pollination gradu-
ally decreases.

For spruce, the pollen indicators in May 2016 and 2017 are 
as follows by day (Figure 6).

Thus, in spruce and pine trees there is an increase in the 
intensity of pollination in mid-May and a decrease by the end 
of the month. For allergy sufferers, the pollen of coniferous 
trees is not as dangerous as that of deciduous trees, because its 
allergenicity is low due to their large diameter (30 microns). 
However, gymnosperms produce a lot of pollen, so sensitivity 
to it is still present. In the European part of Russia, coniferous 
trees that most often causes allergies are spruce and pine.9

Group III – Mushrooms.
The cause of an allergic reaction is the ingress of microorgan-

isms into irritated nasal mucosa, which cause plant diseases, for 
example, mold fungi. Common species of mushrooms of the 
genera Cladosporium and Alternaria, represent a certain dan-
ger when spores are actively detected in the air – from March 
to November.

Manifestations of an allergy of this origin are expressed 
in the diseases – dermatitis, hives, eczema, allergic rhinitis, 
conjunctivitis, and bronchial asthma. Fungal spores can form 
eosinophilic infiltrates in the lungs and are visible on an X-ray 
image as small blackouts. When detecting the sensitivity of 
mucous to fungal spores, signs of allergy can be identified after 
contact with raw, musty grass and hay, after staying in rooms 
with increased dampness and affected by mold, and also when 
eating foods fermented during cooking – such as sauerkraut 

and kvass. From May to November, the danger of getting an 
allergy to fungal spores increases to one hundred percent.

Data on the intensity of dust mushrooms of the genus Clad-
osporium, Alternaria collected during the period from April to 
September 2017 is shown in Figure 7.

According to the monitoring data, it can be concluded that 
the greatest activity is from Cladosporium, and the greatest 
peak of pollination intensity occurs in the summer months,  
most notably in July.

Furthermore, the increase in the intensity of dust begins in 
May and ends in July, and the decline occurs until September.

The intensity of pollination of the Cladosporium by months 
is shown in Figure 8.

Infection usually occurs on weakened or dying plants, pri-
marily as a result of the diseases at the base of the stem, caused 
by the yellow dwarf virus, as well as partial felopopulosis due 
to fusariosis. If during the ripening there are prolonged rains, 
there is a strong infection.

Secondary fungi also inhabit areas of necrosis on leaves aris-
ing from mechanical damage (hail, spring harrowing of winter 
crops), or due to the erosion of leaves with solutions of nitro-
gen fertilizers, slurry, herbicides.

Group IV - Cereals.
Allergy to cereals is the most common of all the major types. 

According to statistics, one in 200 people has an allergy to 
cereals. This disease can lead to problems, because many foods 

Figure 5: Pollen monitoring of the pine for May 2017, p.g./m3.

Figure 6: Pollen monitoring of spruce for May 2016, p.g. / m3.

Figure 7: Data from the pollen monitoring of the alternative and 
Cladosporium for the period from April to September 2017, p.g.

Figure 8: Data of pollen monitoring of the cadozporium for the period 
from April to September 2017, p.g.
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According to the data, in most plants of the weed group, the 
greatest intensity of pollination occurs during the period from 
May to September, with a peak in June-July. In addition, for 
some plants (for example, wormwood), the peak intensity of 
pollination falls on August.

The greatest pollination among weed plants during the 
indicated period was observed in nettle and plantain. Consider 
the dynamics of pollination of these plants in more detail 
(Figures 11 and 12).

The intensity of nettles pollination tends to increase in the 
period from May to July 2017 and to decrease from July to 
September. The occurrence of allergies occurs during a period 
when pollen, actively floating in the air, settles in the mucous 

contain flour or flour products such as pasta and confec-
tionery. There are several reasons for the occurrence of such 
an allergy

- impact on the organism of pollen of cereals;
- proteins contained in the plant can cause food allergies;
- gluten, contained in cereals, can cause the appearance and

development of  gluten enteropathy, which is a complication 
of the disease.

The pollen monitoring data for cereals is shown in the graph 

(Figure 9).
The data shows that the greatest activity of the cereal allergen 

in Kazan falls on June. This is confirmed by the results of pollen 
monitoring for 2016 and 2017. The increase in the intensity 
of pollination occurs from May to June, while the intensity 
decreases from the end of June to September. From July to 
September, the intensity of pollination is low. The conservation 
or sometimes even the resumption of pollination of cereals in 
the second half of the summer is due to the growth of cereals 
after mowing.

Group V - Weeds.
This group is represented by weed plants, namely of the 

genera Ruhmex, Plantágo, Ambrosia, Chenopodioídeae, Arte-
misia and Urtíca. Pollen monitoring data for a group of weed 
plants were collected from May to June 2016 and from May to 
September 2017. The results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 pollination of a group of weed plants in 2016-2017.
Graphical change in the dynamics of pollination by weed 
plants is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 9: Data of pollen monitoring of the cadozporium for the period 
from April to September 2017, p.g.

Table 2: Table 2 pollination of a group of weed plants in 2016-2017.

Figure 10: Data of pollen monitoring of weeds for the period from May to 
June 2016 and from May to September 2017, p.g..

Figure 11: Dynamics of nettles pollination (2017), p.g.

Figure 12: Dynamics of plantain pollination (2017), p.g.
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membrane of the nose, falls into the eyes and mouth, pene-
trates into the bronchi, and has contact with the skin.

The intensity of the plantain pollination is accompanied by a 
shorter period of growth, from May to June, and at the end of 
June growth decreases noticeably, and the fall in the degree of 
pollination stretches from the end of June to September.

Summary data for all plants included in pollen monitoring 
during the period under review are presented in Table 3.

Graphical dynamics for the families of plants and fungi is 
presented in Figures 13 and 14.

Thus, data collected in the framework of dust monitoring 
for five groups of plants allow us to conclude that the most 
intensive pollination in Kazan is observed in the groups of 
mushrooms, weeds and coniferous trees. In all groups, the 
greatest intensity is from May to September, with coniferous 
and deciduous trees being the most active in May, cereals in 
June, and weeds and fungi in July and August.

Table 3: Consolidated results of pollen monitoring for all groups of plants 
and fungi.

Figure 13: Summary dynamics of pollination in all plant groups for 2016 
and 2017, p.g.

Figure 14: Summary dynamics of pollination in all plant groups for 2016 
and 2017, p.g.

� Conclusion
The pollen monitoring that was carried out in the city of Ka-

zan makes it possible to accurately record the initial and peak 
flowering periods of the plants in the region and to interpret 
the data on pollen monitoring more accurately. We plan to use 
the results obtained to inform the public through the resources 
of our pollen monitoring website.

The monitoring results make it possible to compile plant 
and fungal pollination calendars for a region, as well as to 
reveal how pollination of various plant and fungi species in-
creases pollinosis and other allergies in people. These calendars 
are an effective tool to create appropriate medications for the 
prevention and treatment of allergic diseases.

Our study increases the opportunities for Kazan scientists to 
regularly study the qualitative and quantitative composition of 
the spore-pollen spectrum of the surrounding air. It also allows 
for dynamic real-time corrections of the calendar and plant 
dust maps, leading to a higher degree of certainty in predicting 
the health status of sensitized patients.

According to the analysis of the results, in Kazan there 
is a high risk of having an allergic reaction to the pollen of 
mushrooms (of the genus Cladosporium), weeds (nettles and 
plantain), and conifers, and a low risk of allergic reaction from 
the pollen of deciduous trees: elm, willow, maple, alder, hazel 
and poplar.

Seasonal pollen allergy to flowering plants (pollinosis) is 
a very common disease that can present in both adults and 
young children. The best solution is to avoid contact with 
the allergen. During the time of flowering, some people 
may leave to regions where the allergy-inducing plant is not 
common, for example, in the foothills or to places with colder 
climates. However, circumstances don’t always allow for those 
with allergies to just leave, so alternative solutions should be 
explored.

Pollen monitoring plays an equally important role in envi-
ronmental studies. As a biological indicator, pollen can be used 
to assess the environmental situation. Under the influence 
of air and soil pollution, the properties and quality of pollen 
change (in particular, sterile or mutant pollen grains can ap-
pear).

Thus, the aeropalinological features of pollination may have 
seasonal differences in the clinical signs of pollen. The dura-
tion of the symptoms may depend on the duration of the main 
period of pollination, and the intensity (The concentration of 
pollen). The nature of the dependencies of different combi-
nations of factors among themselves continues to be studied 
at the present time. Epidemiological studies require a more 
detailed and long-term study.
� Methods
The purpose of the study is to identify the aeropalinological 

features of plants and fungi pollination in Kazan, namely cer-
tain species of deciduous and coniferous trees, fungi, grasses, 
and weeds - by interpreting the results of pollen monitoring 
conducted in Kazan during two seasons (2014 - 2015 and 2016 
- 2017), as well as a comparison of plant species and their pe-
riods of maximum pollination in order to determinethe effect
of these plants and fungi species on the increase of pollinosis.
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In Kazan, during the two seasons mentioned above, 
monitoring work was conducted with the use of a pollen trap. 
The hand-made pollen trap device was installed on the roof of 
the Institute of Fundamental Medicine and Biology at Karl 
Marx Str., 74, at 10 meters above ground.

Thus, within the given period, data from pollen of twenty 
plants and fungi specimen were collected. This data made it 
possible to reveal the regularities and peculiarities of their 
pollination process.

A tape was fixed with a special silicone solution that was 
attached to the drum of the device so that the pollen could stick 
better. The drum functioned due to a clockwork mechanism 
installed in it, that started periodically. After removal, the tape 
was cut into seven parts (depending on how many days passed) 
and stained with a special dye, to which only the shell of plant 
pollen and fungal spores reacted. Preparations were viewed by 
transects, and the amount was multiplied by a correction factor 
(0.97).

Palynological analysis is based on differences in the 
morphological structure of pollen grains and spores of different 
plant species. Important characteristics for analysis are the size 
and shape of pollen grains and spores, the types of apertures 
and their number, and the types of sculpture and texture.

Aeropalanological studies are conducted by collecting pollen 
from plants and spores of fungi contained in the air, identifying 
them, quantifying them by visual counting in the field of view 
of the microscope, and developing pollination calendars.

At present, there are no universal snares suitable for the 
study of all types of biological particles. Each area of research 
(palynology, mycology, virology, etc.) requires its own methods 
of sampling, subsequent processing and identification of 
the material. Two principles are used for trapping biological 
particles: gravity (gravitational particles suspended in the air 
are precipitated by gravity on a horizontal surface) and impact/
collision (the particles suspended in air move together with the 
air flow and settle on the surfaces of various types materials 
and orientations). Biological particles, in turn, are natural (by 
means of wind) or artificially created (different pumps). Most 
of the impact traps belong to the volumetric type, in which the 
air flow is created forcibly, due to the operation of the air pump.

The latter method, along with the analysis of the total 
content of pollen in the air, makes it possible to estimate the 
daily rhythms of pollination of individual plants.

The importance of monitoring assumes that the type of 
pollen that causes allergies emanates from trees, grass, and 
weeds, where fruits or flowers are usually not visible. On such 
plants there are many small, light granules of dry pollen, which 
is very quickly spread through the air. The general characteristic 
of plant allergens is given in Table 4.

As an object for the analysis within this pollen monitoring, 
20 plants were selected in the following groups:

1. Group: "Deciduous trees" - birch, elm, oak, willow, maple, 
linden, alder, hazel, poplar.

2. Group: "Coniferous trees" - spruce and pine.
3. Group: "Mushrooms" - alternarium, cladosporium.
4. Group: "Weeds" - ragweed, nettle, stink, plantain,

wormwood, sorrel.

5. Group: "Cereals". 

It is also necessary to note the features that allowed 
researchers to make a high-quality pollen monitoring. First, 
pollen concentration in the atmosphere is related to air 
temperature, atmospheric pressure, wind speed, and even the 
time of day. The concentration of pollen largely determines 
the intensity of the allergic reaction. In dry, warm weather, 
plants begin to dust more intensively than on cold, rainy days, 
but the period of flowering of plants during the cold period 
is prolonged. Windless weather also prevents the transfer of 
pollen.
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� Introduction
From a young child, when immigrating from India to Canada, 

I was greeted by tons of snow and ice every year. During my life 
in India, I had always thought of salt as an additional seasoning 
to food to add an extra bit of flavor, but soon after moving to 
Canada, I learned of the possibilities and usefulness that salt 
has. I was fascinated by the fact of how even a small amount 
of salt could melt ice that was up to 5 or 10 times larger than 
the salt itself. In grade 8, our science class attempted a similar 
experiment with different procedures and variables. When 
doing the experiment, I understood that some salts would 
increase the rate of melting of the ice cube, but never quite 
understood the internal process of the reaction between the 
salt and ice cube. This process sparked an inspiration for this 
chemistry exploration, and lead me to the research question: 
Which form of salt, calcium chloride (CaCl₂), sodium chloride 
(NaCl), and magnesium sulphate (MgSO4), is most efficient 
in adequately deicing an ice cube (25.0 cm3) by using freezing 
point depression and mass trials (with timings 5 min, 15 min, 
30 min, 45 min, and 60 min) when the mass of salts (5.0 
cm3) and the environment temperature (22℃) is maintained 
constant?

Background Information: This investigation was conducted 
as a percent-mass trial that will be analyzing the efficiency of 
each salt melting the ice cube when given a specific amount 
of time. To maximize the accuracy of the results yielded by 
the trials and ensure that truly efficient salt is found, we will 
use the freezing point depression equation. The freezing point 
depression equation has multiple components that will need to 
be reviewed and the experiment itself has some key information 
needed to be understood.

The experiment: This experiment consists of four solutions, 
and three of which will have a solvent and solute (the fourth 
solution will be the ice cube alone in the beaker that will 
melt at room temperature, also known as the control). The 
solvent will be H2O and solute will be the salts (CaCl2, NaCl, 

MgSO4). When our solute is added to the solvent, molecules 
of the solute will dissolve in the solvent. This is because the 
force of attraction between the solute and solvent molecules 
is greater than the force of attraction between the molecules 
only in the solute. H2O is partially polarized because of the 
distribution of electrons caused by the partial positive charge 
at hydrogen ends, and the partial negative charge at the oxygen 
end. This disturbance makes H2O a specifically better solvent, 
as it becomes possible for water molecules to shift around 
solute ions. Our salt solute can then lower the freezing point of 
the water. This is the basis of this investigation.1

Freezing point depression: Freezing point depression is the 
decrease of the freezing point of a solvent which occurs when 
a non-volatile solute (a solute that has little tendency to escape 
the solution) is added. The solution thereby has its freezing 
point become lower than of the original solvent. Freezing point 
depression is a colligative property of matter. These properties 
do not depend on the specific type of compound or collective 
mass, but rather on the number of the particles present in the 
solvent. Other colligative properties include vapor pressure, 
boiling point elevation, and osmotic pressure. Applications of 
freezing point depression including removing ice from roads 
to prevent safety hazards. And this concept can be applied to 
create ice cream, as the salt helps keep the ice cream cold for 
long periods of time.2

Freezing point depression formula: The combination of two 
equations, the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, and Raoult’s law, 
forms the freezing point depression formula:3

Freezing Pointtotal = Freezing Pointsolvent - ΔTf, 
where ΔTf = i * Kf * m
ΔTf: ΔTf is the change in temperature which will be 

measured in degrees Celsius (℃). This is essentially the value 
that is focused on because it will indicate which solute will have 
the highest change in freezing point for the solvent. This value 
will then be substituted in the total freezing point depression 
formula to calculate the final freezing point of the solution.2
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van’t Hoff factor (i): The van’t Hoff factor or “i” is used to 
determine the number of molecules or ions the solute splits 
into when it dissolves in a solvent. This factor varies for 
different solutes depending on the form of electrolyte they 
are. The forms include strong, weak, and non-electrolytes. 
To identify if which group the solute is in, the conditions are 
provided:

strong electrolyte: strong acids, strong bases, and soluble 
ionic compounds (solute will dissociate ions in solution, i > 1)

weak electrolyte: weak acids, weak bases, and insoluble ionic 
compounds (solute will dissociate but only to a limited extent, 
1< i <2)

non-electrolyte: covalent compounds (solute will not 
dissociate in solution, i = 1)

When the van’t Hoff factor is found it can then be substituted 
into the freezing point depression equation.4

Kf: The cryoscopic constant (Kf) can be defined as the molal 
depression constant and has units ℃ Kg mol-¹. This constant 
will vary for different solvents, but for this experiment, the 
solvent will be H2O which has Kf = 1.86℃ kg mol-¹.³.

"m": The variable “m” in the freezing point depression 
formula, is defined as molality which is the concentration of 
moles of solute per kg of solvent, mol kg-¹. A value of 2 moles 
per kilogram can also be referred to as 2 molal.⁵

� Results
Qualitative observations: As time continued, the ice cube 

melted but also created holes where the salt particles were 
placed, thereby making it look as if shards were made in the 
cube. The smell of the salt was slowly decreasing and fading 
away as time continued, likely because the salt particles slowly 
mixed with the water and the smell reduces. For example, the 
MgSO4 salt particles at first had a minty fresh smell, but as 
the time of the trials increased the smell dulled. The distilled 
water (which was frozen and taken out as an ice cube) was 
clear and opaque, but when the salt particles were reacted with 
the ice cube the water that melted was thick and viscous, and 
more faded. This is because the salt mixed in with the water 
combining and diluting the color of the water. 

The results suggested that calcium chloride (CaCl2) is the 
most efficient salt reagent out of the three other tested reagents, 
sodium chloride (NaCl) and magnesium sulfate (MgSO4). 
This is shown through the experiment’s line graph in Figure 
1, which indicates the relative performance of each salt solute 
at experiment time trials of 5, 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes. The 
blue line, representing calcium chloride, on the graph, shows 

Figure 1: Line Graph Indicating the Relative Performance (± 0.01%) of the 
Salt Reagents, CaCl₂, NaCl, and MgSO₄ (5 cm3), to Melt Ice cube (25cm3 
of distilled water) in Different Timing Trials (5 min, 15 min, 30 min, 45 min, 
60 min) at Room Temp (22℃).

Table 1: A raw data table showing the relative performance (± 0.01%) of 
the salt reagents, CaCl₂, NaCl, and MgSO4 (5 cm³), to melt their specific 
distilled water ice cube (25cm³) in different trials with timings 5 min, 15 min, 
30 min, 45 min, and 60 min at room temperature (22℃).

ride consistently melts the ice cube the most in comparison 
to the other reagents and the control. The specific data results 
are shown in the Table 1. The line graph, on the other hand, 
depicts the pattern of the CaCl2 being the fastest reagent. A 
close competitor to calcium chloride is sodium chloride solute.
� Conclusion
In the first four trials, there is a visible gap in the relative 

percent mass, but at the last trial, which was 60 minutes, NaCl 
and CaCl2’s difference in performance was very minuscule 
(0.37%) and almost negligible. The reason that CaCl2 has a 
higher performance in deicing the ice cube may be due to the 
fact that when sodium chloride (NaCl) melts ice, the salt dis-
solves into separate sodium ions and chloride ions however 
calcium chloride (CaCl2) is more effective at melting ice as 
it can break down into three ions, one calcium ion, and two 
chloride ions and as a result, the increase ions means that more 
ions are placing themselves in the rigid bonds of the ice cube. 
In addition to this, the calculations in section 6 also prove this 
is accurate but in the form of showing that CaCl2 lowers the 
freezing point of the ice cube the most.

Using the freezing point depression equation CaCl2, the 
theoretical freezing point that the ice cube can possess when 
in contact with CaCl2 is -11.16 °C, NaCl is -11.09 °C and 
MgSO4 is -6.20 °C. With this theoretical and experimen-
tal values as sufficient evidence to support calcium chloride 
(CaCl2), I can conclude this investigation with the statement: 
calcium chloride (CaCl2) is the most efficient salt reagent to 
deice an ice cube of distilled water when compared to sodium 
chloride (NaCl) and magnesium sulfate (MgSO4) under the 
conditions of all salts having the mass 5cm3, ice cubes with 
masses 25cm3, and trails taking place at room temperature, 22 
°C.

This chemistry investigation has limitations. The over-san-
itation and artificiality of the lab can result in unnatural 
reactions that do not reflect real-life and have low ecological 
validity (the degree to which an investigation represents re-
al-life experiences). These variables limit the accuracy of the 
experiment.⁷

Some improvements can be applied to this exploration as 
there are several weaknesses. One is the variance in the num-
ber of salt particles that come in contact with the ice cube. 
When the petri dish with the salt reagent is poured in the 
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beaker, not all the salt is in contact with the ice cube, and the 
results of the different trials may not be accurate. 

Other experimental errors include impurities in the vessel 
that contained the reactants, inaccurate measurement readings 
from the scale, fluctuations in humidity, pressure, airflow, etc. 
Furthermore, another improvement for this experimentation 
is the number of trials, the experiment had 5 trials but with 
more time available the trials can go up to 7-8 trials so as to 
increase the number of data points on the graph so as to have 
more consistency. A final improvement is the website used to 
plot the data points in the Table 1. Google sheets was utilized 
for this experiment, but there is a limit to the detail of the val-
ue that the graph on sheets can examine. The more detail and 
separation in the reagent lines, the more detailed the analysis 
can be.7
� Methods
This experiment requires multiple variables to identify the 

most efficient salt, while simultaneously keeping factors in the 
trials constant so as to keep them fair. The variables used in this 
experiment are listed and explained below. 

Independent variables:
1. In each trial, the salt used includes calcium chloride

(CaCl2), sodium chloride (NaCl), and magnesium sulphate 
(MgSO4). The different number of salts used shows the 
difference in the mass trial between the salts. The use of the 
different variables shows the increased reliability of the results 
as more data points on the graph creates visual patterns that 
can be analyzed.

2. In this experiment, we tried to minimize the number of
pollutants, but there will always be the uncertainty of possible 
molecules on the solvent. They can possibly affect the rate 
at which the ice cube melts and as a result, will become an 
independent variable. But it is important to note that this is 
not a variable that was chosen on purpose, it is merely listed as 
a possibility for this experiment.

3. The amount of time allocated for each trial was varied
where Trial 1 was given 5min, Trial 2 was 15min, Trial 3 was 
30min, Trial 4 was 45min, and the last trial (5) was allocated 
60minutes. These timings were varied with the purpose to 
show that one salt can consistently lower the freezing point of 
the ice cube the most and thereby melt the ice cube the most.

Dependent variables:
1. Amount of water melted from the ice cube: This is what

will be calculated to see the percent mass of how much the ice 
cube has melted with the given amount of time. In the differ-
ent trials, the reagent will result in different masses of the ice 
being melted at different times.

2. Reduction in the freezing point of the ice cube when in
contact with the salts: 

The different solutes reduce the freezing point of the ice 
cube by different values. This variable depends on the number 
of molecules dissolved in the solvent and as a result, becomes 
a dependent variable. Even though this variable is not a value 
this experiment itself will find, it still becomes a dependent 
variable part of the reaction.

Controlled variables:
1. Refrigerator temperature (-18℃) where the ice cubes were 

stored was kept constant: The storage where the ice cubes were 
stored is quite important as changing the location of ice cubes 
could alter the precision of the experiment, because some re-
frigerator-freezers may have their temperature changed.

2. Time ice cubes were left out before solutes were dissolved
in them: Precisely 10 minutes after the ice cubes were taken 
out of the freezer, the salt solutes were placed in the beakers 
to keep the trials fair and constant. Keeping this a controlled 
variable was difficult, as I had to start a timer and quickly rush 
retrieving the ice cube tray, measure each ice cube and salt all 
within 10 minutes. I realized that I could have extended the 
time the ice cubes were left out, but also realized that the ice 
cubes could also start melting.

3. Masses of the solutes (CaCl2, NaCl, MgSO4) and solvents
(ice cubes) were kept constant as well: Each solute was mea-
sured with an electronic mass balance to be 5.0 cm3 (Figure 2), 
and the solvents were measured to be 25.0 cm3. These masses 
were kept constant throughout the trials.

4. Location of the trials: The location of the trials is essential
as different locations have different variables and factors that 
may affect the speed of the salt to lower the freezing point 
of the ice cube. This is why the location of the trials in this 
experiment was kept constant.

5. The purity of the solutes and solvents: In each trial, the salt
and ice cube had to be used in such a way to minimize the ex-
posure to possible contaminants. This included using the same 
bottle of distilled water in which the ice cubes were frozen 
in and using clean apparatus (scoopulas, beakers, Petri dishes, 
etc.) to retrieve the salts from their jars. Even the jars from 
which the reagents were used were kept constant throughout 
the trials.

6. Size of salt particles: This may seem minuscule but has the
possibility to greatly affect the rate at which the salt lowers the 
freezing point of the ice cube. The surface area that which the 
reagent covers is important, leaving the reagent in a more solid 
form can slow down the process of freezing point depression, 
which is why for this experiment I ground all the salts so as to 
keep the differences between the salts minimal.

Photograph of set-up:

Experimental procedure: The procedure outlined by Science-
Buddies.org with modifications to coincide with the different 
variables and factors in my experiment was utilized. The mod-
ified procedure is described in detail below.

Figure 2: Photograph of my experimental set-up, weighting out 5.0 grams 
of Calcium chloride reagent using a mass balance.
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100.0 cm3 of distilled water was collected from Glacéau 
Smartwater Vapour water bottle using the pipette and pipette 
pump, I then slowly and carefully poured 25.0 cm3 into 4 
squares in the ice cube tray.  Once again, 100.0 cm3 of distilled 
water was collected and poured into another 4 squares on the 
ice cube tray. Finally, this process was repeated until 20 ice cube 
squares in the ice cube tray were filled with distilled water. The 
ice cube tray was carefully transferred into a freezer and let sit 
overnight. The following day, I used a scoopula to transfer an 
eyeballed amount of calcium chloride in the mortar. I grounded 
the calcium chloride (CaCl2) with the pestle to small particles. 
I repeated step 3 for sodium chloride (NaCl) and magnesium 
sulphate (MgSO4), used different Petri dishes for the other 
salts. I retrieved ice cube tray from freezer and set a 10-minute 
timer, then placed 1 ice cube into each of the four 200.0 cm3 
labelled glass beakers. Next, I placed the three salts on three ice 
cubes, but the last ice cube was the control. At the end of the 
10 minutes, I started another timer for 5 min. I used a clean 
scoopula to try to place and shift as much of the salt on or 
near the ice cube and used Sony Xperia X Performance to take 
photos of the experiment. After the timer ended, I quickly used 
tweezers to retrieve the ice cubes from the four beakers and 
placed on new clean Petri dishes which were weighed (cm3) 
on the Acculab V 600 electronic mass balance, but not before 
the Petri dishes were zeroed out. In the four following days, the 
same experiment was conducted but with the timing in which 
the ice cubes were left in the beakers were changed to 15 min, 
30 min, 45 min, and 60 min for the rest of the trials.

Calculation
Calculating freezing points: As stated earlier, the freezing 

point depression equation was used in addition to the ex-
perimentation as a safeguard to ensure that the results that I 
collected are accurate in the terms that the most effective salt 
will have the greatest change in the freezing point of the ice 
cube. The calculations of the values of the freezing point de-
pression are shown below:

Calcium chloride (CaCl2): To calculate the Freezing Point 
Depression3 for CaCl2 the formula is Freezing Pointtotal = 
Freezing Pointsolvent - ΔTf, where ΔTf = i * Kf * m. Here we are 
given the Kf of water which is 1.86°C kg/molal and the freez-
ing point of water is 0 °C. We require ΔTf, van’t Hoff factor (i), 
molality of solute (m), and Freezing Pointtotal.

Given the moles of CaCl2 and volume of water in kg, we can 
calculate the molality of CaCl2 which is 2.00 mol/kg. The next 
step is about the van 't Hoff factor “i”. CaCl2 is an ionic com-
pound making it a strong electrolyte and therefore has “i” > 1. 
To determine the exact value of “i” we need to know the num-
ber of ions CaCl2 that will dissociate in aqueous solution. The 
answer is 3  because there are 1 Ca+ ion and 2 Cl- ions, totaling 
s3. Finally, since we have calculated the molality of CaCl2, “i”, 
and Kf, it can be calculated that the ΔTf of CaCl2 is 11.16 °C. 
By calculating the ΔTf of CaCl2 to be 11.16 °C, the Freezing 
Pointtotal was -11.16 °C. 

Using a method similar to CaCl2, the Freezing Pointtotal for 
NaCl was -11.09 °C and MgSO4 was -6.10 °C.

Sample Calculation:
(for showing how relative performance was calculated):
Trial 1 for calcium chloride:
Relative Performance = [(original mass of ice cube - the new     

mass of ice cube)/(original mass of ice cube)]*100%
 = [(25cm3 - 22.19cm3)/(25cm3)]*100%
= 11.24% 
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